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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. General 
The executives of a business organization nearly always 
have very definite goals in mind when the enterprise is first 
created. The nature of the enterprise may change and the structural 
organization undergo many adjustments, but at least one of the 
original goals will remain, namely, to render invested capital and 
executive effort productive. The popular way to express the idea 
is that business is engaged in for the purpose of securing a profit.* 
It has often been said that under our American "free enterprise" 
system the chief objective or goal of a business is the earning of 
a profit. Such a statement is only partially true. In a broader 
sense, a business organization is an economic institution. It is 
created principally for the purpose of providing the public with 
those goods or services which are needed or desired.** 
While a business enterprise may have collaterial objectives 
with social implications, it is the profit motive which is the major 
dynamic force in the operation of Ame~ican business today. Certainly 
owners of capital have a right to expect a reasonable return on their 
capital when they place it in the hands of others for use, as they do 
in our corporate structures, or when they personally supervise it, as 
in the case of a single proprietorship. The enterprise that does not 
*1, Chap. 1, p. 10 
**2, p. 3 
6. 
earn a fair return on its capital faces ultimate disaster. When an 
enterprise earns less than Hhat investors deem a fair return it can-
not secure needed capital for expansion. Other industries in a more 
favorable situation will be able to make improvements and expand, thus 
putting the less favored one at a still greater disadvantage. In the 
long run the business that does not make a profit will be unable to 
command additional funds when needed, and will be forced to close its 
doors, thus depriving its employees of the source of employment.* 
The defini. tion of 11prof'i t" can be troublesome. To the 
economist, profit is the residual income after having paid rent for 
land, interest on capital used, both owned and borrowed, and wages 
to labor and executives. To the accountant, profit is the excess 
of income over all expenses. It is the latter concept which will 
underlie all subsequent references to profit. 
What are the sources of profit? In the manufacturing 
enterprise, with which we are initially concerned, and considering 
profit as the excess of income over all expenses, profit may be realiz-
ed, held constant, or (as is the goal of most managements) increased, 
by: (1) increasing sales, while holding expenses constant or reducing 
them; (2) decreasing expenses, while holding sales constant or increas-
j_ng them. 
Dollar volume of sales can be increased by raising prices, 
*1, Chap. 1 1 p. 10 
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by selling more units of product, or by a combination of the two. In 
a generally highly competitive economy such as the present American 
capitalistic economy, increasing dollar volume of sales is difficult. 
The pressure of competition, in most cases, prevents an arbitrary 
raising of prices by any one enterprise, while the struggle for a 
larger physical volume of sales is waged daily by most businesses, 
each one striving to increase its share of the total sales volume. 
Thus, while increased sales represents a very real source of profits, 
its achievement is limited by the strong competitive forces at work 
today. 
The second source of profits, namely, reducing expen5es, 
presents a constant and vital challenge to management today. Most 
managements, while cognizant of the many difficulties involved, are 
also aware that in the area of expense reduction and cost control 
lies a significant source of profits. It is to this goal of controll-
ing expenses that we shall direct our attention, with particular 
emphasis on specific means of controlling costs, their development 
and application in manufacturing processes, and their adaption to 
office procedures. 
The concept of "control" was basic in the beginnings of what 
is generally known as the "scientific management movement". The work 
of pioneers such as Frederick w. Taylor, Carl Barth, the Gilbreths 
and Henry L. Gantt covered many aspects of the scientific method of 
attack on business problems, but one of the motivating forces for the 
scientific management movement was the realization, particularly by 
B. 
Taylor, that management at that time (1880's) did not really manage, 
or control, for the reason that it had no adequate means of controlling. 
The development of such means, or functions, represents in large part 
the movement which may best be typified by Taylor.•s own statement: 
"'lhe substitution of a science for the individual judgment of the work-
man."* 
B. Definition of "Cost Control". 
The term cost, in its most general sense as applied to 
business, includes total expenditures incurred for the acquisition 
of items to be sold, or for services to be rendered. Of necessity, 
cost includes different classes of expense, contingent upon the type 
of organization. A company engaged solely in trading buys its merchan-
dise in finished form, incurs various expenses in its sale, and incurs 
other expenses in the management of the business. Price paid for the 
merchandise, plus the expenses incurred, is the cost. Cost deducted 
from income, or sales price, gives profit if income exceeds the cost, 
or loss if cost exceeds the income. A company engaged in manufacture 
or fabrication is not unlike a company engaged in trading. Merchandise, 
instead of being purchased in finished form, is purchased in a raw state 
and is converted into salable merchandise. Expenditures for material, 
labor and expenses used in conversion or manufacture, represent cost 
of product produced. This cost is frequently referred to in practice as 
the "cost to make." "Total cost" in a manufacturing company is the cost 
*3, p. 59 
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to make, as applied to the product sold, plus the cost to sell, plus 
any general expenses.* 
Control means to check or regulate, to keep within limits, 
to exercise directing, guiding or restraining power over. 
Thus the term "Cost Control", as applied to manufacturing, 
can be summarized briefly as a regulation, check or restraint of 
expenditures for material, labor and expenses used in the manufacturing 
process. 
c. Elements of Cost 
1. 1-f...anufacturing .. 
The three elements of cost in the manufacturing 
process are: 
*4, p. 943 
**5 p. 42 ~' p. 1020 
Direct Material, which has been defined by one 
authority as follows: "Direct material consists 
of those things which become a part of the finished 
product and which can economically be identified with 
an item of product.** Another definition is that of 
the Joint Committee on Management Terminology, which 
is: "material which can be charged to specific jobs, 
processes or commodities."*** 
10. 
Direct Labor. Professor James March defines direct 
labor as n... that portion of labor cost which can 
be applied specifically to units of product •• • "* 
Factory OVerhead. Known also as indirect manufacturing 
costs, or burden, this element of cost has been defined 
as follows: "••• those costs that camot be allocated 
specifically to the product being manufactured. ... "~"* 
It consists of ~ different kinds of cost, such as 
shop supervision, utility services, repairs, taxes, 
insurance and depreciation. 
2. Insurance. 
Since we shall be concerned further on in this discussion 
with methods of controlling costs in the typical stock, 
casualty, agency system company, it is in order to examine 
and discuss the principal eleiOOnts of cost in this type of 
insurance business. 
Commissions. This element of cost represents the pay-
*5, p. 256 
-a5, p. 43 
ment to agents and brokers of a commission fee, for 
securing business, fixed as a predetermined percentage 
of the written prerrd.wn, and based {a) on the type of 
u. 
business, i.e., automobile, fire, burglary, surety, 
etc., and (b) the voluroo of business written by the 
agent or broker for the particular company. Overall, 
commission expense accounts for from 20% to 30% of 
a company1s total sales, and represents about 50% 
of total expenses. 
Salaries. This item is the second largest expense 
of most stock casualty insurance companies; it ranges 
from 11% to 15% of premiums written, and represents 
lib out 30% of total expenses. In the Salaries account 
are normally found all wage and salary payments, includ-
ing overtime, incentive earnings, and shift bonuses. 
So called contingent accounts, or profit-sharing pay-
roonts, may be included in the Salaries account, or may 
be shown separately. 
Supplies and Printing. Since the "product11 of the 
insurance company is its insurance policy, supported 
by a tremendous variety and volume of other printed 
paper forms, it is apparent that the cost of supplies 
and printing is a significant one. As a percentage 
of total expenses, this item may represent 3 - 5 percent. 
Other. An enumeration of the other elements of cost in 
the insurance business is beyond the scope of this work. 
12. 
It should be recognized that there are several other 
large expenses to be borne, but the costs named above 
represent the major portion of the costs of doing 
business for the average insurance company. 
D. Significance of Extending Scientific Nanagement 
Techniques from the Shop to the Office. 
Scientific management techniques have made tremendous 
strides in the factory since the beginnings of Taylor's work in the 
1880's. The so-called "Taylor School" carried Taylor's principles 
to the corners of the rapidly industrializing United States, and 
even to other countries. New industries which were developing in 
the early 1900's had a made-to-measure opportunity to develop manage-
ment methods, including the basic concepts of cost control, along 
with manufacturing techniques. Particularly in the Middle West of 
the United States, industries grasped the opportunity of increasing 
effectiveness of operation that was offered by the scientific manage-
ment method, and gradually developed, in many scattered localities, 
methods of operation which, though built up on the same firm founda-
tions as those that served the early leaders of the management movement, 
were nevertheless constructed along newer and bolder lines. The best 
known illustration is that of the Ford Motor Company, whose examples 
of the economies incident to standardized operation, continuous 
assembly, newer wage-payment concepts, and overall control of opera-
tions and costs have profoundly influenced the whole of American 
industry.* 
*1, Chap. 2, p. 7 
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'lhe tremndous growth and success of American industry 
can be traced, in no small measure, to the application of methods 
of control, including cost control, which are basic in the scientific 
management movement. But the applications have largely been in the 
shop, or the factory. The assembly line, the foundry, and the mill 
have applied the control techniques, but the office, to a large degree, 
has not adopted them. It is this area that offers tre~~Endous potential 
savings through the intelligent application of cost control techniques. 
E. Increasing !mportance of Office Operations. 
The size, importance, complexity and cost of office operations 
have increased tremendously in the past few decades. Today, there are 
more white collar workers than ever before, and their nwnber is increas-
ing at a high rate. 'l'here are today more than eight million workers 
in the United States classified as "clerical and related", which is 
equal to all the farm workers in the United States. The following data, 
expressing the ratio of office workers to production workers, indicate 
this tremendous growth. 
Year 
-
1900 
1935 
1955 
Ratio 
1 to 300 
1 to 10 
1 to 2* 
Elcpressed in another way, the number of factory production 
workers has increased 75 percent in the past 50 years, while in the 
*18, p. 23 
.same period the number of office workers has increased 800 percent.* 
The upward trend in the number of people employed in cleri-
cal and kindred jobs in the United States has been particularly evident 
in recent years. In 1954, according to the Bureau of the Census, there 
were 8,294.000 such employees; this represented an increase of 89 per-
cent over the 4,381,000 employed in such positions in 1940, and it was 
the largest percentage increase of any of the major occupations classi-
fied by the Bureau of the CensuB, About one worker in eight is now 
an office worker; in 1900, the proportion was about one in forty.*'Jo 
F. Causes of the Growth of Office Work. 
The msjor factors in the rapid growth of office work are 
the f ollow.ing: 
1. increasing size and complexity of individual firms. 
A manufacturing firm of average size in 1900 had about 
iAiel ve employees; one ot average size today has about 
fifty employees. Many manufacturing firms are, of course, 
much larger, and present trends indicate they will become 
still larger in the future. Too, firms in the fields 
of distribution, finance and service also are becoming 
typically larger. In a large firm, the proportion of 
total employees who are office workers tends to be larger 
than in a small firm in the same type of operation - this 
*19, p. 171 
~, p. 5 
relationship appeared consistently in a study of 
clerical proportions in individual firms of five 
separate industries in Ohio, made in 1948. 
Among reasons which seem to explain this tendency of 
large firms to employ larger proportions of office 
workers are the following: greater dependence by manage-
ment upon records and reports; necessity for more thorough 
control systems; greater problems of coordination; and 
greater opportunity for separation of office and clerical 
activities from other types of work. 
2. increasing clerical specialization. With a basic 
trend toward mass production and distribution, with its 
advantages in operational economies, has come increasing 
size of fi~ In any field, mass-scale operations tend 
to limit more closely the range of duties assigned to each 
employee, in order to achieve greater proficiency in the 
operations performed, to simplify training, and to secure 
other benefits of specialization. Since most office and 
clerical activities require distinct skills and thus 
represent areas in which specialization may produce real 
benefits, they tend to be split apart from primary acti vi-
ties such as production and selling, as soon as their volume 
justifies, and to be assigned to full-time clerical workers. 
3. government influences. During recent decades govern-
Blental controls and services have been expanded greatly, 
and most firms have been obliged to add to their office 
staff merely to interpret and apply regulations, keep 
special records, and fulfill the legal reporting require-
ments of all branches of government - local, state and 
national. 
4. development of office-type business organizations. 
The present century has seen a tremendous increase in 
numbers of insurance companies, banks, finance companies, 
securities brokerages, advertising agencies, mail order 
houses, and other types of organizations whose activities 
are largely office in nature. These have increased the 
number of office and clerical employees. 
5. the scientific management movement. The pioneering 
efforts of Frederick W. Taylor and his associates to take 
a good portion of the guesswork out of management, and 
the adoption of their general approach as a working philo-
sophy by more and more executives, have led to increased 
demands upon the office for more complete and usable 
information.* 
ie-6, pp. 5-7 
17. 
18. 
G. Need for Greater Control of Office Costs. 
The progress made in developing technological improvements 
for performing clerical work has been relatively slow - much slower 
than in the field of factory operations. In the past, office employees 
were usually added to the payroll to meet increased demands for infor-
mation, rather than develop improved methods so that the job could 
be done with the same number of people. As a result, the output of 
clerical work per employee has not kept pace with the output of 
manufactured goods produced per factory worker.* 
The combination of greater demands on office services 
and relatively slower technological advancement than that characteriz-
ing factory operations has caused the office portion of total costs 
to mount rapidly during recent decades.** 
An effective presentation of the significance of office 
costs, and the need to control them, was made by Mr. M. Holzhaeuser1 
Office SystelllB Analyst of the John Oster Manufacturing Company, at 
a work simplification seminar recently. Mr. Holzhaeuser said: 
"••• If yours is an average company, it is probably realizing a ten 
percent profit on sales, your average clerical salary js $2500 a 
year, and you, therefore, must net one million dollars in sales for 
a sufficient return to compensate forty clerical employees. Think 
of that1 One million dollars in sales to compensate forty employees -
and then - to strictly break even1 • •• "*** 
*19, p. 171 
**6, pp. lQ-11 
***18, p. 36 
Most organizations have only limited information regarding 
their office costs - explainable, in part, by the fact that office 
activities are present in virtually all divisions of the business, 
and by the fact that these activities have an auxiliary role in divi-
sions primarily concerned with other duties. It is frequently diffi-
cult to separate office tasks from other types of work. Another 
complicating factor is the problem of finding suitable units of 
measurement and of setting usable office time standards. Lacking 
accurate information on office costs, management has not brought 
this substantial area into very sharp focus.* 
H. Stock Casualty Insurance 
1. Nature of the Cost Problem - Need for Lower Costs. 
Every heal thy enterprise in a competitive economy is 
concerned with controlling and reducing costs. The nature of competi-
tion forces management to maintain a constant pressure for control 
of costs, and requires a never-ending search fo~ ways and means of 
reducing expenses. The managements of stock casualty insurance compa-
nies are faced with the same need for reducing costs that confronts 
all managements in all fields of competitive enterprise. In addi tion1 
there are certain problems peculiar to the stock casualty insurance 
business which highlight the need for effective cost control. 
The first of these problems is not, broadly speaking, 
peculiar to the stock casualty insurance business. It is competition, 
19. 
but the source and nature of the competition is distinctive, and 
poses a very real problem. Stock casualty insurance companies 
compete with each other, and with the mutual companies. The latter, 
by publicizing the dividends paid to policyholders on some lines 
of business, are able to offer an attractive selling price appeal 
to would-be buyers of insurance. A further competitive advantage 
of the mutuals is their direct-selling methods, which enable them 
to reduce the cost of commissions, which, as indicated above, is the 
largest single expense of the stock casualty companies operating 
under the American agency system. 
The second source of competition facing the typical stock 
casualty company which operates under the agency system is the so-
called n direct writing" company. The oustanding example of the 
20. 
"direct writer" is the Allstate Insurance Company, owned and operated 
by Sears Roebuck Company. By applying to insurance policies the same 
successful mass merchandising methods used in the sale of its regular 
products, the Allstate Company has become a serious competitive problem 
to the American agency system companies. The 11 direct writing" companies 
have streamlined operations, have simplified the insurance policy it-
self, have (in the case of Sears Roebuck,, sold their products over 
the counter in a retail store, in the same fashion as selling a gallon 
of paint or a rug, and, by practically eliminating the commission, 
have priced the product (insurance, largely automobile) so low that 
they have gaired control of a significant portion of the market. 
The Sears Roebuck subsidiary, Allstate Insurance Company, 
enjoys an additional cost advantage over most stock casualty insur-
ance companies, resulting from the experience which it has had in 
its mail order business in such areas as office layout, work simpli• 
fication, methods analysis, and labor standards. Sears, along with 
other large mail order houses, has pioneered in these cost control 
functions, and has developed a wealth of experience and lmowledge in 
these fields. It is logical to assume that Sears' management will 
apply this knowledge and e:xperience to the office operations of its 
subsidiary insurance company, .Allstate, and that as a result, the 
latter will be able to show an even better e:xpense picture than at 
present. Thus the stock casualty companies, which by and large have 
been reluctant to apply scientific management techniques to their 
operations, will suffer a greater cost disadvantage than at present. 
Whether this likelihood becomes fact apparently rests with the manage-
ments of the stock casualty conpanies, who must decide whether the 
apathy and conservatism of the past will give way to a more receptive 
attitude tmrards modern management techniques. 
The concern felt by the American agency system companies 
is expressed in the followi~ letter from the Director of Agency 
Relations of one of the large companies faced with this competition. 
11
•• • Although you are all aware of the 
operations of the All States Insurance Company, 
and other simi.lar organizations writing parti-
cular lines of insurance, have you seriously 
considered the threat they represent to 
American Agency System Companies? 
21. 
In 1942 the Jll States Insurance Company wrote 
$7,000,000, and in 1953 they wrote slightly 
over $103,000,000 making an underwriting profit 
of $12,070,000 or approximately 12% on a written 
basis, and almost 15% on the earned. While we 
obviously know nothing about the way they reserve 
cases, the fact of the matter is, their operations 
last year produced these results and it is reaso~ 
able to asswne that they deal with loss reserves 
in a fairly intelligent fashion. 
There are two things w1 th which all of us should 
be concerned, and by "all of us" I mean, Stock 
Company people, and more particularly, agents: 
The first of these is the tremendous magnetism 
attached to an operation such as the All States. 
It is unnecessary for them to contact the public. 
Their very operation compels the public to come 
to them and in no other Stock Company does that 
situation occur. When you consider just that 
feature alone, the only conclusion you can reach 
is that the competition they represent is almost 
insurmountable, and that the trelll9ndous growth 
which they have enjoyed will be governed in the 
future only by their inability to establish out-
lets in other parts of the country similar to 
those which now exist. 
The second and equally important point is the 
possibility of other businesses which operate 
on a basis comparable to Sears Roebuck establish-
ing insurance companies. Any of these large country-
wide retail distributors with substantial assets, 
and most of them do have substantial asset$, are 
going to eye with a certain amount of keen active 
envy the 12% return which Sears Roebuck made on 
its insurance operations last year. Their natural 
reaction is going to be, if Sears Roebuck can make 
that kind of money in the insurance business, 
certainly by operating in similar fashion we should 
be able to do equally as well. 
\ale realize it is most difficult to compete with this 
kind of merchandising. Our job, and we haven't been 
entirely successful at it, is to reach the public. 
That necessitates our making it a point to see the 
public. Their operations circumvent and eliminate 
the greatest difficulty we have - the public comes 
to them. 
22. 
As you perhaps know, they have commenced writing 
Liability business, and are now plarming to write 
Fire Insurance. Their success in the Automobile 
field proves beyond any doubt that they should be, 
in fact will be, equally as successful in these 
two fields. Moreover, there is no reason why they 
should stop here, and they won't. 
Service with a capital 1 S' by the agent and Company 
is one gimmick we do have to offer that companies 
like the All States and similar others do not have 
available. If the American Agency System is to 
survive, and companies like ours dependent upon it 
are to be in existence for years to come, we should 
take stock of our ad.V'antages and use them to the 
utmost. 
It is doubtful if anyone knows at the moment just 
how to completely combat this situation, but certain-
ly everyone of us, and especially agents and brokers 
whose responsibility it is to see the public, should 
be alerted to what I consider to be one of the greatest 
threats, immediate and future, to Stock Insurance 
Companies and the American Agency System."* 
Mr. John A. North, President of the Phoenix Insurance 
Company, expressed the problem as follows: 
*38 
**31, p. 10 
"•. • Unless capital stock insurance agents and their 
companies can find some joint and agreeable method 
for competing for the mass market business, i.e., 
automobile passenger cars, homes, and their furnish-
ings, both as to price and service, that market will 
soon be lost. Agency companies must modify expenses 
and retain a margin of reasonable profit, or face 
the loss of the mass market which is expected to 
reach gigantic proportions by 1975... We need the 
kind of research which will help us to reduce our 
controllable expenses and which will also help us 
to find out what the buyer desires as well as to 
anticipate his insurance needs ••• "** 
23. 
The agency system companies generally have sought to offset 
the price attraction of the direct writers by emphasizing the quality 
of their product. In this connection, the following quotation is 
revealing: 
" •• • There are serious students of insurance who 
have genuine misgivings about the entrance of Sears 
Roebuck into the insurance industry as a 1 competitor 1 , 
offering an allegedly similar product at a lower 
price than those who use the agency system to distri-
bute their product. The agency system proponents 
contend that their product is something more than 
a contract, because the buyer obtains service. 
Insurance service involves not only aid in presenting 
a claim, but also advice, guidance, and, when neces-
sary, counselling... The American agency system 
has been able to survive the competition afforded 
by direct writers simply because buyers of insurance 
have differentiated among. various sellers and their 
'products•. Convenience of the seller's location, 
or ~thod of paynEnt, or the seller• s courtesy, or 
friendship, enter into the choice. Blt, with rising 
insurance costs, how long will the buyer continue 
to pay a premium for such 'intangibles • as these? • •• "* 
A second major consideration in the cost problem of the 
typical stock casualty insurance company is that of regulation by 
state and Federal authorities. Each state controls insurance activi-
ties through a Cpmrrd.ssioner of Insurance, whose department is empowered 
by statute to exercise contrOl over the operations of all companies 
licensed to do business in the particular state. To assure compliance, 
the states are given the authority to make periodic audits or exam:i.na-
tions of the books and records of the companies. 
*32, pp. 20.26 
24. 
The most significant feature of state regulation of 
insurance con:panies is in the field of approval, or disapproval 
of rates charged by the companies. These 11rates 11 are comparable 
to the selling prices of industrial or commercial enterprises, which, 
in a con:petitive economy, are determined in the market place. The 
relative freedom of determining the selling price enjoyed by most 
businesses is not available to the management of insurance companies; 
here, the state regulatory bodies approve or disapprove the rates, 
or 11 selling prices" of the product - the insurance policy. In 
general, the method used in practice is for the insurance con:panies 
to collect, compile and present data which support their contention 
that the rate for a certain type of coverage should be a certain 
amount. Rates are written fornnlae of the consensus of judgment 
of the best underwriting eJq:>erts, based on actual results of combined 
eJq:>erience of companies over a period of years.* These rates are 
subject to the approval of the state insurance commissioner. Thus 
the insurance industry does not possess the sane degree of freedom 
in determining selling price as does most industry, even within the 
limits determined by compeiative forces. Lacking this relative 
flexibility iln pricing its product, the insurance industry faces 
two peculiar problems when it is confronted with rising costs: 
first, an increase in selling price mst be approved by a regulatory 
body; and second, the price increase, when approved, may lag behind 
the cost increase by as much as two or three years. 
25. 
Since the insurance commissioner's job is a part of the 
state government, it becomes subject to the pressures present in 
all political areas. In Massachusetts, which is one of only two of 
the forty-eight states with compulsory automobile insurance, there 
is ample evidence of the political pressures involved in approval 
of insurance rates. The situation is summed up in the following 
editorial from the Boston Herald, entitled "The Ugly Facts of 
Auto Rates" 
" ••• The year 1956 will, we predict, mark the utter 
failure of the compulsory automobile insurance law 
as now set up. It appears that Massachusetts is 
politically incompetent to administer the law. 
The insurance commissioner a few days ago set the 
tentative rates for 1957 at the same level as for 
this year, except that 50 cents would be added to 
make up for the repeal of the demerit law. If he 
had announced that in 1957 cars would be allowed 
to get two miles more per gallon of gas than they 
got in 1956, he would not have been a bit more 
highhanded with the realities. 
The people of Massachusetts have never been allowed 
access to the data on which compulsory automobile 
rates are established. This is one of the conspicuous 
fields in which the people's right to know is denied. 
But there is enough evidence available to indicate 
that the stabilized rates for 1957 cannot be justified 
on any but political grounds. 
The rates for this year were fixed in 1955 under 
complicated computations based on the cost of settling 
death and injury claims for the year 1954. To this 
cost for 1954, 3% was added for 1955 and 3% more for 
1956, representing what the commissioner considered 
to be the indicated increased cost of settling claims 
in those years. Thus the commissioner recognized a 
trend of 3% a year in increased claim cost. 
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But suddenly he ceases to recognize such a trend. 
Is it possible that the trend has been halted? 
'!here is nothing to indicate it. In the first 
four months of 1956 the Registry of Motor Vehicles 
reports that 28,342 persons were killed or injured, 
or 4,528 more than in the corresponding period of 
1955, an increase of 19%. There were only 4.2% 
more cars registered in that same period. 
Does that look as if the claim cost trend had 
leveled off? 
Moreover there is something strangely pat about 
this 1956 computation working so neatly for 1957. 
This is the first time in the history of compulsory 
insurance that the rate has remained unchanged for 
two years, except during the war when the rate was 
artificially frozen because of gasoline rationing. 
How much higher the rate ought to be this year we 
have no way of knowing, since the computations of 
the rating bureau, which collects the figures, are 
secret. The insurance companies say there ought 
to be at least a 22% increase. They state that 
the average cost of claims this year is running 
8% greater than in 1955, and that present statistics 
and trends indicate they will have to pay out in 
claima this year about $10,000,000 more than they 
received for this purpose in 1956 premiums, with 
nothing for overhead costs. 
The 22% may or may not be excessive. But it is 
clear that the commissioner has chosen to ignore 
ugly facts about claim costs because the people 
evidently can't take them, just as the people 
couldn't take demerit rating. And compulsory 
insurance is simply impossible under such condi-
tions. 
If we are to keep compulsory insurance, the setting 
of rates hae got to be taken out of politics. New 
York, which is just adopting compulsory insurance, 
is letting the insurance companies fix rates subject 
to the approval of the commissioner - as we do in 
the case of other forms of automobile insurance. 
Meanwhile, the insurance commissioner should release 
all the data compiled by the rating bureau so the 
citizens can know what is going on - or the Legisla.-. 
ture should require him to do so.* 
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Federal regulation of insurance is not yet a reality, other 
than in such areas as anti-trust re.gulation, and all phases relating 
to insurance as being within the scope of interstate commerce, and 
consequently subject to Federal regulation. The possibility of Federal 
regulation of the insurance industry is being watched with both interest 
and apprehension by the industry in general. 
2. Insurance "Profit" Defined. 
The general term "profi tn has been defined earlier as the 
excess of income over all expenses. In relating expenses to profits 
in the typical stock casualty insurance company it will be helpful to 
describe more precisely the considerations involved in the term "profit". 
Casualty insurance companies are engaged in two principal 
activities; (a) the conduct of their insurance or "underwriting" 
business, and (b) the investloont and reinvestment of their available 
funds. Since this paper is concerned with the significance of control-
ling costs in the underwriting phase of the business, we shall turn 
our attention first to the means used to measure the degree of profit-
ability of such operations, and the effect of costs on such profitabi-
lity. The underwriting results of insurance companies are rooasured 
by three different underwriting ratios, as follows: 
the Loss Ratio, Which is the measure of selection of 
risks by the company, and the adequacy of the rates, 
is the ratio of losses incurred to premiums earned. 
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the Expense Ratio, which is the measure of efficiency 
of operations, and reflects the costs of salaries, 
supplies, printing, etc., is the ratio of underwriting 
expenses to premiums written. 
the Combined Underwriting Loss and Expense Ratio is 
the sum of the Loss Ratio and the Underwriting Expense 
Ratio. If the Combined Ratio is less than 100%, the 
difference is the approximate underwriting profit 
margin, whereas if it is above 100%, underwriting was 
conducted at a loss. 
lhe Loss Ratio is calculated against premiums earned 
since the losses occur or may occur over the life of the policy, 
whereas the Expense Ratio is calculated against premiums written 
since by far the greater part of the underwriting expenses are 
incurred and charged to profit and loss upon the writing of the 
policy rather than over its term.* 
3. Actual Underwriting Profits - 10 Selected Companies. 
The operating results of ten major selected casualty 
insurance conpanies for the years 1951-1955 are shown in Table I. 
'lhese data are significant in two major respects; (a) they indicate 
the small percentage of profit earned by these representative companies, 
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and (b) they illustrate the significance of the Expense Ratio in the 
overall profit picture, and the consequent irr.portance of controlling 
the various eleroonts of' costs which collectively determine the ~ense 
Ratio. 
Included in Table I are data for the Allstate Insurance 
Company, referred to above as the outstanding exanple of the "direct 
writing" companies. It is significant that for the 5-year period 
covered, the Expense Ratio for the .Alls~ate Company averaged 24.8 
percent, which was considerably lo-vrer than the cont>arable figure for 
the other companies shown. It is the ability of the "direct writers"' 
to control expenses, as indicated by the low E:xpense Ratio of the 
Allstate Company, that concerns the management of most stock casualty 
companies, and emphasizes the need for these companies to explore 
all possible means of cost con'b:'ol, so as to lower their ~ense 
Ratios. 
4. The "Product". 
If an analogy were to be drawn between the "product• of' 
the stock casualty insurance company and its industrial counterpart, 
such as the foundry, the bakery or the textile mill, the following 
situation would develop. The tangible "product" of the insurance 
company is its policy, or the written contract of' insurance, corrpar-
able to the foundry's casting, the bakery's loaf of' bread, and the 
textile mill's bolt of cotton cloth. In addition, the insurance 
company is selling "serv.i.ce11 , which, in varying degrees, is also 
being sold by the foundry, the bakery, and the textile mill. 
Each industry has a sequence of basic operations involved 
in manufacturing its product. In the foundry, core-making, moulding, 
pouring and shaking-out are involved; in the bakery, mixing, baking 
and wrapping are basic operations, and in the mill, carding, spinning, 
spooling, slashing and weaving may be involved. Similarly, in insur-
ance, in producing the final product, the policy itself, certain 
basic operations are involved, such as rating, coding, typing, check-
ing, filing, etc. 
Cost control principles have been, and are being, applied 
with considerable effectiveness in the industrial areas, such as 
those exemplified above - the foundry, the bakery, and the textile 
mills. It is reasonable to conclude that certain basic cost control 
techniques can be applied to certain common office o~erations, and 
it is the purpose of this paper to describe certain selected cost 
control functions, to review their application to manufacturing 
processes, and to indicate areas where these same techniques can 
be applied to office work, with particular reference to cPsualty 
insurance processes. 
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TABlE I 
Net Combined 
Premi.WIIS Premi'UIIlS Loss and 
writum Earned Loss EXpense Expense 
($000) ($000) Ratio Ratio Ratio 
.Allstate Insurance Co. 
1955 229,545 2ll,742 64.3 25.2 89.5 
1954 189,954 173,471 61.2 24.4 85.6 
1953 156,221 132,359 63.1 25.1 88.2 
1952 103,154 89,236 58.7 24.0 82.7 
1951 15,036 67,569 67.6 25.2 92.8 
Total 753,910 674,377 62.8 24.8 87.6 
American Suret~ Co. 
1955 38,040 31,695 53.9 l.J.I,.5 98.4 
1954 39,6ll 38,491 52.7 42.8 95.5 
1953 39,386 39,825 56.8 42.h 99.2 
1952 40,070 la-,445 64.0 41.9 105.9 
1951 34,497 31,819 67.2 39.6 106.8 
Total 191,6o4 189,275 58.7 42.3 101.0 
Centur~ Indemnit~ Co. 
1955 17,b43 17,078 57.1 41.6 98.7 
1954 16,536 16,334 57.7 42.1 99 .. 8 
1953 15,970 15,429 55.7 42..3 98.o 
1952 JJ,852 14,722 54.1 39.3 93.4 
1951 30,576 27,811 68.1 39.9 108.0 
Total 94,377 91,374 59.8 40.9 100.7 
Emp1o;y;:rs' Liabili ~ 
1955 6o,347 56,707 59.1 38.2 97.3 
1954 56,6o4 54,044 55.1 38.9 94.-0 
1953 54,219 51,986 58.2 38.0 96.2 
1952 50,429 49,048 58.6 37.8 96.4 
1951 46,269 44,899 68.1 38.1 106.2 
Total 267,869 256,684 59.5 38.2 97.7 
Glens Falls Indemnit~ Co. 
1955 25,242 24,888 57.6 4o.8 98~ 
1954 24,892 24,728 56.1 40.8 96.9 
1953 25,449 24,453 56.3 39.4 95 .. 7 
1952 23,701 21,953 56.7 39.6 96.3 
1951 23,920 19,194 58.5 34.4 92.9 
Total 123,204 115,208 57.0 39.0 96.o 
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TABLE I (continued:! 
Mass. Bondi!Y!j and Insur. Co. 
1955 36,018 36,326 58.3 38.0 96.3 
1954 38,683 38,156 61.8 36.0 97.8 
1953 37,856 36,585 62.0 35.6 97.6 
1952 34,415 34,794 66.8 37.3 104.1 
1951 37,714 33,610 68.k 37.2 105.6 
Total 181,686 179,471 63.3 36.8 100.1 
Metroeolitan Casualtz Co1 
1955 31,851 31,371 66.0 32.7 98.7 
1954 31,375 30,549 66.5 32.1 98.6 
1953 30,626 28,972 63.4 31.8 95.2: 
1952 26,372 25,742 69.6 35.4 105.0 
1951 24,775 24,002 68.4 35.5 103.9 
Total 144,999 140,636 66.6 33.3 99.9 
Ocean Accid. and Guar. Co:E• 
1955 16,531 1~768 54.0 44.3 98.3 
1954 16,550 1 ,658 52.1 42.5 94.6 
1953 16,148 15,o67 45.9 JU.3 89.2 
1952 13,832 13,130 58.2 46.1 104.3 
1951 12,104 ll,226 58.6 43.4 102.0 
Total 15,165 72,449 53.4 43.9 97.3 
Rozal Indemnitl co. 
1955 37,302 31,556 59.9 37.7 97.6 
1954 41.,855 41,933 59.1 37.0 96.1 
1953 45,844 46,082 6o.9 36.2 97 .:t. 
1952 47,943 46,736 61.2 37.1 98.3 
1951 44,786 41,212 64.9 37.8 102.7 
Total 217,730 213,519 61.2 37.1 98.3 
Standard Accident Insur. Co1 
1955 53,046 51,907 58.0 39.7 97.7 
1954 53,1o6 51,611 49.7 40.4 90.1 
1953 54,661 53,235 52.3 37.8 90.1 
1952 51,786 50,152 63.7 36.3 100.0 
1951 48,213 44,830 66.6 36.9 103.5 
Total 26o,Bl2 252,335 57.8 38.3 96.1 
Source: .Ar~s Casual tz and Suretl Chart. 
The National Underwriter Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, 1956. 
II. LAYOUT 
A. Description and Significance. 
In the broadest sense, layout may be defined as the 
arrangement of machinery, equipment and facilities within the 
available fioor space. The purpose of layout analysis and study 
is to determine the most economical and effective means of utiliz-
ing all available space.* Good plant layout, as defined at Westing-
house Electric Corporation, means (a) placing the right equipment, 
(b) coupled with the right method, (c) in the right place, (d) to 
permit the processing of a product unit in the most effective manner, 
(e) through the shortest possible distance, and (f) in the shortest 
possible time.** Effective layout will help to ensure rapid and 
economical process now and low labor, inventory, supervision, and 
production control costs. 
The problem of layout is encountered in a~ type of business. 
In any enterprise the management must decide what departments or work-
places are necessary or desirable, mst determine the most effective 
location of snch departments in relation to each other, must allocate 
the necessary space to each department, mst provide for aisles for 
transportation and communication, and 1111st provide for the location 
ot facilities for clerical work and for the personal needs of workers.*** 
*1, p. 1 
**34, p. 102 
***8, p. 182 
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In developing the layout or a particular enterprise there 
are certain basic goals, but usually these mst be modified to tit 
the given conditions. These basic goals are: 
Proper balance ot departments and operations. 1he aim is 
to eliminate bottle-neck operations while preventing over-equipment 
on any operation. It is essential that the capacity ot each depart--
ment or ot each machine working on each operation be sufficient proper-
ly to take up the production of prior operations and to send to 
subsequent operations sufficient production to keep the equipment 
there tully utilized. Failure to achieve a reasonable degree ot 
balance will result in increased inventories of work in process, 
overtime work with its attendant increased costs, and general contu-
sion, including utilization of expensive fioor space tor storing 
material tied up while in process. Unfortunately, there is no formla 
for determining the exact balance, especially in job-lot manufacturing. 
Analysis of previous perfol'JII8Ilce, use of machine capacity charts and 
above all, experience, are the best guides. Even an ideal balance 
will be thrown out of line by a change in process or in the product. 
Proper balance is an ideal toward which management is always striving, 
but which requires constant attention to approximate and retain. 
Development of production centers. Production centers, 
rather than work-places, should be provided within the departments. 
Instead ot considering the worker and his machine the unit for which 
space must be provided, each worker teoiing a group of machines or 
each machine tended by a group of workers should be regarded as a 
production center. The production center should include t.he workma~ 
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the machines, space for storage of raw materials and completed units 
from the operation, supplementary equipment of any kind required for 
the operation, and a share of the aisle space required between that 
production center and the next.* 
Direct-line layout, or layout by product. Layout by product 
impli.es a now type of operation, involving continuous or repetitive 
operations.** A layout by products is desirable in a plant r.~nufactur-
ing large quantities of one or a few standardized products, and in a 
plant where the processes differ significantly. The distinguishing 
feature of product layout is that the machine processes and the layout 
are dictated by the manufacturing requirements of the product.*** 
An example of product layout is a soap company which sets up a separate 
line for toilet soap, granulated laundry soap, shaving cream, and 
wave set, all in the same plant.**** An example of a product layout 
in the metal-working industry is the company manufacturing small cutting 
tools, such as taps, drills, reamers and milling cutters. For a 
product layout in such a company, there would be a reamer department 
made up of groups of machinery devoted entirely to work on reamers. 
A group of lathes to turn reamer blanks would be followed by milling 
machines to square the shanks and others to mill the flutes, then 
hardening and tempering furnaces continuously maintaining the correct 
heat for reamers, and lastly, grinding machines to do the finishing 
*1, Chap. 12, pp. 9-10 
**9, pp. 111-112 
***9, p. 112 
...,...a, p. 187 
operations. A separate line of machinery would be set up in a 
similar manner tor taps, another for drills, etc. A product (line) 
layout such as this would thus comprise a tap department, a drill 
department, a reamer department, and a milling cutter department.* 
'lhe major advantages of product layout are the following: 
Less materials handling, because of d.efini te and direct 
channels for the now of work. Short moves between 
operations; the elimination of backtracking; and greater 
opportunities for mechanization of materials handling. 
Lower labor cost and easier procurement of labor. 
Because a tine division of labor is possible, semi-
skilled or unskilled labor, at lower rates, can be used. 
Where a moving line is used, greater control of labor is 
possible; closer supervision is also possible, since 
delays and interruptions are more easily detected. 
Less inspection is required; this is done usually only 
at the end of the line, or at some critical point in the 
process. 
Floor area is more productive, due to the absence of 
aisles, temporary storage areas, inspection bins, etc. 
*-10, p. 32$ 
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Short processing time (meaning also a smaller investment 
in work in process), because travel, storage and inspection 
are less frequent. 
Simpler production control; production control becomes 
largely a matter of scheduling a rate of production on 
a line as a whole, and then following it up by means of 
visual controls, such as Gantt charts.* 
Reduced likelihood of damage to materials as a result of 
handling.** 
A possible reduction in the size of finished goods invento-
ry, since production control is more complete and delivery 
promises to customers are more reliable.*** 
Product layout has certain disadvantages, chief among 
which are the followingt 
Higher capital investment including fixed charges, since 
a machine may be required to perform a certain operation 
in a given sequence and the quantity of work to be done 
will not keep it busy.**** Idle machines mean lost over-
head and often idle workers. More plant space may also 
be required.***** 
*9, p. 115 
**8, p. 187 
***1, Chap. 12, p. 11 
****1, Chap. 12, p. 11 
XMKKI8, p. 188 
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Decreased flexibility. Changes in the product may require 
an entire rearrangement of the layout. Job lots are 
difficult if not impossible to handle. 
Supervision is more difficult, in the respect that foremen 
or supervisors must supervise diverse activities, and each 
machine requires a knowledge of set-up, speeds, feeds, 
machine capacities, etc. 
Vulnerability to production line shutdowns; if one machine 
or one machine unit breaks down, or a shortage of material 
develops, perhaps due to poor scheduling, or if absenteeism 
is significant, then the entire line must stop producing.* 
It is often more difficult to expand production beyond the 
capacities of the lines in a product layout than in layout 
by process; however, within the capacities of the lines in 
layout by product, there is considerable flexibility by add-
ing or taking off workers and adjusting the conveyor speedE 
accordingly.** 
Functional layout, or layout by process. A plant is said to 
have a functional layout when each type of operation is performed in a 
separate department on all types of product. To return to the metal-
working plant used previously as an example, the plant's products - taps, 
drills, reamers and milling cutters - all have four principal operations 
in common, i.e., they are turned, milled, heat-treated, and ground. In 
*9, pp. 116-117 
**1, Chap. 12, pp. 11~12 
a fUnctional, or process layout, therefore, the factory would have 
a turning department, a milling department, a heat-treating depart-
ment, and a grinding department, through each of which all four types 
of product woUld pass.* 
The major advantages of process layout are the followiag: 
Lower capital investment, due to greater utilization of 
machinery. Some machines can be used in the marmfacture 
of more than one type of product. The lower capital 
investment in machines also mean lower overhead charges, 
such as depreciation, insurance, etc. 
Better utilization of the skill of the workers, following 
the principle of specialization. Both workers and super-
visors become specialists in one type of work, such as 
turning, milling, heat-treating, and grinding. 
Wide .O.exibili ty in production facilities; the use of 
various types of general-purpose equipment means that 
each machine can perform a wide range of similar kinds 
of operations. Changes in operations and the sequence 
of operations seldoa iuvolve a change in layout. 
More easily adjusted to changes in volume of production, 
especially when it is necessary to add equipment. 
*10, p. 325 
Maintenance is facilitated when the same type of 
machines are grouped together. 
More readily adaptable to special needs of equipment 
such as ducts to remove gases or fumes, protection of 
workers against flashing of light in electric welding, 
etc •. 
Lower proportion of fixed costs to total costs; when 
demand falls, and the plant operates at low capacity, 
a smaller labor force can keep operations running full 
time. 
The disadvantages of layout by process are essentially 
the reverse of the advantages of the product type of layout, 
namely: 
Uore materials handling; excessive back-hauling of work 
in process. Less chance of mechanizing materials handling, 
such as conveyors, moving belts, etc., because of the 
degree or flexibility required. 
A longer til'IM3 is required from the time work is started 
until the product is finished. This causes uncertainties 
in delivery to customers, which may lead to an increase 
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in finished stock inventory if the same service to customers 
is given as is accomplished under product layout. 
Damage to materials is likely to increase, especially if 
the materials are fragile. 
Production control is more difficult than in layout 
by product; coordinating, routing and scheduling of 
a large amount of diversified work in process requires 
more careful scheduling. 
Larger work in process inventory, because of delays in 
interplant transportation. 
Interdepartmental transfer of materials frequently 
require inspection, counting, weighing and related 
clerical work, which increases the cost. 
Greater total floor area is required, because of the 
need to provide areas for service activities, and 
aisles, temporary storage, inspection benches, etc. 
Short moves. Layout should be planned so that material 
moving from one work center to another travels as short a distance 
as possible. However, this goal should be modified by recognition of 
the fact that it is a poor policy to save factory space at the expense 
of men or materials. A layout emphasizing short moves, with resulting 
crowding of operators, may prove far more costly than a more comfortable 
layout, due to the loss of production per worker caused by crowded work-
ing conditions. Short moves increase in importance as a factor in 
layout if the product is heavy or umrieldy. However, materials handl-
ing equipment and conveyors have greatly reduced the cost of long moves. 
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Adequate internal transportation. The most important 
consideration connected with adequate internal transportation as 
it regards layout is adequate aisle space. It should be ample for 
all trucking requirements, and lllUSt be kept clear and plainly marked, 
perhaps by painting white or yellow lines on the floor, or by using 
adhesive tapes, which can easily be removed if the layout is revised. 
Development of service centers. Service centers include 
the tool, stock, dressing and rest rooms, and lavatories that are 
part of every plant. These centers should be convenient to the actual 
processes, but should not hinder production. The shorter the distance 
from the operations to these centers, the less time will be used by 
workers going to and from the workplaces. Frequently service centers 
are placed in areas where the light is less desirable; occasionally 
they are found on balconies between floors, which saves space while 
providing reasonable proximity to the processes.* 
Adequate provision for the receipt of raw materials and 
the shipment of finished products. Location of receiving and shipping 
departments is often determined by the location of railroad tracks 
or streets whieh must be used, allowing only limited flexibility in 
arrangements. Combining the two departments, or placing them adjacent 
to each other, may be convenient and economical to operate. A receiv-
ing department located at one end of a plant and a shipping department 
*1, Chap. 12, pp. 13-14 
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at the other end is often an effective arrangement. Where rail-
road tracks run alongside a plant, it may be advisable to unload 
near one end, and load near the other. Where trucks are used tor 
receiving and shipping, consideration should be given to the movement 
and volume of nearby street traffic, including pedestrians, stop 
signs, traffic lights, and the like*. 
Provision for future expansion. In planning a layout, 
fu'blre needs for expansion should be anticipated and planned tor. 
Some layouts can be expanded by merely occupying more floor space, 
meTing or rearranging other departments accordingly. This is the 
case when floor area is the principal consideration, and there are 
special production problems involving built-in features, special 
handling methods or unusual requirements. Buildings may be expanded 
by adding wings or more stories, and in the case of single-story 
buildings, width and length. Multi-story buildings of the "E", "H", 
"L", "I", and "U" plans can be readily added to.K 
B. Layout inManutacturing. 
An interesting application ot layout principles in manutactur-
ing is the Simonds Saw and Steel Company. This company, a large and 
long-established manufacturer of circular wood and metal saws, machine 
knives, bam saws, band. lmives, tiles, and hack saws, recently conso-
lidated and reorganized its wo plants in Fitchburg, Massachusettal, 
*4, pp. 721-722 
**4, p. 728 
!.&4. 
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and a plant in Chicago. Originally, all three plants were laid out 
in general for functional (or process) operation. Company executives 
agreed to consolidate all operations in a new building, which company 
engineers recommended be laid out for straight-line production, which 
they felt would increase efficiency and decrease overhead costs. The 
layout of the new plant, shown in Chart I, illustrates a layout wherein 
the product flows from raw raaterial storage at one end of the building 
to finished goods storage at the other. Seven separate production lines, 
comprising the entire output, were set up, and insofar as was possible, 
conveyors were used to m'?ve the work. This layout is a combination of 
line and functional types of layout. The operating departments are 
functional departments, ingeniously arranged so as to provide for 
practically straight-line flow for each product, starting from raw 
material storage and continuing through the various processing opera-
tions to finished stock. In this case, the nature of the products 
and of the operations required in their production is such that no 
interdepartmental backtracking is required. A few functional depart-
ments are duplicated, for example, heat-treating. Files are heat,.. 
treated twice. To eliminate backtracking after the cutting operation, 
a second small beat-treating department is set up in the direct line 
of production flow for files. However, such departures from single 
functional departments are rare. The major advantages of this layout 
are the following: lower indirect labor costs, resulting from the 
shorter distances and the use of conveyors; shorter transport lessens 
the time required to produce an item, and therefore reduces work-in-
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process inventory and makes more rapid turnover of capital invested 
in work in process; easier supervision and production control, be-
cause the layout determines the routing; reduced finished goods in-
ventory, due to shorter processing time and greater accuracy in fore-
casting it; less floor space required, because of reduced work-in-
process inventory and shorter transportation, with a consequent re-
duction in plant depreciation charges, heat, light, insurance, taxes, 
maintenance, and watchman service. 
The plan does have certain disadvantages, namely: it is 
inflexible as to changes in the volume of production; it is less 
adaptable to changes in product design and t,ype than is the function-
al layout; and it is more difficult to expand production capacity 
than with a functional layout. However, in the main, the difficult-
ies which might arise were foreseen, and protection was provided, by 
modifying the strict line layout with certain features of functional 
layout, so that the gains resulting from this layout fully justify 
the risks inherent in the questionable aspects of the plan.* 
c. Layout in the Office. 
Office layout is concerned primarily with arrangement 
of furniture and equipment within available floor space, and the 
arrangement of functional divisions or departments, such as pricing, 
order typing, billing, etc., in relation to each other. In broad 
*10, pp. 326-339 
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terms, the same objectives are to be considered in the office as in 
the factory, such as effective work flow, effective utilization of 
space, ease of supervision, and ample flexibility for varying needs. 
However, because of its nature, office work stresses certain aspects 
of layout, including the following: 
Work should flow contimously forward, as nearly as 
possible in a straight line. 
Departnsnts and divisions which have similar and related 
functions Should be placed near each other, so as to 
reduce travel time. 
Central service groups, such as stenographic pools, file 
rooms, and tabulating units should be conveniently located 
near the departments and the employees who use them. 
Furniture and equipment should be arranged in straight 
lines, with any angular placement of desks and chairs 
reserved for supervisory personnel. 
Space allowances should be adequate for work needs and 
employee comfort. 
Furniture and equipment of uniform size make for greater 
fle~bility and more uniform appearance. 
Aisle space should be ample, with an unobstructed aisle 
from the desk area to the drinking fountain, rest rooms, 
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etc.; clear access to exits and fire escapes should be 
provided for safety reasons. 
Employees ordinarily should face in the same direction, 
with supervisors placed to therear of work groups. 
Desks should be arranged so that no employee is forced 
to face an objectionable light.source. Where possible, 
illumination should strike the employee's work area 
from above and slightly behind the employee. 
Units which use noisy equipment, such as tabulating 
machines, may need to be partitioned off so as not to 
disturb other units. 
Employees whose work requires close concentration may 
justify partial or full-length parti tiona. 
Units which have IJlllCh contact w.i. th the public should be 
so located as to be easily accessible to the public with011t 
disturbing other units. 
Large, rectangular blocks of space facilitate work flow 
and provide greater flexibilitY•* 
An example of the improved work flow resulting from the 
rearrangement of functional units is shown in Chart II. In thia 
-lf6, pp. 119-121 
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situation, seven distinct functions were involved. By merely 
changing the location of these functions, as shown, a straight line 
flow was utilized, and backtracking, delay and confusion were signi-
ficantly reduced. 
D. Layout in Casualty Insurance Processes. 
Nearly every phase of casualty insurance operations, 
except direct selling, claim adjusting, and inspection engineering, 
is basically an office operation. The "manufacture" of an insurance 
policy, and the related forms, involves paper work, mostly clerical 
in nature. Since insurance operations are largely routine office 
operations, the same principles of layout apply as in all offices. 
However, because of the great quantity of paper work required, even 
a minor improvement in layout can bring about significant savings. 
A large part of the clerical operations in an insurance 
office are concerned with processing the "application", or request 
for coverage, and from it preparing the policy itself. The basic 
steps involved are rating, typing, checking, reproducing, mailing 
and filing. Observance of the principles of office layout are 
illustrated in Chart III, which provides for continuous flow of 
work, in a straight line, and a minimum of materials (paper) handling. 
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III. QUALITY CONTRCL 
A. Description and Significance. 
,In the modern manufacturing plant the term "quality control" 
can be generally defined to include two distinct functions: 
The art of screening and accepting the least desirable 
parts that will satisfy given standards. 
The control of processes and machines so that parts will 
be produced within given standards. 
While these two functions may seem very similar, the function 
of screening and accepting was the one generally practiced by the old-
time inspection department. Considerable control work was done on an 
empirical basis. The scientific control of processes and machines 
during production is a recent addition, and it has aided in changing 
the function of the department from inspection to that of quality 
control. With this development, quality control has become the guardian 
of the quality of the product, and also has gained a voice in determin-
ing the policies, designs, and manufacturing methods necessary to obtain 
the best results. The function has ceased to be a passive one of screen-
ing and has become the active one of controlling quality.* 
The objective of a quality control program is to prevent the 
production of defective work, and thus realize savings in productive 
*11, pp. 3-5 
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man-hours and in material. Equally important savings are made in 
costs of material review, repair, and inspection, and in the broad 
category of overhead costs chargeable to production. Process control 
techniques add to the quality department costs. Records of statistical 
data must be kept. Corrective action must be initiated by coordination 
with the manufacturing departments. Engineering changes or corrections 
must be made if necessary. All departments affected by inspection 
decisions or actions must understand the aims and cooperate in the 
program. Under average conditions, the savings made by the program 
far exceed the costs.* 
"Inspection" is defined by L.P. Alford as: II ••• the function 
by which the control of quality is maintained ••• u. With reference 
to quality, Alford says: 
"••• Quality, in relation to production, is equivalent 
to 'degree of perfection'. It is not absolute, but 
can only be judged or realized by comparison with 
some standard. When a standard has been specified, 
then a product can be described as 'better or worse' 
or 'higher or lower' than the specified degree of 
perfection. In other words, quality is a variable, 
and when permissible limits of variability have been 
stated, quality is defined, for all practical purposes. 
Inspection is the art of applying tests, by the aid 
of measuring appliances, to observe whether a given 
item of product is within the specified limi. ts of 
variability •••"** 
Prior to the eighteenth century and the Industrial Revolu-
tion, there was little necessity to separate the functions of making 
*11, p. 5 
•4, p. 271 
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and inspecting. In the manufacture of products by handicraft methods, 
each workman was his awn inspector. The goods made were relatively 
simple and, due to the small quantities produced, there was little 
necessity for interchangeability. Raw materials were few in number; 
factors such as ultimate strength, internal defects, and surface 
finish were matters of judgment, and the final functioning of the part 
usually did not require precise checks. The eighteenth century ushered 
in the use of machinery and the decline of handicraft methods. 
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During the nineteenth century the foundations of the modern 
factory system were established. The development of engineering know-
ledge, machines, and tools made the manufacture of complicated and 
accurately made products possible. Pride in craftrnanship was replaced 
by emphasis on quantity. In order to ensure that quality was maintained, 
it became necessary to separate the function of inspection from that 
of manufacture. In the typical factory, one man usually performed one 
operation or stage in the manufacture of a large number of parts. 
Unless the parts were correct, as they passed from one operation to 
the next, the material was scrap and all the work wasted. 
The twentieth century has seen a tremendous growth in 
manufacturing that has emphasized the importance of the quality 
control fUnction. Under the old concept, a part was either right 
or wrong, and was correspondingly accepted or rejected. The action 
was mainly that of selecting, or screening. Now, under modern 
manufacturing techniques, this concept has been changed to one ot 
control of quality. As a result, the duties of inspection are now 
much greater than before, and its importance greatly increased.* 
In today's competitive industrial world, the need for creating and 
attaining definite standards of quality in products manufactured is 
obvious. National advertising of branded goods has tended '00 intensify 
this need. Reputation for uniformity and dependability of quality of 
output is in many cases one of a company's most important assets. 
Many manufacturers, aware of the value of good will resulting from 
uniformity of quality, have built up quality reputations and have 
guarded them jealously.** 
L.P. Alford names three "laws" of quality control and 
inspection: 
The quality of manufactured goods is a variable with 
an upward trend under conditions of competitive 
mamfacture. 
Control of quality increases output of salable goods, 
decreases costs of production and distribution, and 
makes economic mass production possible. 
The inspection functions in manufacturing (measuring 
and judging production qualitatively) for highest 
efficiency 1111st be indepement of, but coordinate with, 
the functions of engineering, production, and sales.*** 
*11, pp. 9-10 
**10, p. 563 
***4, pp. 1338-1339 
Effective quality control has three essentials: 
Definite fixing of responsibility for quality of output. 
Unless some one person or group of persons is specifically 
charged with responsibility for quality con~~ol, every-
body's business be cones nobody' s business and quality 
suffers. 
Clear-cut standards to be used in measuring quality. 
Definite limits and standards must be worked out and 
established, in place of the use of judgment on the 
part of each worker. 
An inescapable routine to ensure uniform application 
of standards of measurement. Quality standards are of 
little avail unless they are consistently applied. To 
assure such application, it is important that a routine 
providing for their utilization be employed.* 
'!here is a variety of sources of information from which 
standards can be developed to measure quality. To illustrate these 
sources, the following case of a company manufacturing precision 
steel products is pertinent. 
Is the raw material satisfactory? 
*10, pp. 563-564 
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1. Industrial standards - S.A.E. specifications, etc. 
2. Producers' standards - manufacturers' specifications 
for their special steels, i.e., tool steels or 
special-duty steels. 
3. Users' standards - set by the purchaser of the 
products, such as Army-Navy steel specifications. 
Is the part manufactured within specified tolerances? 
The engineering drawing is usually the main source of 
information. The inspector checks the part against the 
drawing and blueprints. 
Is heat-treating, plating or finishing satisfactory? 
1. Standard processes used within the plant, which 
outline a definite method of performing the 
operation. 
2. Government standards - airplanes, ships, munitions, 
and similar items manufactured for the government 
are usually made to rigid detail requirements. 
). Industrial standards - manufacturers of equipment 
for heat-treating, plating, or finishing processes 
often supply recommendations and data with the 
equipment. 
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Is the assembly satisfactory? 
If all details are correct, the assembly should give 
little difficulty. Experience usually provides the 
answer to "how good" the assembly ImlSt be. 
Is the product functionally acceptable? Checks are made 
on the functioning of the product, and final adjustments 
or corrections are made on the basis of these tests. 
Checks may consist of such items as the operation of a 
typewriter, firing of a gun, or running of a motor.* 
Sampling inspection is a nethod of determining the disposi-
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tion of a given lot of parts or material by the inspection of a sample 
from the lot.** Where work done is a dominant element in work to 
follow, as with tools and gages, or when fault in a part may unduly 
affect the integrity of an entire assembly, inspection of every piece, 
100% inspection, is used.*** The nature of some operations is such 
that it is economically unfeasible to inspect every part, and in such 
cases sampling is used. The underlying theory of sampling is that a 
few pieces taken at random, or a small quantity out of a large quantity, 
will probably represent the average quality of the remainder. This 
technique is more economical than 100% inspection, but it will not 
guarantee that there are no defective parts in a lot. If it is feasible 
to risk a percentage of defective parts in the lot,· a sampling plan 
*11, pp. 6-7 
Hll1 P• 86 
***4, p. 283 
may be used.* 
The use of sampling and the application of statistical 
methods to inspection is a technical problem requiring the services 
of a statistician, and is beyond the scope of this work. However, 
certain general principles form the basis, summarized as follows: 
The measurement of the quality of a manufactured product 
is always subject to chance variability. In every specific method 
of production there exists some stable ttpattern of chance causes"; 
within this stable pattern there is variability. The variability 
may extend beyond the usual pattern. Any variation outside the 
stable pattern is due to causes which may be found and corrected. 
The problem in statistical inspection is to determine the assignable 
causes of quality variation as distinguished from the chance varia-
bility.H 
Four closely related techniques form the basis of most 
statistical quality control plans. Briefly, they are: 
The application of sampling theory and probability, 
which deal with the measure of confidence attached 
to the existence of the desired quality. 
Control charts for average and range, and control 
charts for average and standard deviation. 
*11, p. 86 
-H-8, p. 281 
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Control charts for the number of defective items in a 
stated quantity in various lots, such as fifty or a 
hundred. 
Control charts for the ~~er of defective items, 
stated as a percentage of the number inspected•* 
B. Quality Control in Manu.faeturins• 
There are a great many applications of quality control 
techniques to be found in manufacturing. Typical of the signif'i-
cance of quality control in large scale production is the experience 
of the Cadillac Motor Car Company. Mr. L.P. Fisher, then president 
of the company, said that on the Cadillac car there are 36,000 opera-
tions where the permissible limit of variation from nominal size is 
o.oo2 inches, 22,000 operations where the limit is o.ool inches, and 
800 operations where the limit is 0.00025 to o.oo5 inches. Such 
limits, many of which are of the order of a quarter of a thousandth 
of an inch, cannot be established and maintained except by a well-
organized quality control function.** 
A company manufacturing automatic riveting machines 
applied quality contrOl techniques to goods received from suppliers, 
as explained in the following case. Rivets received from a vendor 
were found to contain pieces with the shank diameter greatly oversize. 
~ p. 282 
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The oversize rivets jammed in the automatic-riveting operation, 
causing defective work. The problem was to find means of detecting 
and segregating the defective rivets in stock. The rivets had been 
shipped in small kegs, each of which was stamped with the size of 
rivet and the date of shipment. About 150 kegs, representing various 
sizes and shipments, were in stock. A rapid check of the size known 
to be defective revealed that a shipment was either good or contained 
mixed lots of 5% to 10% defective. 
The first problem was to segregate kegs known to contain 
defective rivets. It was decided to use a sampling scheme that 
would assure a lot tolerance percent defective of 1%. Since prelimi-
nary check showed that the average percentage defective was much 
greater, there was high assurance that mixed lots would be detected. 
By applying certain statistical methods, and by using Dodge-Rornig 
sampling tables, it was determined that the mininrum sample size for 
assurance of 1% lot tolerance defective was 230 pieces. 
Random samples of small sizes of rivets were taken by 
plugging. To do this the top of the keg was removed, a pipe was 
worked through the rivets to the bottom, the assembly was tilted, 
and the tube withdrawn. This was repeated until the sample was 
collected. Samples were taken in larger sizes of rivets by trans-
ferring the lot from one keg to another, and taking portions of the 
sample during all stages of the transfer. The shank diameter was 
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checked by a go-no-go gage. It was found that the diameter was over-
size on one type and undersize on another. The error apparently was 
caused in the vendor's plant by mixing coils of rivet wire. The vendor 
was notified and he agreed to take back the mixed lots.* This appli-
cation of quality control techniques is somewhat unusual in that it 
was used on a vendor's product rather than on the company's own 
goods. The basic elements were the same, however, as those found in 
the usual factory applications. 
c. Quality Control in the Office. 
Satisfactory quality of work is a factor of dominant 
importance in the successful accomplishment of office work. An 
invoice which contains a serious error may result in the loss of 
an important customer; a tactless letter may likewise have a strongly 
negative effect. On the other hand, neat, accurate office work, 
reflecting good judgment, will influence favorably customers, suppliers 
and other business associates. Good quality work can also be an 
effective basis for employee pride in work and confidence in manage-
ment. Just as a factory must take steps to ensure that actual 
quality of the product is on a par with planned quality, so should 
an office take steps to ensure that the quality of its services 
is maintained at a satisfactory level. 
The primary factor in office quality is accuracy, or 
fewness of errors. Errors may occur either in the making of 
decisions or in the detailed work of carrying out decisions. The 
other principal quality factor is that of effectiveness in the 
manner in tmich work is carried out. Here the question is not 
whether something is right or wrong, but whether work is performed 
neatly, tactfully, courteously, or in some other positive manner 
as called for by the situation. These conditions are more intangible 
and less subject to precise control than the factor of accuracy; 
yet their importance in satisfaction and goodwill is apparent. 
As with other factors in performance, standards are 
necessary to prescribe desired levels of quality and to gauge the 
results obtained. For example, in filing index cards, what consti-
tutsl; suitable performance? Is it 95 correctly-filed cards, or 98, 
or 99, or 100? One hundred per cent accuracy may be the ideal, but 
experience usually shows this to be unattainable, and a more realistic 
goal may have to be established. Quality, then, is nearly always 
expressed in degrees; with most types of work there is a point of 
diminishing returns beyond which further efforts to raise quality 
levels are e conomi.cally not justified. Quite often, howeYer, it is 
possible to come closer to the illusory goal of perfection, with a 
reasonable expenditure of effort, than past performance has indicated. 
Quality improvement should always be a major factor, often the dominant 
one, in a quality control program. 
Quite often a company will make sporadic, isolated efforts 
to control quality, usually at the instigation of a quality-conscious 
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executive. These occasional "one-shot" programs are likely to have 
only limited value; what is needed is a continuing program which 
seeks the interest and participation of all employees. The major 
steps in such a program, modified to fit the needs of the partic-
ular office, include: 
Determining quali~ standards. The exact level that 
office quality should meet probably cannot be determined with 
mathematical exactness, since it is influenced by such factors as 
training, the checks and inspections actually made, and the super-
visor's attitude toward quality. From a practical standpoint, the 
best approach is to record and to study experience with quality, and 
at the same time take constructive steps to improve quality. Analysis 
of experience records will reveal that level at which actual quality 
seems to level off, and this level usually represents a standard 
which typifys good practice and is at the same time attainable. 
For example, records may show that in a posting operation, 98 per 
cent accuracy has been the actual quality level. If constructive 
steps are then taken to improve quality, and a period of improvement 
follows during which quality results are checked and found to get 
better and better until they finally level off at 99l per cent accur-
acy, the latter percentage may be regarded as a practical standard. 
Checking actual quality of current work. Checking or 
inspection may be done by the same people who do the work or, if 
accuracy is extremely important, by separate or independent checkers. 
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One hundred per cent,checking is rarely necessary in office work; 
checking on a sampling basis is usually adequate. Each checking 
step should justify its coStJ special care should be taken to avoid 
the duplicate checking so conmon when two or more departrents handle 
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successive steps of work. The size of a statistically-adequate sample 
can be determined by techrd.cians, or by applying good judgment and 
co11111on sense J where accuracy is not vi tally important, perhaps ten 
per cent will be an adequate sampling, and where items are of great 
monetary value or where accuracy is extreDSly important, one hundred 
per cent inspection may be required. 
Recording errors and coq:>aring to standard. Some form of 
error-recording and erro!'-reporting system is an important part of 
a quality control program. One means of recording such information 
is the use of an "Error Report", shown below. 
ERROR REPORT 
Material involved 
(form, order no., etc.) 
Person making error 
Nature of error 
Date of error 
Reason tor error (given by person making) 
Usually each error is returned to the supervisor of the 
person who made the error. The supervisor will then explain the 
error to the employee, have him correct it, and take constructive 
steps to eliminate such errors in the future. 
An effective coJ~t>arison of actual accuracy to standard 
accuracy is possible by means of a control chart. One type of control 
chart well adapted to office work is the "per cent defective" chart, 
which shows, for a particular operation, such as registering incoming 
orders, the percent of errors, over a period of time. A particularly 
helpful feature of such a chart is its value in showing quality trends, 
good or bad, as soon as they begin to develop. Without such a chart, 
a situation can get out of control before supervision becomes aware 
of it. The chart also serves as an indicator of the results of efforts 
to improve quality in a particular operation. 
Control charts are usually used for an entire department 
or unit, and are often posted on the bulletin board for all to see. 
However, it may be used on an individual basis in cases where new 
employees are being developed, where certain older employees consistent-
ly make excessive errors, or where it is desirable to motivate certain 
employees by individual comparisons. 
Correcting defective work. ~ indicated above, errors are 
generally best handled by returning them to the person responsible, 
for correction and explanation. This requires the employee involved 
to complete the performance of his responsibility; the explanation 
by him may enable him to save face, and it forms the basis for tald.ng 
constructive steps. 
Analyzing and improving quality. The current trend in 
progressive offices is to avoid spasmodic "shot in the arm" approaches 
to quality control, and instead to follow long-range, continuing 
programs of quality improvement. More emphasis is being given to 
preventing errors, rather than merely to detecting and correcting 
errors already made. 
Errors can be dealt with more effectively if their causes 
are classified into categories which will throw light on the best 
means of handling them. A suggested cla.ssification is as follows: 
Errors due primarily to job conditions. Some of these 
factors are lighting, heating, noise control, dependence 
on manual operations where mechanized operations would 
be more efficient, procedures and systems, and peak loads. 
Errors due primarily to improper placement of employees 
involved. If a job demands too much or too little intelli-
gence of an enployee, the result may be either strain or 
monotony, and errors will be more likely to occur. Some 
persons have higher clerical aptitude than others. Vision, 
endurance, and other physical limitations may affec~ quali-
ty; some individuals are error prone because of nervous 
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disorders or personal maladjustment problems. Techniques 
such as testing and interviewing are now available which 
increase the likelihood of proper placement. 
Errors due primarily to improper training and supervision. 
Quite often the supervisor finds it hard to put himself 
in the place of the learner, and takes too Ill\l.Ch for granted 
regarding the learner's background and his readiness and 
ability to learn. The training too often emphasizes the 
h2! and neglects the !9l of a particular job. 
Many companies which have encouraged their employees to 
think in broad terms E:bout their jobs, the relationships of jobs 
and departments in serving the customer, and the necessity far team-
work have made si~nificant progress in developing quality-conscious-
ness among their employees.* 
D. Qu!lity Control in Casualty Insurance Processes. 
Many of the operations in the insurance office are of a 
routine clerical nature, involving a large volume of forms or papers. 
lhe nature of this work provides many opportunities for errors, and 
quality control qhecks can be adopted with little difficulty. The 
question then becomes one of determining whether the cost of check-
ing such operati~ns is justifiable. For example, when the applica-
tion is received from the insurance agent, one of the first steps is 
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"rating" it, i.e., applying the proper premium charges. This is 
comparable to the pricing operation in many businesses. The rating 
operation is subj~ct to close inspection - 100 per cent in most 
cases - because m. error here could be significant (1) to the company 
if' the "pricen was too low, and (2) to the customer if the "price" was 
too high. This tyPe of inspection is common practice in the industry, 
so ITlU.Ch so that the job classification "checker" is standard with 
most companies. 
Filing is a major operation in the insurance industry. 
Large volumes of necords and forms must be maintained, both for 
internal operating uses and because the companies are obliged to 
furnish adequate substantiation of transactions to state insurance 
examiners during their periodic audits. Proper filing of the appli-
cation is important, because it is the basic document of information. 
In this operation~ a quality control program can be defended, from 
the cost standpoint, because errors in filing the application can 
have rather serious effects both inside and outside the company. 
Consequently, a quality control program in a centralized filing 
operation such as the one outlined below could be justified. 
Central Files 
Analyze the present filing to determine the amount of 
error already existing. By checking a large number of 
files by hand, the present error might be found to be 
3/4 of l per cent, which could be established as the 
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allowable working error. 
Determine the lot size which must be sampled in order to 
check this percent of error. This is done by referring to 
statistical sampling tables, which might indicate that the 
minimum sample size for assurance of 3/4 of 1 percent lot 
tolerance defective is 300 files. 
Recheck the original percent of error (3/4 of 1 percent) 
by checking 300 individual files, to see that the lot size 
will produce no more than the desired allowable working 
error. 
Make periodic checks qy inspecting random samples of 300 
files. If the actual percent of error is less than 3/4 
of 1 percent, the desired quality is being maintained. 
The above procedure provides the necessary control of 
quality with a minimum expenditure of time and effort. 
Most casualty insurance operations involve a large amount 
of typing and transcription of correspondence and reports. While a 
high degree of accuracy is not essential in much of this material, 
in others, such as claim reports involving large amounts or contro-
versial statements of witnesses or claimants, or legal material which 
may be used as evidence, a high quality (fewness of errors) is de-
sirable. Also, in preparing statements for agents and assureds, 
accuracy is important. For such operations, where a quality control 
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program is justifiable, standards should be established, and a 
comparison of accuracy achieved and accuracy expected should be 
made. As indicated above, a control chart is an effective means 
of presenting such a comparison. Chart IV is a form of control 
chart which can be applied to a variety of operations: the data 
shown represent errors made in transcription of correspondence. 
In this chart, letters containing errors are shown to have consti-
tuted about 13 percent of total letters transcribed on the first 
day the checking procedure was used. Due to improvement efforts 
of supervisors and perhaps due partly to the motivation of merely 
having such a control record, the percentage was reduced until it 
leveled out at about 2 percent defective. If 2 percent was con-
sidered by supervision to constitute an acceptable standard, a base 
line could be drawn across the chart at the 2 percent level, and 
only variations above the 2 percent line would receive manage-
ment's attention - an example of the "exception" principle. 
Various other operations can be charted in the same 
way, and acceptable standards established, depending upon the 
degree of accuracy desired by management. 
The question of quality control in insurance operations 
and in office work generally has been effectively and briefly 
stated by Mr. W. G. Brooks, of Pitney-Bowes, Inc.: 
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"••• Quality control in office work can usually 
be solved by appling common sense, and by using 
lessons learned in the industrial field. The 
problems and the solutions are usually quite 
similar ••• "* 
13. 
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Source: Littlefield , c. L. and 
Peterson, R. L.: Modern Office 
Mana~ement. Englewood Cliffs, 
Newersey, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1956. Page 401. 
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IV. BUDGETARY CONTRCL 
A. Description and Significan£!. 
A budget has been defined as a coordinated plan for the 
operation of a business, expressed in financial terms.* A lengthier 
yet still succinct definition of an industrial budget is the follow-
ing: 
"The industrial budget is a plan of operation expressed 
in dollars. It shows whether the returns are adequate 
and, if they are not, indicates where corrective action 
may be taken. It provides a means of measuring actual 
performance against the plan. It not only schedules 
the payments and provides the reserve, but also ascertains 
whether or not payments have bought all they are supposed 
to buy."** 
Budgeting for management control generally includes such 
features as: (1) forecasting probable results for a given period of 
time; (2) coordinating the various functions of the business; (3) 
controlling variations from the plan; and (4) making necessary modifi-
cations of the plan in order that the best obtainable results may be 
achieved. The word "budgeting" involves action; it is a positive and 
not only a predictive, function. "Budgeting" and "budgetary control" 
are generally used interchangeablY•*** 
*12, p. 102 
**21, p. l 
***2, p. 35 
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The specific advantages to be gained through the use of a 
budgetary control system lie in three primary fields of business activi-
ty: first, directly in the planning; second, in the coordinating phase; 
and, third, in the control area. ~ach of these activities are wide in 
scope, and contain within themselves several supplemental or detailed 
advantages, outlined as follows: 
Planning 
To base action upon thorough investigation, study, and 
research. To many persons, intensive study is distasteful; 
many businessmen prefer to wait until a decision is forced, 
and then make a quick decision, often without careful study 
of the problem, in the direction offering the easiest 
immediate solution. Under an effective budget system all 
executives, from general manager to foremen, know that 
their plans will be formally expressed and that they will 
be responsible for their execution. This realization forces 
an early and more intensive study of the problems at hand -
a habit which benefits every activity of the business. 
To enlist the assistance of the entire organization in 
determining the most profitable course. A well administer-
ed budget program utilizes the suggestions and assistance 
of foremen, salesmen, branch managers, department heads, 
and all operating officials - major and minor. The final 
plans, expressive of the combined judgment of the entire 
organization, eliminate the bias or prejudice which frequent-
ly affects the judgment of individual groups. 
To serve as a declaration of policies. Basic policies, 
reexamined and restated periodically through the budgeting 
system, become the guiding factors of the organization, 
rather than temporary expedients. 
To define objectives. The budget provides a medium for 
the executive to express clearly his objectives, established 
as the consequence of carefully laid plans. His associates 
are much more likely to follow the manager who can cle~rly 
define his objectives and can outline a program which can 
logically be expected to reach such objectives. 
To stabilize employment. Regardless of his social or 
economic philosophy, no employer of labor today can dis-
regard the welfare of his employees. Responsibility to 
employees must, of course, be balanced with responsibility 
to investors, but intelligent business planning offers a 
better hope for stabilizing employment than the use of 
governmental regulation. 
To make better use of physical equipment. The process of 
planning will reveal the excess cost of idle capacity, and 
tends to eliminate some of the wastes related to the unecono-
mical use of physical facilities. 
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Coordination 
To coordinate and correlate human effort within the business 
structure. Only when the effort of all divisions of the 
organization is properly timed and coordinated can the full 
power of united action be secured. To be sure, the chief 
executive is the final coordinsting official of any company, 
whether it has a budget or not. However, the complexities 
of most modern businesses are such that he cannot exercise 
this function without the assistance and guidance of a 
budget's clearly defined objectives and detailed plans. 
To relate the activities of the business to the expected 
general trend of business conditions. Numerous studies 
have been made Nhich would seem to indicate that profits 
are fully as much (if not more) the result of changes in 
fundamental conditions as of competitive efficiency. The 
prudent executive will watchfor signals of upward or down-
ward movements of certain general indicators related to his 
own business, and will, through his budget, relate his own 
organization's activities to the expected general trend. 
To direct capital and effort into the most profitable channels 
by means of a balanced and unified program. Careful advance 
planning will permit the most effective utilization of assets; 
without such planning, inventories are likely to be out of 
proportion to sales and production requirements, customers 
.. 
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~ be excessively financed, and irregularity is likely to 
arise in the use of production facilities. ~ihere plans and 
decisions are made from day to day, the program frequently 
becomes unconsciously warped. Executives are often, through 
previous training or experience, biased in the direction or 
sales, engineering, production, or finance, with the result 
that one factor receives a disproportionate emphasis. A 
well-balanced program set up in advance and based upon care-
ful study will help to avoid this danger. 
To reveal weakness in organization. As plans are made and 
the responsibility for their execution delegated, weaknesses 
in organization will be revealed. Executives will not 
accept responsibility unless lines of authority are so deli-
neated that they will be unhampered in the execution of 
their tasks. No management activity so quickly reveals weak-
nesses in organization as a systematic budgeting procedure • 
Control 
To control specific operations or expenditures. Some opera-
tions are subject to very definite control. For example, 
after careful planning and study, it may be decided that 
$2001 000 should be invested in plant expansion, that 
$100,000 should be appropriated for various sales promotion 
projects, that 1,000 units or a certain product should be 
sold during a given period, and that these units should be 
manufactured at a cost of $200 each. These plans form 
the foundation for certain degrees of control - rigid 
control in the case of the expenditures for plant 
expansion and for sales promotion, less rigid in the 
sales and production areas, where external, less 
controllable, factors may exert influences. 
Generally to prevent waste. A searching inquiry into 
every contemplated expenditure and the reason therefor -
an analytical approach extending into every function 
of the business - will constitute an effective preventive 
of waste.* 
In order to establish and maintain a successful budget 
program, four basic conditions are essential. These requisites 
may be 8U.IIIJl8rized as follows: 
Sound Organization. While it is true tba t budgeting 
will reveal weaknesses in organization, it is conversely 
true that a budget cannot be developed successfully 
until the conpany is properly organized. There are two 
phases ot sound organization especially related to 
effective budgeting. First, responsibility and conmen-
surate authority must be clearly defined for !!1 
functions. Second, these principles must apply to the 
budgeting function itself; someone, usually the control-
ler, 1111st be detini tely placed in charge of the budgeting 
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procedure, and the responsibility and authority of each 
official in regard to budgeting must be clearly set down 
in writing. 
Satisfactory Accounting. To a large degree, a company will 
be guided by past eJq>erience when it is planning the future 
program. The accounting records must reveal past operations 
in sufficient detail and in the necessary relationships to 
permit effective use in planning for the future. 
Research and Analysis. Management's task in budgeting is 
to know not only what has been accomplished, but also what 
should be accomplished. Such an approach must be based on 
a continual search for newer and better methods, not only 
in production and selliag, but in budgeting itself. 
Supporl of Major Executins. 'lb.e active support of the 
chief executive and the major functional officials is 
essential to a successful budget program. When each ia 
made aware of the need and advantages of a budgetary 
control system to him 1ndi rldually, as well as to the 
business, the necessary cooperation will usually be fortb.-
colling. In this connection, it is to be noted that while 
the procedural or administrative part of the budgeting 
program can be delegated to an executive, usually the 
controller, the final executive force necessary to motivate 
action mat come from the chief executive.* 
*2, pp. 20.21 
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Preparation of the Buclget 
Budgeting is ess~ntiall7 the responsibilit;r of the chief 
accounting official - in most companies, the controller. While the 
budget is a cooperative endeavor, iDYolving persons from the assistant 
foreman level to the chairman of the board, soiiM!lone nust be assigned 
the responsibilit;r of establishing and revising procedures, securing 
and coordinating the data, checking and verifying the information, 
and expressing the final answer in financial terlllfJ. The following 
is a representative listing of the fUnctions of the budget director 
or his counterpart. 
Develops budgeting s75tem and methods. 
Participates in top-level discussion of the preliminaey 
sales forecast or company program. 
Provides aid to operating heads in making their coat 
estimates. 
Reviews operating department budgets. 
Prepares standards or ne:xible budgets for indirect and 
overhead costs, subject to review by the operating 
organization. 
Estiaates indirect and overhead costs on the basis of 
the standards or fiexible bu.dgets; allocates the esti.ates 
to departments or divisioDI. 
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Consolidates departmental budgets into division, plant, 
and company budgets. 
Prepares budgets for general, administrative, and other 
expenses from estiutes submitted by executive departllent 
heads. 
Prepares financial forecast& based upon the sales forecast 
and the COJIPaey budget. 
Submits the budget& and forecasts to the president or 
executive committee for review. 
Acts as liaison with department and other operating heads 
on estimates revised or questioned in executive renew. 
Prepares the final budgets and diatributes departmental, 
diT.ision, and plant budgets to the operating heads 
concerned. 
Issues reports eonparing actual performance with budgets.* 
Budget preparation consists of three major steps. 
1. Determining the rate of operation for the budget 
period, which is usually one ;year, broken down by mnths 
or quarters. ,The amount of goods or services a compan;r 
expects to sell usual!,- determines its operating rate. 
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Budgeting, therefore, usually starts with a sales forecast. 
The sales forecast is often based on reports from the field 
sales staff, containing estimates of sales for the budget 
period. These data may be broken down by product, by sales-
man, by territory, by customer, by sales outlet, or in what-
ever refinement is considered. essential b7 manageaent. Each 
dirlsion sales manager, tor example, studies the market in 
his own dirlsion. After consulting his salesmen, be tore-
casts his division's sales tor the colling year. 1he general 
sales manager, after coDSUl.tations with the division sales 
manager, prepares a compau;y forecast which he sub lid. ts to 
the controller. The latter will check the forecast against 
past ;years• records, and will then submit it, with his 
comments, to the budget committee or to the president. 
Other companies forecast on the basis of studying reports 
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ot the general business outlook and interpreting them in 
ter.s of past relationships between general business condi-
tions and their own sales. Some companies• sales are closely 
linked to those of another industry. B;y ascertaining the 
outlook tor their related. industry, they can estimate their 
own sales.* The Grinnell Company, rnamrl'acturera of heating 
equipment, use this technique in forecasting sales. Years 
ago this companJ discovered that sales of most ot ita products 
followed the trend of building contract awards. Tests 
showed that there was a high degree of correlation, although 
a "lead-lag" of about five months intervened, between the 
awarding of a contract and the demand for Grinnell products. 
By charting these data, the company obtained sales estimates 
which, after being examined in the light of price and competi-
tive situations, availability of material, and general business 
condi tiona which might cause deviations from the "normal" 
trend as indicated by the correlation, became the sales fore-
casts, usually subject to an error of less than ten per cent.* 
2. Determining operating costs. Once the rate of operation 
has been set, it is then possible to determine operating 
costs for specific items. Separate budgets are usually 
prepared for two major elements of expense, as follows: 
(a) Production costs. This term is usually synonymous with 
"mamfacturing costs", "factory costs", or "cost of 
goods sold" • 
Careful estimates of these production costs are essential 
to an effective budget. The degree of detailed estimating 
depends largely upon the importance of the various expense 
items in the particular company's operations. In some small 
companies, it would cost more to develop and maintain a very 
fine cost breakdown than could possibly be saved by doing so. 
*2, pp. 87-88 
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The following are typical breakdowns of production cost 
budgets: 
Inventories 
Purchases 
Company A 
Direct Labor 
Freight on Purchases 
Inventory Shrinkage 
Overhead Expenses 
Manufacturing 
General 
Total 
Less: 
Inventories (End of month) 
Discounts Earned 
Scrap Sales 
Total 
Balance: Cost of Products Sold 
Direct Costs 
Labor 
Materials 
Other 
Subcontracts 
Indirect Costs 
Company B 
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Superrlsion 
Salaries and. Wages 
Supplies 
Miscellaneou 
Allecation of General Plant Overhead 
Allocation of General and AdmiDi.IStrative Expenses.* 
b first step in deterllining production costs iiS to 
convert the sales forecast into a production schedl1le. 
'.l'he output Deeded to •et the sales program is calculated, 
and allocated to specific weeks or months in accordaDCe 
with the company's production policy. When the foreman 
knC*S his production quota tor the coming budget period, 
he can estimate his coats tor budget purposes. He may 
estiute on the basis of oticipated ueeds tor labor and 
material, or on the baais or standard costs. 
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In the first instance, he calculates the number or direct 
IIBn-hours that will be needed to meet the production quota, 
and the amount or material required. These quantitiu are 
then extended by current wage rates and current material 
urd:t; costs. To these amounts may be added a predeterlllineci 
percentage to carer oftrhead costs, or overhead may be 
added later to 1:i>ial direct plant coats. 
*21, pp • .S-6 
Companies which manufacture standard products through 
highly mechanized or standardized operations often use 
standard costs to estiaate overall production costs. By 
applying standard costs to the production quota, estimated 
production costs are obtained. The treasurer o.f' a compan;r 
manufacturing coated paper and cloth products describes 
the method as follows: 
• ••• We develop an estimated sales volu.e tor the 
coming year and convert the product units into 
ll!llmf'acturing hours. Raw materials are estimated 
on the basis o.f' the prodnct mix. Conversion 
e:xpenses are estillated. through historical figures 
o.f' manu:facturing expenses, plus or minus anticipat-
ed increases or decreases in specific element&. 
Labor, variable- and fixed-burden elements are 
then prorated to cost centers on the basis o.f' 
productive hours aecessary to produce a normal 
salea "f'olw. o.f' a normal product m:Lx. This 
results in a noraal machine-hour rate as a basis 
!'or standard costs. Applying these standard 
costs to the forecast sales volu• and its 
preduct mix, we deftlop our cost of goods sold ••• "* 
Budgets ot production overhead costs may be estimated 
ei tber by the depart.ents whose costs are considered 
onrhead (power plant, •intenance, purchasing, personnel, 
etc. ) or by production .anageiiSnt. 
In the first case, the aanager of the overhead department 
generally estilllates expenses either on the basis o.f' expected 
work loads (as anticipated by the production schedule) or by 
estimating the effect o.f' anticipated changes in product1on 
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volume on each class of expense. 
In the second case, where estimating production overhead 
costs is the responsibility of the general plant manage-
ment, fixed costs are usually calculated on the basis 
of past experience, and variable costs are estimated on 
the basis of past experience and the anticipated work 
load. It is common to estimate overhead costs on the 
basis of a flexible budget, derived from a close study 
of cost experience at various levels of activity. These 
budgets are usually examined at least once a year to 
keep them abreast of current conditions. 
Estimated costs of operating the overhead department, 
plus miscellaneous overhead costs like local taxes 
and fire insurance, are added together to obtain total 
production overhead costs. For budget purposes, these 
•7 either be considered separately or be charged to 
various production departments on the basis of each 
one's share of total direct-labor hours, standard 
machine-hours, or total direct costs. In any event, 
control of expenses is exercised through the respon-
sible "overhead" department manager, and not through 
the production foremen, who may have no control over 
most of these expenses. 
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The total production-cost budget is obtained by adding 
together the estimated costs of each production group 
and then adding to that the total of prod.uction overhead 
costs. Or, overhead costs are first distributed on the 
basis of some measurement, such as proportion of total 
direct-labor hours scheduled in each production depart-
ment, or the proportion of total direct costs that will 
be incurred by each department. Then the costs for all 
production groups are totalled, giving the total production-
cost budget.* 
(b) General and administrative expenses. This catego17 
I 
may be said to include all items of expense of a general 
administrative and financial nature which it is not 
feasible to include as DIBDlfacturing costs.** While 
some companies, usually &mall ones, include sales 
expense and research expense in the administrative 
expense category, any companies set up separate budgets 
for these items, particularly if the amoUDts involved 
are large. 
The usual departmental costa of doing business will be 
found in the "general and. administrative" group: salaries, 
wages, supplies, dues and subscriptions, telephone and 
*21, pp. 14·15 
**2, p. 302 
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telegraph, travel, rent, postage, depreciation (other 
than manuf'acturing f'acilitl.ea), etc. In addition to 
these ordinary expenses incident to the actual operation 
of the adminiatrati ve departments are some not usually 
found elsewhere: 
executi'ft incentive payment. 
contributions 
income taxes 
legal and professional expense 
corporate expenses 
excess facility costa 
gain or loss on sale of capital assets 
bad debts 
cash discoUDts 
interest expense 
other income and expensft* 
Two basic methods are employed to estimate general and 
adminie trative expenses t 
The treasurer or controller simply projects past 
costs, allowing for anticipated changes. Companies 
using this approach so.etimes permit the general 
sales manager to estimate selling costs. 
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Each department head estimates his own department• 11 
costs and these are reviewed and consolidated b7 
the treasurer or controller. 
In some cases, executive office departments are restrict-
ed to an historic percentage of general and administrative 
expenses, or of total sales. In these cases, budgeting 
resolves itself into a discussion of and possible revision 
of these percentages.* 
When sales expense is a sizeable item, a separate budget 
may be prepared for it. Tne basis tor the sale11-expense 
budget is the approved sales forecast, which usually 
includes an outline of the sales promotion and advertis• 
ing programs needed to reach the target. lhese programs 
provide the yardstick for est:illlating costs. The actual 
estimates are obtainacl bya 
*21, p. lS 
Projecting classes of expense (salaries, rent, 
travel, etc.), with adjustments tor changes called 
for 'by the sales program., or 
Projecting costs of various functions (field selling, 
direct mail, advertising, dealer aids, etc.), with 
regard tor expected chaDges, or 
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Applying established ratios to new sales figures 
to obtain costs by class of expense or function.* 
Research expense may be included in the general and 
administrative budget, or, where it is a major function, 
a separate budget may be set up. In the latter case, 
top-level discussion determines the direction that 
research should take, and the extent of the program. The 
laboratory administration then plans and schedules pro-
jects to carry out the program. The estimated costs of 
scheduled projects are commonly the basis of the research 
budget, with wages and salaries the principal items. 
Laboratory administrators estimate the man-hour, supply, 
and outside service needs for each project, and their 
costs, based on prevailing rates.** 
3. Consolidating, adjusting and approving. The final 
steps in budget preparation are as follows: 
*21, pp. 15-16 
-**21, pp. 16-17 
Budget consolidation. If the budget official has 
worked closely with those persons preparing the 
cost estimates, this is largely a mechanical account-
ing task. If he has not, then he usually reviews 
and checks figures before consolidating them. The 
form of consolidation will depend upon the size of 
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the company, the uses to which the budget is to be 
put, and management's preference. Breakdowns may be 
retained by product divisions, by plants, by classes 
of expenses, or by functions. In all cases, the basic 
procedure involves totaling up the right figures and 
distributing such overhead expenses as may be so 
handled. 
Budget adjustments. Only in rare cases is the first 
consolidation accepted as the final budget. Instead, 
it usually provides the first overall check against 
past experience, and permits an analysis of projected 
costs against anticipated income. By projecting the 
sales forecast into a forecast of income, the budget 
can be used to obtain a profit and loss statement for 
the impending budget period. When this fails to re-
sult in desired profit, adjustments are forthcoming.* 
The nature of these adjustments is described by one 
authority as follows: 
*21, PP• 16-17 
"••• If the budget as thus prepared does not show 
a satisfactory net profit, it is reviewed and re-
vised in an effort to find ways to increase sales 
income or reduce costs. The design of the product 
may be altered to make it more attractive or to 
reduce its cost; more efficient methods of manufac-
turing may be devised; research and development 
programs accelerated or retarded; allowance for 
selling expenses reduced or increased as part of 
a program to increase sales; or administrative 
functions rearranged on a more economical basis 
This process of revamping the operating plan • 
continues until the estimated net profit is at 
the optimum level for the existing conditions, 
i.e., until it reflects the best obtainable 
balance between the need for immediate earnings 
and the necessity for development and expansion 
to ensure the future progress of the business•••"* 
Budget approval. When all adjustments have been made 
and agreed upon, the budget administrator usually 
prepares a revised consolidation, which is submitted 
to the president and/or the board of directors. The 
latter generally confines its discussions to basic 
questions concerning sales, production, research, costs, 
capital outlays, and return on investment, and to policy 
considerations in these areas. When the budget is finally 
approved, the budget administrator usually prepares depart-
mental budgets, and each department head is given a copy 
of the budget applying to his activities, for use in 
controlling expenses.** 
The foregoing description of the steps in budget prepara-
tion is predicated on the use of fixed budgets, which involve a plan 
which is unchanging. As the sales or production volume varies with 
actual conditions, the standard of measurement is not changed. How-
ever, a business program for the future nru.st be predicated upon 
conditions which are expected to exist during the period under consid-
eration. Because economic currents shift quickly as a result of 
changes in physical, political, and social. forces, the future ot 
*2, pp. 103-104 
**21, p. 17 
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business can never be certain. Therefore, in the planning and 
control of operations some consideration must be given to 
unexpected circumstances. In order to recognize the reality of 
changing conditions, and their effect upon the company's opera-
tions, the flexible budget has been developed. 
In simple terms, flexible or variable budgets are a 
series of cost estimates for various expense elements at differ-
ent levels of activity. For example, instead of an outright 
estimate of electric power costs based on an expected level of 
production, a series of such estimates are made, assuming produc-
tion at levels ranging from a complete shutdown to several times 
normal. The same procedure is followed for all elements of cost -
both direct and indirect. 
The probable budget for the period is obtained by 
totaling the estimated expense that will be incurred at the most 
likely level of sales and production - in the same manner as con-
solidating a fixed budget. However, alternate budgets can be pre-
pared by totaling estimated costs at other levels of sales and 
production. If there should be a substantial drop in output in 
any or all departments, those persons concerned know immediately 
how costs must be curbed to maintain desired operating balances; 
the same is true if output should rise.* 
*21, p. 17 
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The major advantages of a flexible budget are: 
It more accurately reflects changes in direct 
costs resulting from variations in production 
rate or product mix. 
It provides a fairer basis for distributing over-
head costs at different operating levels. 
It does not require frequent revision; usually only 
a slight annual revision, reflecting wage and price 
changes, product and process changes, and similar 
factors affecting costs, is required. 
The preparation of a flexible budget requires detailed, 
complete and thorough study of past records. A flexible budget far 
various cost elements is prepared on the basis of historical analy-
sis of the accounts. This involves determining what the costs have 
been, separating the fixed and variable elements, finding cost rela-
tionships, determining when changes occurred, and why, and how. Be-
cause it requires considerable study and analysis, it generally re-
quires months of patient effort. However, once prepared, the flex-
ible budget usually requires only slight annual revision. 
The use of flexible budgets requires the establishment 
of measures to determine the operating level. The most common for 
determining production level are direct labor hours and direct labor 
costs. The latter are considered a less satisfacto~ measure than 
direct labor hours, since changes in wage rates can change the 
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allocation of non-wage costs, even though the production rate 
remains unchanged. Different measures may be used for different 
activities; for example, for sales expense, the most satisfactory 
measure may be sales volume, for purchasing, it may be the number 
of purchase orders or the value of goods purchased, and for en-
gineering, it may be the value of products designed or the square 
feet of blueprints processed. 
Once a suitable measure of activity has been establish-
ed, it is necessary to calculate the cost relationship between 
the level of activity and the amount of expense. There are at 
least three methods available for determining the expected cost 
at different volume levels: 
Direct estimate or s.ynthesis. 
Calculation of fixed and variable elements of costs, 
based on the minimum and maximum expected volume. 
Graphic determination of fixed and variable costs.* 
Chart V illustrates the technique used to chart the 
relationship of variable costs to various levels of 
activity. Charts such as these permit allowable 
costs for any level of activity to be read off direct-
ly from the chart, and provide very fine gradations 
of allowable expenses - more than would be feasible 
using a column of figures. 
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A sound budgetary control syetem includes, first, a 
comprehensive, or master, budget. This, in turn, is composed 
of the separate budgets of its component parts. In practice, 
the three major constitllents ot a master budget are the: 
Statement of Estimated Income and EJcpense. 
Statement of Estimated Financial Condition. 
Statement of Estimated Cash Receipts and Disbursement&. 
In a manufacturing company, these three primary plan~~ or 
forecasts are usually supported by the following detailed budgets: 
*2, p. 36 
Sales Budget. 
Production Budget. 
Materials or Ilrf'entory Budget. 
Pllrchases Budget. 
Labor Budget. 
Matm.facturing Expense Budget. 
Cost of Goeds Sold Budget. 
Administrative and General Expense Budget. 
Selling Expense Budget. 
Advertising Budget. 
Research and Development Expense Budget. 
Other Income and Expense Budgets. 
Capital Assets Budget.* 
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To illustrate, in simplified form, how these budgets are 
prepared, and to demonstrate their relationship to the estimated 
profit and loss statement, certain of the more basic budgets have 
been selected from the above list, and details are shown below. 
Sales Budget 
Product No. of Units Unit Selling Price Total Sales 
A 20,000 $20.00 $400,000 
B 30,000 30.00 900,000 
c 5o,ooo 15.00 150,000 
D 5,000 5o.oo 250,000 
Total 10$,000 $21~001 000 
Figure 1. 
£!oduction Bu4get 
Products 
Description A B c D 
Quantity Required for Sale 20,000 30,000 50,000 5,000 
Desired Ending Inventory 2aOOO 2aOOO 10,~000 .zoo 
Total Requirements 25,000 35,000 6o,ooo s,soo 
Less: 
Beginning Inventory 2i:~ 21000 a,ooo rr·r Required Production 33,ooo 52,ooo 
' 
Figure 2. 
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Direct Labor BuS&et 
Standard Total 
Labor Hours Standard 
Product guantity Per Unit Labor Hours 
A 22,000 1.0 22,000 
B 33,000 2.5 82,500 
c 52,000 .5 26,000 
D 4,500 2.5 11122,0 
!JJ:1:a72.0 
Figure 3. 
Overhead Budget 
Description 
Indirect 
Indirect Labor 
Payroll Taxes and Insurance 
Provision for Vacation Wages 
Power 
Supplies 
Repairs and Maintenance 
Depreciation 
Property Taxes 
Property Insurance 
Total 
Figure 4. 
Amount 
I 5o,ooo 
26,400 
6o,ooo 
37,500 
19,800 
43,500 
39,300 
4,000 
3,000 
$283,500 
102. 
Direct 
Labor Budget 
(at $2.00 per 
Standard 
Labor Hour) 
$ bh,ooo 
165,000 
52,000 
22.200 
$ 283,500 
Cost of Goods Sold Budget 
RAW MATERIALS 
Inventory at beginning 
Add: Purchases 
Total Available 
Less: Inventory at close 
Transfer to Work in Process 
DIRECT LABOR (Figure 3) 
OVERHEAD (Figure 4) 
Total Charges to Production 
:Add: Work in Process at begjnning 
Total 
Less: Work in Process at close 
Transfer to Finished Goods 
Add: Finished Goods Inventory at beginning 
Total 
Less: Finished Goods Inventor)" at close 
Cost of Goods Sold Budget 
FigureS 
$ 52,000 
549,500 
$6cn.,5oo 
38,000 
563,500 
283,SOO 
283,SOO 
$1,130,Soo 
6o,ooo 
1,190,Soo 6o,ooo $1,136,566 
128,500 
$11 2S9,ooo 
194,000 
$1,o6S,ooo 
103. 
104. 
Profit and Loss Budget 
%of 
Amount Sales 
Net Sales (Figure 1) $ 2,300,000 100.00 
Cost of Goods Sold (Figure 5) l,~065.zOOO 46.30 
Gross Profit $ 1,235,000 53.70 
Operating Expenses: 
Advt. and Selling $ 342,500 14.89 
General and Admin. 52 2500 2.28 
Total Operating Expenses $ 3952000 17.17 
Operating Profit $ 840,000 36.53 
Other Income 52000 .21 
845,000 36.74 
Other Expenses: 
Interest Expense 1,900 .09 
Discount on Sales 182000 • 78 
192900 .87 
Profit Before Federal Taxes $ 825,100 35.87 
Federal Income Taxes 412,550 17.94 
Net Income $ 412z550 17.93 
Figure ~ 
*2, PP• 37-43 
purposest 
are: 
Budgets, when finally established, serve two principal 
a. To control costs. Once budgets have been prepared, 
their usefulness in controlling e~enses and achieving 
desired profit depends upon a willingness to follow up 
on them. Companies with successfUl budgets follow them 
up with the same care they used in preparing them. Every 
person concerned with establishing the budget is equally 
concerned with later control, f'rom the foreman up to the 
president. 
'lhe follow-up procedure in a chemical company is as follows: 
"•·• We operate on a thirteen-period year. Each 
period consists ot four weeks. As the year 
progresses, we coq>are actual sales with fore-
casted sales, and we can tell how much the 
profit will vary due to the variation in the 
sales volume. The direct labor and all other 
expenses are coJt>areci with budgeted amounts 
each week, so that as we progress through the 
year we can tell how much our proti ts are being 
attected by variation in expenses. The direct 
Jlaterials are tallied, both as to use and price, 
once every tour weeks. By watching all these 
reports, we are able to 'control by exception' 
and take steps to affect the situation without 
any appreciable lag in tU. •••"~ 
Representative follow-up procedures used in many companies 
The budget is not a clubmr a straight jacket, but a 
measure ot performance and a guide which can be adjusted 
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to meet new situations. 
The f'ollow-up is usually monthly. On major costs, such 
as labor, it is sometimes weekly. 
The financial officer in charge or the budget makes 
comparisons of' estimated and actual costs on special 
f'orJU. These forms coq>are not only estimates and 
actual costs for the p•st period, but also the estimated 
and actual figures f'rom the beginning or the year to date. 
Most companies do not question a foreman on a monthly 
overrrun if' he is within his budget for the year to date. 
The comparisons prepared by the budget officer are 
reviewed by (a) the president or executive committee 
and (b) the operating staff responsible f'or the costs. 
The budgeted and actual figures are not expected to be 
tbe same. Minor variations are ignored; only major 
variations call for attention and discussion. 
If' it is decided tbat the budget estimate is unrealistic, 
it is revised, particularly in the case of' a fiexible 
budget. 1iith a fixed budget, revisions are made up to 
the start of the last quarter, but some companies merely 
note the cause of' a variance and leave the budget as it 
is. 
lo6. 
It a cost overrun is found to be due to operating 
iDefficiency, corrective action is taken. 
Corrective action is left up to the operating management 
in moat companies. In others, the executive committee 
may take action through its departmental or financial 
representative; or the president takes it through his 
line organization. The man responsible for the overrwa 
usually is asked to explain it.* 
b. To forecast financial position. The other important 
use of the budget is to .forecast financial position. A 
profit-minded management, recognizing that profits are 
the resul't ot intelligent planning coupled with the 
necessary coordination and control to meet changing condi-
tions, uses the budget as a tool to help realize such 
pro.f'its. This "profit planning" function of managemen" 
bas becoae associated with break-even analysis and the 
entire cost-volwae-pro!it relationship. It involves the 
recognition of variable and fixed costs, and r:L marginal 
income in contrast to "traditional" costs.** 
tt Profit planning", in i tselt a very general term., has come 
to be associated in practice with the use or the so-called 
"flexible budget" technique in the planning or operations. 
This technique is based on the principle that some costa 
*21, p. 20 
H21 P• 36o 
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and expenses tend to V&r7 with the volume of sales and 
production, while others are not affected by volume, 
but remain relatively !:l.xed, either indefinitely or until 
changed bJ management action. If all costs and e:xpensea 
can be broken down between variable and nonvariable, and 
if this breakdown can be carried into the costs of indivi• 
dual products or product lines, it is possible to determine 
the effect on profits of changes in total volume or shifts 
in volu. from one product to zother, to calculate the 
aliDunt of busine6s required to carry an additional saleS!It 
man, and to answer many other questions that have a direct 
bearing on the planning of operations for maximnm profit. 
The key to this technique is the use of variable costs 
instead of the conventional total costs which include an 
allocation of the nonvariable cost elements.* 
The profit structure of a company is often shown in the 
familiar break-even chart. With this presentation, the 
interrelationship of profit, costs and volume at a given 
selling price becomes more apparent than by the use of 
tables. Chart VI is a typical break-even chart, in wbich 
dollar sales and total dollar costs at various levels of 
unit volUM are pletted as straigllt lines, total costs 
being broken down between nonvariable costs, which are 
shown as constant at all levels of volume, and variable 
*12, p • .304 
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• 
costs, which are plotted as a function of unit volume. 
The volume point at which the dollar-sales and the total-
costs lines cross is the point of no profit or loss, i.e., 
the break-even point; the vertical distance between the 
tvo lines at any point above or below this break-even 
point represents the dollars of net profit or loss, 
respectively, at the indicated unit volume.* 
Chart VI is based upon the toll owing assWJptions: 
'!hat prices will remain unchanged. 
That nonvariable costs will remain the salle up to 
maximum plant capacity. 
'!hat variable costs will vary in direct ratio to 
volu.me.H. 
These assumptions are considered by some authorities 
as limitations of a break-even chart, because in practice 
they are not always true. Chart VI is a simple chart, 
used to illustrate the basic elements of the break-even 
chart; 110re complicated charts, using more refined data, 
can be constructed to minimize the "lind tations" listed 
above. Furthermore, a chart such as that illustrated 
shows not only the effect of volume on profit, but also 
such important factors as the percentage of plant capacity 
*12, pp. 307-309 
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actually utilised, the level of nonvariable eJq>ense, and 
the slope of the total-costs line, reflecting the ratio 
of variable costs to sales.* 
B. Budgetary Control in Manutacturins. 
The basic elements of ef'tective budgetary control are 
illustrated in the case of the Bulova Watch Company, Inc. Four 
major steps are involved in watchmaking: the manufacdiure of (a) 
parts; (b) movementsJ (c) cases; and (d) watch assembly. The Bulova 
Company has factories in New York, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
Canada, and Switzerland, each devoted to one or two of the four 
basic steps. Other plants perform precision work on classified 
government contracts. 
'!he executive offices in New York include the following 
departments: Sales, Merchandising, Advertising and Publicity, TreaSU1"7, 
Controller, and General Administration. 
The company has two sales peaks, ChristJBas and spring. 
Inventories are lowest after Christmas, and accounts and notes receiv .. 
able start dropping to a low in March. Because of this characteristic, 
the compa!l1'' s fiscal year begins on April lst. 
A sales forecast and an integrated cost budget are used to 
gauge income, control costs, plan finances, determine dirldend policy, 
and keep department heads posted on their operating results. The 
annual budget shows, by quarters: 
Cost or each factory; 
Expenses of each main office department. 
Each department head makes quarterly estimates or his 
expenses, using foru, methods and procedures established by the 
contraller. The controller reviews each departmental budget, and 
discusses arq revisions necessary to conform to company policy with 
each department head. The controller, after preparing an over-all, 
tentative budget, sublll.ts it to a budget committee, composed of the 
chairaan of the board., president, vice-presidents, treasurer, and 
controller. The colllllittee meets regularly in March, when it decides 
upon the sales forecast and passes upon the budget. The committee may 
meet at the end of any quarter in which there have been substantial 
cost overruns. 
Sales Forecast. Salesmen visit all of the company's dealers 
immediately after Christmas, to take orders for the spring market. 
Their reports are reviewed by the company's economists, market research 
statisticians, and the sales department., each of which then makes an 
independent sales forecast. These three groups then discuss their 
respective forecasts, and agree on a probable range of sales. Further 
discussion with the budget committee results in a sales forecast which 
has been accurate within three to four percent. 
Factorz Budgets. Twenty-five years of operating experience 
has revealed definite cost relationships, and under company policy, 
ll2. 
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factory and departmental budgets must conform with these relationships, 
unless chaDged by the budget comittee. Specifically, these relation-
ships ill'l'olve the costs of labor, materials and overhead with one 
another, and total manufacturing costs with sales. 
Each factory accounting department estimates local costs 
on the basis of: 
Assigned production under the sales forecast; 
Piece rates for labor; 
Standard costs based upon experience; 
Historical cost relationships. 
!he budget committee reviews all factory budgets to see that 
the total manufacturing cost estimates do not exceed the normal per-
centage of forecasted sales. 
Main Office Budgets and Procedure. Departlllent heads at the 
main office estimate their quarterly expenses for such departmeutal 
iteiiS as purchases, research, outside services, supplies, maintenance, 
travel, and salaries. These estimates are based on previous budget 
reports, experience, and proposed changes and prograas. The total 
estimate fctr each department cannot exceed an historical percentage 
of the forecasted sales, and the total main-office expenses are lik ... 
wise liml ted to an historical percentage of the sales forecast. 
Following preparation of a coDSolidated budget by the control-
ler, the budget committee reviews it, item by item, and makes numerous 
revisions. When the review is completed, the controller prepares 
a quarterly balance sheet, reflecting the budgeted income and 
expense figures. Administrative department heads are then furnish-
ed with copies of their approved budgets with monthly allocation 
of their quarterly expense allowances. 
Follow-Up. At the end of each month the controller com-
pares the budgeted and actual expenses, and submits reports to 
department heads showing the figures for each expense item: 
Month 
+ Plus 
Budget Actual - Minus 
Months to Date 
+ Plus 
Budget Actual - Minus 
The monthly estimates and reports are solely for the 
guidance of department heads, who m~ spend their budget allow-
ances when they see fit. 
Quarterly reports of the controller on departmental 
expenditures show figures for each expense item as follows: 
Quarter 
+ Plus 
Budget Actual - Minus 
Year 
Budget Balance Available 
The quarterly reports go not only to the department 
heads but also to the budget committee members. If actual expenses 
are substantially the same as budgeted amounts, nothing is done. 
But if actual expenses exceed budgeted expenses substantially, or 
if business conditions necessitate changes, the budget committee 
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has a special meeting either to increase allowances or to decide 
upon measures to bring actual expenses back into line.* 
c. !'!dsetary Control in the Office. 
'!he same basic approach as used in the factory can be 
applied to office budgetary control. In practice, however, it appears 
that there is a certain laxness in the control of office expense.** 
One reason is that a variety of expenses is involved, many of which 
are seemingly unpredictable and incapable of standardization. This 
laxness is due in part to another factor - the failure to assign the 
responsibility tor control of particular costs to a specific execu-
tive, and to a lesser degree, a lack of adequate accounting records. 
While it is true that there are soJE kinds of office expenses which 
are difficult to determne in advance, and which bear little relation-
ship to production or sales activities, it is equally true that losses 
can result from excessive expenditure in the office just as readily 
as in the factory. 'lherefore, office expenses must be budgeted and 
controlled. 
1he Accounting Division of a large company provides an 
exai~Ple of the application of budgetary control to office work. Wi t.h-
in this dinsion, there are several departments, whose managers can 
be held responsible for cost control. Budgets are prepared in detail 
for each actiTi ty whose head is given the authority and responsibility 
to keep expenses within the budget limits. '!he departments which are 
logical budgetary control unite are: 
*21, p. 27 
**2, p • .303 
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General Accounting 
Cost Accounting 
Auditing 
Insurance 
Office Service 
Payroll 
Taxes Tabulating 
Budgets and Standards 
Each department head prepares an estimate of expenses for 
the budget period, taking into account the level of acticity in-
dicated by the sales forecast. These estimates are reviewed by the 
controller, checked against previous years' expenses, and finally 
submitted to the executive committee for approval. 
Practical experience has indicated that the accounting 
costs are not all fixed, any more than are purchasing or industrial 
relations. However, a relatively larger proportion are nonvariable. 
A simple variable factor has been found to indicate the expense 
justified at each level of activity. For example, standard labor 
hours in the factory are used in the pqroll department. At any 
given level of activity, the total budget allowance for the payroll 
department is its nonvariable expense plus an amount per standard 
labor hour. Other factors of variability, determined by analysis of 
past years' records, are used in other departments; for example, 
number of transactions in the general accounting department. 
The budget officer prepares the same reports for account-
ing activities as he does for all departments - office and factory 
so that management may be informed of budget performance. An exam-
ple of such a report is shown in Table II. In this case, a base has 
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TAEI1~ II 
GENERAL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
DEPARTMENT BUDGET REPORT 
Dept . 9 Accounting 
Dept. Head J. Jones 
DIRECT tABOR 
None 
TOTAL DI~ECT LABOR 
INDIRECT SALARIES & WAGES 
601 Supervisory Salaries 
605 Other Salaries 
606 Indirect Wages 
607 Janitors & Sweepers 
608 Trainees Sal aries & 
Wages 
609 Idle Time 
612 VacRtions & Holidays 
614 - 16 Overtime Premium 
Sub- Total ( 1) 
OTHER DEPARTMENTALIZED EXP. 
618 Special Printed Forms 
619 Travel Expense 
S21 Telephone 
622 Books, Periodicals & 
Inf. Service 
623 Memberships 
624 Consultants' Fees 
Amount 
in Dollars 
Allowed Actu!'ll 
2110 
2120 
6214 
?85 
26 
10548 10756 
524 
1 
124 
625 Operating Supplies --..=,.=-o.Z""-="""--~~.~~. a 
"' 626 P·3risha ble Tools 
628 JVfisc. Dept. Expense 
Sub-Total 747 658 
TOTAL DEPARTMENTALIZED EXP. 11295 11413 
DEPT . PERFORMANCE 11295 11413 
AS ~I GNED EXPENSE 
656 Office Supplies 133 265 
657 Postage 299 1020 
Month 
Units 
Over 
or Under 
Cur. Yr . to 
Month Date 
( ?07) 1682 
., 
89 529 
--
(118) 2211 
{118) 2211 
(132) 67 
(721) (271) 
March, 1956 
82.699 Base 6 
Percent 
RealizRtion 
Cur. Moving Avg. 
Month Cur . Prev. 
98.1 
IT3.5 
99 . 0 
99.0 103.6 107.8 
§0 .2 
29.3 
658 Telegraph 495 438 57 (51) 113.0 
664 Property Taxes 3613 3613 - 285 100.0 
665 State Fr~nchise Tax 569 283 286 1144 
668 Other Taxes 633 163 470 842 
669 Property Insur.(2) (3) 1186 1180 6 (?8) 100.5 
671 Other Insurance 605 601 4 524 100.7 
672 Audit Fees & Exp. 350 350 - - 100.0 
674 Rent Tabulating 1365 1240 125 .soo 110.1 
688 Depreciation 3410 3431 (21) ~) _g9.4 
--
TOTAL ASSIGNED EXPENSE 12658 12584 74 2926 100.6 
TOTAL EXPENSE 23953 ?~997 {"44) 5137 99:8 ---
DIVISION OVER-ALL PERFORMANCE 99.1 100.1 102.9 
(.l.) -Incl udas-S-pe C-LaL .. AlJ OV'ran ce o-i' $-7 2..--Lc-~.Oh!;:t:,;,.--'c.,_· ....., t:;;.. ..... ~oo-G-.. ~----~~--~ 
(2) Includes Special Allowance of it146 . for MAC - 20. 
(3) Includes $392. Transfer from Canto Fund. 
Issued by Acct . Dept . Date: 4-16-56. 
SOURCE: Beckert, J. Brooks, and Willson, 
James D. : Business Pudgeting and 
Control. New York, The Ronald 
Press Company, 1955 . Page 307 . 
E 
. 
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been established to which is added a fluctuating allowance depending 
on the level of factory activity. For this month, the added allowance 
was based on 82.699 thousand standard man-hours. In the following 
month, the additional allowance might be more, or less, depending on 
factory activity. Such a method of' granting allowances relates Account-
ing Department costs to the income-producing factory-standard labor 
hours. 
Table II also illustrates the practice of assigning to a 
specific executive the responsibility for expense control of items 
other than his own departmental expenses. In this case, office supplies, 
postage, etc., were not departmentalized in the accounts and the control-
ler was assigned the task of keeping them in line. 
D. Budgetary Control in Casualty Insurance Processes. 
Budget~y control of' insurance processes' expenses can be 
achieved in the same fashion as for manufacturing operations. Since 
the bulk of' insurance operations involve office functions, the same 
approach can be used as in any office budgeting plan. The first step 
is the preparation of the sales forecast, which in casualty insurance 
operations, is upressed in dollars of premiUIIS written. This is the 
basic measure of activity; however, analysis of past records might 
indicate that number of policies written would be a more accurate 
measure. If further refinement is desired, the premiums written figure 
or the number of policies written can be broken down by line of business, 
such as automobile, fire, etc. Once the sales forecast for the budget 
period (usually one year) is established, department heads are request-
ed to furnish estimates of their expenses, based on the forecasted level 
of activity. '!be estimates are sent to the budget officer, who reviews 
them, discusses questionable amounts with the department head involved, 
prepares a consolidated budget, and submits it to the budget coliiDittee 
for approval. 
The branch office of a casualty insurance company offers an 
example of the application of the above procedure. The branch office 
is composed of the following departments: 
Administrative 
Accounting 
Sales 
Underwriting 
Claim 
Engineering 
Payroll ;Audit 
The chief executive in charge of all branch office operations 
is the Branch Manager, who supervises the heads of each of the depart-
ments named above. The expense items which are budgeted are:· 
Salaries Rent 
Travel Supplies 
EntertaiDJJBnt Legal 
Telephone and Telegraph Postage 
Allocated Home Office Overhead Taxes 
Miscellaneous 
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The Chief Accountant acts as the budget officer for the 
branch office. When the branch's quota of forecasted sales is 
received t.rom the Home Office, having been established after discussion 
with each branch Sales Manager, the Chief Accountant furnishes each 
departm.ent head with figures of previous years• expenses, broken down 
as above. Each department head then estimates his expenses for the 
coming budget period, keeping in mind the new sales quota, as well 
as any significant changes in costs or business condi tiona in the 
particu:lar territory. The Chief Accountant reviews all estimates, 
and discusses with the Department Head any amounts which seem to hia, 
based on his knowledge of costs in previous years, out of line. He 
may analyze costs in previous years, to check the reasonableness of 
current esti~~ates. When all questions have been resolved, a tentative 
budget is submitted to the Branch Manager. Further changes may be 
made and finally the completed budget is submitted to the Home Office. 
There the Controller makes his awn review, prepares a consolidated 
budget for all Branch Offices and the Home Office, and indicates the 
effect ef the budget on anticipated profit. 
The item of losses presents a problem in budgeting peculiar 
to insurance operations. Losses, or amounts paid in settlement ot 
clai11181 are handled separately from expenses. They are usually project-
ed on the basis of past experience; i.e., if losses have averaged fifty 
per cent ot premiums during the past several years, management projects 
this experience, andallows for it proportionately. However, from the 
standpoint of budgetary control, leases are considered separately 
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because, due to their nature, they are not "controllable" to the 
extent that the regular expense items are. 
In the Home Office, the consolidated budget, and the projected 
profit and loss statement, are reviewed by the Budget Committee. If 
the indicated profit is not considered adequate, further revisions in 
the budget will be made, until a profit picture satisfactory to the 
Budget Committee is reached. 
When the budget is given final approval, the Controller 
prepares separate budgets for each Branch Office and each Home Office 
department, and forwards them to the Branch Manager or the Home Office 
department head. Further breakdown of the Branch Office budget is made, 
by department, and furnished to the person responsible for the expenses, 
for his guidance in controlling costs. 
Follew-up of the budget is achieved by furnishing each depart-
ment head with a corrparison of actual and budgeted expenses, monthly 
and cumlative to date. Instances where actual costs exceed budgeted 
amounts by a significant &JilOUllt are discussed by the budget officer 
and the department head involved, and corrective action is initiated. 
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V. LABOR STANDARDS AND PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT. 
A. Description and Significance. 
In industry, a standard is considered a yardstick of 
measurement against which current operations can be measured. 
Results which meet or exceed the standards are considered satis-
factory, whereas those that fail to meet the standards are below 
par, and through the "exception" principle of management, are in-
vestigated and corrected.* 
The Society for the Advancement of Management has de-
fined a standard as follows: 
"A unit of measurement expressing a desired level 
of performance which it is necessary to attain 
under a wage payment or other plan. May be ex-
pressed in various ways according to local re-
quirement and usage - standard time per piece, 
allowed hours per 100, pieces per hour, etc. 
Same as Production Standard, Output Standard, 
Performance Standard."** 
Standards are usually found in the three major divisions 
of a business: 
The Accounting Department, which uses standards for such 
purposes as valuing inventory, pricing and estimating, 
planning and budgeting, operating and cost control, deter-
mining monthly profit and loss, and handling mass accounting 
*13, P• 243 
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data. 
The Production Department, which uses standards in pro-
duction planning and control. 
The Sales Department, which uses standards in determining 
selling prices and in making quotations for the sale of 
special products.* 
In this paper, the discussion of standards will be limited 
to labor standards, and the means of measuring labor output, or 
productivity. 
Productivity, and its measurement, are important problems 
to all business, and, in a larger sense, to the capitalistic econo~ 
of our country. In the individual company, labor productivity has a 
significant effect on costs, and ultimately, on profits; to the 
country as a whole, productivity affects prices, and, when related to 
wages, influences to a great extent the degree of inflation. 
In the narrow sense, productivity can be defined as actual 
performance as compared with expected or standard performance or with 
a base period.** In the larger sense, the term "productivity" was the 
subject of an interesting employee relations newsletter sent to its 
management by General Electric Company in 1952. At that time, General 
Electric was discussing wages with its union, and the Wage Stabilization 
*13, PP• 249-260 
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Board was considering whether to allow a 4-cent per-hour "annual 
improvement factor" wage increase, which was, according to General 
Electric "••• vaguely represented as matching the presumed 'produc-
tivity' increase of hourly workers •••"* 
In its news letter, General Electric asked the question, 
-what is Productivity?". and then answered its own question as 
follows: 
*40, p. 1 
".. • The total &oduction of the country in a year 
is obviously the amount of goods and services 
turned out by everybody with the aid of all our 
machines and other facilities. Our level of 
living is determined b7 the output per person 
in the population, less what's taken by gover~ 
ment for purposes unproductive of civilian goods. 
What is referred to as producti vi tz is likely 
to be misleading. It is the total output (of 
machines and workers) divided by the number of 
man hours worked. 
Total fu~ut for the country can be increased 
by a h g r proportion of the people coming into 
the work force, as in the case of women during 
a defense or war period. Outpu: per worker can 
be increased by working longer ours or by work-
ing 'harder', that is, by applying more skill, 
care and effort. The individual worker is custo-
marily paid extra for any longer hours he works, 
and for increasing his output per hour through 
use of his own inner resources of skill, care 
and effort. Output per worker can also be - and 
principally is - increased through improved mater-
ials, designs, tools, methods and other facilities 
bought by management with the savings which the 
owners of the business have risked there in hope 
oi' profit ••• 
The important thing to reuember is that producti-
vity ilprovements benefit the public through work-
ing to reduce, by bits and pieces here and there, 
whatever general price level exists at the time 
of each given improvement. They are deflationary 
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and increase the value of money and of real wages -
beginning at whatever level these are found at the 
time of any particular ~rovement ••• "* 
The significance to the indirldual business of measuring 
productivity and establishing labor standards lies, therefore, in 
two distinct, but related, areas: first, to control costs within the 
company, so as to increase profits; and second, by controlling costs, 
to hold prices dawn, and by thus helping to prevent inflation, to 
keep the nation's econo~ solvent. 
Historically, standards for management control ancl cost 
purposes may be said to have developed and been applied in a practical 
way by Dr. Frederick w. Taylor - the "father of scientific manageent". 
While standards in a larger sense have been used, consciously or 
uncouciously, in business and industry since they began, Dr. Taylor 
seems to have been the first to apply the fUndamentals of the use or 
standards, and provide {a) a carefully thought-out method of perform-
ing a task, (b) a fair standard time for performing the task, (c) a 
means of controlling actual results and comparing them with this pre-
determined task, and (d) a plan for rewarding those who exceeded the 
·standards. 
As industrial organizations increased in size and complexity, 
the need of some means of measuring performance and providing control 
over operations became recognized. As a result, the use of standards 
for management and cost control purposes has expanded greatly, until 
*40, pp. l-3 
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today we find standards in various stages of development appearing 
in every industry. 
Standards should always be thought of primarily in terms 
of specific things, for example, units of time, pounds of material, 
hours of plant capacity, units of departmental output. The fundamen-
tal standards must be capable of comparison with actual happenings 
on a physical unit basis at primary levels if the standards are to 
be of maximum value and provide the foundation upon which the standard 
cost structure must rest.* 
Quite often management thinking confuses standards and 
standard costs. Bennett comments as follows on this confusion: 
n.. . The fundamental or primary standards determined 
in terJIS of uni ta of measurement of physical things 
need never be changed unless the operating methods 
or the products change. On the other hand, the 
standard costs which refiect money values applied 
to the primary values, may change periodically if 
labor rates change 1 material purchase costs change, 
or other monetary variations enter into the problem 
with sufficient effect to warrant alteration of 
the standard costs ••• •** 
The automobile industry is generally considered to be among 
the leaders in applying scientific management techniques. It is there-
fore interesting to quote an executive of the Ford Motor Company, one 
of the "big three" in the industry, in regard to work standards. Mr. 
William w. Aulepp, Manager of Industrial Engineering at Ford, commented 
as follows: 
*13, p. 243 
**13, pp. 243-24h 
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"••• Cost reductions just do not happen; they must 
be caused. For many years, a rather haphazard 
application of individual ingenuity resulted in 
cost reductions of sufficient magnitude to sustain 
most businesses. Today, however, a planned, syste-
matic approach is essential. A sound work standards 
program embodies such an approach and, in my opinion, 
represents the best, though certainly not the newest 
way to handle the problem. Supported by careful 
engineering, such a program provides the requisite 
data for an evaluation of where a company stands 
and discloses the areas where a concentration of 
effort is needed ••• •* 
The development of a sound work standard is essential to 
any cost control program. However, since the introduction of the 
scientific approach to cost reduction by Taylor in 1881, the setting 
of labor standards has had a checkered career. At first, over-zealous 
advocates of the procedure expounded its virtues until it came to be 
regarded as "something of an elixir" for reducing labor costs. S~ 
ards were established through the use of time study with little or no 
appreciation of the limitations of time study or of its subjective 
aspects. Most standards were set with little attention paid to prior 
methods analysis. As might be expected, the employees• desire to 
find a easier way of meeting the standard led to the phenomenon of 
what has come to be regarded as "creeping changes". Too often the 
expedient and simple asblution by management was an arbitrary adjust-
ment of the standard, with. an attend&nt increase in production require-
menta. Because eo many standards programs were associated with piece-
work wage payment plans, this practice came to be called "rate cutting", 
and time study fell into wide disrepute. 
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To some extent, it still carries this stigma, although 
enlightened managements and ethical technicians, plus the correcti Te 
force wielded by an increasingly powerful body of' organized labor, 
have restored a large part of' the receptive attitude toward t:i.me 
study. 
Although the union at Ford Motor Company (UA'W-Cio-AFL) does 
not support time study as a policy, the co~q:>any and the wrl.on have 
learned to live together while using it. Experience has developed 
for both sides a set of' governing principles, summarized below, which 
can be used by any management in administering a standards program. 
First, work standards must be realistic. Based on the 
methods which management considers best, the standard must be attain-
able by a qualified employee using normal skill and effort. 
Second, the standard is not a secret document. Management 
mu.st be willing to explain the development of the standard to the 
employees or their representative. 
Third, the work standard applies to a given set of condi-
tions. These conditions are factors which have a significant effect 
on the time required to do the work. 
Fourt..~, changes in methods or operations must be promptly 
reported and the standard just as promptly adjusted. Once an employee 
grows accustomed to performing an improved operation against an old 
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standard, his resistance to the new standard increases directly with 
the time elapsing before the revision. 
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Fifth, work standards should not be changed indiscriminately, 
Except in isolated cases where errors have resulted in gross inequities 
to either party, a standard should be changed only when warranted by 
a significant change in operating conditions. 
Sixth, work standard disputes must be handled intelligently. 
Prompt investigation of complaints, and settlement on the floor where 
the job and the employee involved are located, has been found to be 
the best practice. 
Seventh, the work standard is an aid to, not a substitute 
for, effective supervision. It is meant to provide supervisors with 
a guide to be used to maintain the required flow of production.* 
The determination of standards of output, or production 
standards as they are sometimes known, has been characterized in recent 
decades by an increasing emphasis on precision. Early attempts to 
determine the normal output of a worker on the job were based on the 
simple, unaided judgment of the foreman. From long experience with 
the operations of the job he was considered ideally qualified to 
decide whether the quantity and quality of work produced was up to par. 
However, subjective judgment as a means of gauging the 
efforts of workers is frequently no more reliable than it is in measur-
ing time or distance. Two foremen could rate the SBJJS job, and one's 
idea of normal output might be very high, the other's very low. Set-
ting standards at a high level runs the risk of arousing employee dis-
satisfaction and resistance. Setting standards at a low level results 
in high labor cost per unit, and efforts to raise low standards may 
bring immediate and unfavorable employee reaction.* 
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To avoid these dangers~ more reliable standards were develop-
ed by the use of more careful analyses of past records of individual 
performance. While this method is more objective than a foreman's 
judgment, it has certain shortcomings, summarized by Bennett as 
follows: 
"••• The use of averages of past performance as 
a basis for labor time standard determination 
simply makes permanent the possible high costs 
of the past. It will simply subsidize ineffi-
cieneies that may exist. It gives no considera-
tion to the best way of doing the job and pre-
cludes an intelligent study of the job to 
determine whether or not unnecessary operations 
may be eliminated or ways or means may be found. 
for making the work simpler and easier for the 
operator. There are, of course, situations where, 
for various local reasons, time study may not be 
considered feasible or desirable and in those 
cases recourse must be made to a study of past 
performance averages ••• "** 
Modern scientific management, through the use of time study, 
seeks to eliminate the major shortcomings of subjective judgment and 
past records as bases for setting labor standards. Time study tech-
nique involves dividing each operation into measurable elements, and 
timing each element with a stoP-watch. '!he individual element times 
*24, p. 14 
**13, p. 280 
are generally averaged to arrive at the base time. D-ie total base 
time of all elements represents the base time of the operation, which 
may be adjusted by a rating factor which in the opinion of the tim 
study man reflects the sld.ll, effort and consistency of the emplo)'ee 
being timed. To the adjusted base time, allowances for the personal 
needs of the operator, fatigue, and u~voidable delays are added, to 
arrive at the standard or allowed time for the operation.* The stand-
ard may be expressed in hours per piece, or hours per hundred or per 
thousand pieces, and remain unchanged until the equipment or method 
is changed.** 
Scienti.f'ic management principles emphasize that the value of 
time study can be increased if it is preceded by a study of the physi• 
cal movements which make up the job. D-lis technique, known as motion 
study, seeks to reduce the number of motions in the job, and to arrange 
them in the most efficient sequence or pattern. It was in the field of 
motion study that Frank B. Gilbreth and later his wife Lillian, helped 
to promote the general increase in interest in the management movement 
in the early 1900's. Many companies, having observed the increased 
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efficiency and savings resulting f'roa motion study, consider it a neces-
sary preliminary to ti~~e study. 
Micromotion study is a related technique of time study, and 
attempts an even greater refinement in precision in studying the job 
*13, pp. 281-282 
**25, p. 534 
operation by the use of motion picture equipment. The usual approach 
involves placing a high-speed timer in the field of the camera, and 
photographing the operation and the timer simultaneously•* 
Labor standards, properly established and intelligently 
applied, are an effective toOl for management's use in the cost 
control area. Occasionally the objection is raised that standards 
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are too theoretical to be of practical value. In this regard, Bennett 
comments as follows: 
"... A mistake not infrequently made by those charged 
with the determination of operating standards is the 
attempt to achieve results which cannot be met as a 
practical operating proposition. It is easy to sit 
at a desk and visualize an ideal set of operating 
circumstances, but when the practical consideration. 
are encountered, a drastically different set of re-
sults may develop. It is a fundamental necessity te 
base all standards on the practical operating problems 
met in each given situation or plant. But at the 
same time a sufficient review of these practical 
operating condi t.ions should be made to satisfy the 
reviewer that in giving consideration to all of the 
loc8l conditions so much latitude is not allowed that 
inefficiencies are subsidized and the standards permit-
ted to include allowances for unsound or inefficient 
conditions which should be shown up and eliminated. 
While it may seem that the ideal standard rust remain 
an ideal but should seldom be installed in practical 
operation, it is equally important that standards 
should not. be set &iJIIPlY by taking average experience 
based upon things as they have been. The standard.B 
should be based on a fresh viewpoint applied with a 
questioning attitude. The objective is to determine 
upon yardsticks of practical operating measurement, 
which the management can use and visualize in teriiJS 
of material, labor and burden, costs that will reason-
ably be required to produce a given level of output 
under a given set of circumstances ••• "** 
B. Standards in Manufacturin& 
The following example illustrates how the industrial 
engineers coordinated their work with the accounting department in 
an industrial concern. The company manufactures powder, such as 
women's face powder, talcum, etc. The major operation invo1 ved in 
the marm.facture of the product is grinding. By means of time study, 
the industrial engineers established the following requirements: 
Required Crew per Shift: 
1 Drum dumper 
2 Mill operators 
1 Packer 
i Handler 
M8keup of Operating Hours: 
Actual Processing 6.5 
Cleaning .S 
Maintenance, conflict 
etc. 1.0 
Total 8.0 
Lbs. to be handled per 8 hr. shift 1, 6oo 
(1i6oo ) 
Lbs. per man-hour (standard) (4:a x B) 44.4 
The standard of 44.4 pounds per man-hour was used by 
the foreman as a yardstick to measure the efficiency of day. 
to-day operations. It was also used to measure the effective-
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ness o:t performance by the Grinding Department. In addition, the 
labor standard formed the basis for calculating the standard labor 
cost by the accownting department, as follows: 
Operator 
First Shift 
Drum Dumper 
Mi..ll Operators 
Packer 
Handler 
Second-Third Shifts 
Drum Dumper 
Mill Opera tor 
Packer 
Handler 
!2.• 
1 
2 
1 
t 
2 
4 
2 
1 
Total 
Direct Labor Cost per Cwt. 
Rate per 
Man-Hours Man-Hour 
8 
16 
8 
4 
16 
32 
16 
8 
$ 1.6o 
1.75 
1.5o 
1.40 
1.65 
l.Bo 
1.55 
1.45 
($178.8o ;. 48> 
Total Cost 
$ 12.80 
28.00 
12.00 
5.6o 
26.40 
57.6o 
24.80 
11.60 
$ 178.80 
$ 3. 725* 
The first step in establishing labor standards is to know 
the operations performed. In the case of a metalworking plant or a 
woodworking plant, this means setting up operation sheets for each 
part and for all assembly jobs. 'Ihese operation sheets are used both 
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as the basis for manufacturing and as the basis for setting up stand-
ards for cost control purposes. If intricate and complicated assemblies 
are involved, the preparation of operation sheets may require a large 
amount of time. However, regardless o:t the length of time required, 
no attempt should be made to set up labor standards without first having 
*2, pp. 175-176 
detailed data of the manner in which the products will be made - in . 
other words, labor specification sheets in detail, by operations. In 
the example shown below, taken f'rom the woodworking industry, labor 
standards were established for each operation by time study. These 
standards furnished the basis for checking the efficiency of operations, 
as well as for determining the standard cost of each operation-informa-
tion which was later used for pricing inventories, and eventually 
found its way, through the company's accounting systea, into the bal-
ance sheet and earnings statement. 
Operation Specification 
Part No. 2ll5 
DiB4 Stock Size: 15* x 4 3/16 x 7/8 
Fin. Stock Size: 14i x 4 x 3/4 
Used on: 4724, 4725, 4726 
Part Name: Back 
Material: Oak 
Bd. Ft. per C Chairs: 54 
Pes. per Chair: 1 
Operation 
Cut off to 1St 
Rip to 4 3/16 
Shape top 
Tenon 2 eDis 
Mortise bottom 4 times 
Size to width 
Size to length 
Drum sand 
*13, p. 279 
Std. Man-Hours 
per 100 Pes. 
.h2 
.40 
.67 
.98 
1.20 
.12 
.12 
• 15 -
4.~ 
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'lhe Hallerton Machinery Company furnishes an interesting 
example of the care which some companies take to ensure accuracy of 
labor standards. The compaxzy had been confronted with increasing 
production costs, due principally to rising hourly wage rates. In 
an effort to increase worker productivity, the company had establish-
ed piece rates for some jobs, set on past performance records. Many 
workers were dissattsfied with these rates, and labor costs continued 
to rise. Management decided that a revision of the standards, and 
ultimately of the wage payment system, was necessary. 
A great deal of preliminary work was necessary to ensure 
reasonable accuracy of the new standards, which were to be based on 
time study. First, work in process was divided in such a way that 
each machine always received the same kind of material. Second, a 
study was made of the machinery and equipment used, and feeds and 
speeds, tool holders, tools, toolboxes and other equipment were stand-
ardized. Then each operation was studied, the simplest and most 
effective methods were determined, correct feeds and speeds were 
recorded, and the proper tools were designated. 
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After completion of these preliminary details, the workers 
were taught the best, least fatiguing, and most rapid method of perform-
ing each operation, which included instruction in the correct use of the 
equipment, and drill in the exact motions to be used. Then, and only 
then, time studies were made of each operation as it was performed. 
Several studies were taken of each operation, and at various hours 
during the day. Using the data thus compiled, a standard performance 
time was calculated, to which was added a carefully considered allow-
ance for fatigue, relief periods and unavoidable delays. The result 
was a job performance time which was an accurate labor standard, and 
which was later used as a basis for wage payment. The company realized 
the importance of securing the cooperation of the workers being timed, 
and made the workers understand that the objectives of the program 
were to determine the best way of doing each job and to set a standard 
that would be fair to the average worker. Although the -.J.timate goal 
was the establishment of a wage incentiTe plan, no attempt was made to 
set up wage rates while jobs were being studied and standards being set. 
Both management and industrial engineers preferred to treat standards 
and wages as separate problems. The objective of the job analyses was 
to determine work methods and to fix labor standards. Managenwant felt 
that isolating the wage problem from the standards problem was sound. 
Frequently when the two are considered together, no clear pic'W.re of 
either problem is obtained, and the results are unsatisfactory. The 
experience of the Hallerton Machinery Company, and the uJ. timate success 
of its standards and wage payment programs, indicated that it is better 
to fix job standards without considering wage methods or rates.* 
c. Standards in the Office. 
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Labor standards, long considered a basic technique of industrial 
management, have only recently been introduced into the office. Certain · 
companies have reported significant savings through the establishment 
of labor standards and measurement of productivity. For example, the 
*10, pp. 391-395 
Wisconsin .Kl.ectric Power Company in Milwaukee, which began measuring 
office operations in 1919, reported a reduction in ~he number of typists 
in one unit, directly attributable to the adoption of standards, .from 
eleven to eight, although there was an increase in work volume. The 
same c001pany found that 14 percen~ fewer clerks were required in 1930 
to figure customers' bills, to handle 44 percen~ more work, ~han in 
1925. The Hawthorne Works of the Western El.ec~ric Company, famous for 
ita progressive ideas in the field of management techniques, reported 
that after establishing shop clerical standards, ~he number of employees 
in one section dropped from 331 to 256; in the centralized typing 
section, the number of eq>loyees dropped from 53 to 41. At the Aetna 
Life Insurance Company, after work measurement was applied to office 
work, there was a reduction of 31 percent in the number of employees, 
with a 40 percent reduction in typing personnel•* 
In spite of these examples, and many more, most companies 
have been reluctant to undertake a labor standards program in their own 
office. One authority cites the following as being, in his opinion, 
the major reasons for this reluctancet 
*26, p. 27 
"Many office managers have been over-awed by the 
complexity of the techniques involved, by texts 
and articles that invariably link motion and time 
study ••• , but nei~her motion nor time study in the 
usual sense is necessary in order to establish 
yardsticks for a good day's work. 
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Many have linked measurement of office work with 
incentive or piece-work pay plans and have been 
concerned by the problems of selling and administer-
ing such plans. 
Some mistakenly believe that a work measurement 
program. smacks of slave driving and is not compatible 
with a sound human relations progrmn. 
Some are inclined to rationalize their inertia by 
saying, •That' s all right for the shop where an 
operator produces the same product all day, but my 
office is different. My employees each do several 
different kinds of jobs each day.' 
I believe that much of the failure to sell work 
measurement programs can be attributed to overzealous 
industrial engineers, who have wrapped motion studies, 
now charts, time studies, standards and incentive pay 
plans into neat but cumbersome bundles•••"* 
While the adoption of work standards in the office has been 
slow, many authorities feel that office standards are emerging as the 
most important tool of modern office management.**" To any management 
aware of the upward trend of costs, and of the necessity for controlling 
costs, the following benefits of an office labor staMards program, 
summarized by a panel at a recent meeting of the System and Procedures 
Association, are of interest. The panel found such a program helps to: 
Reduce costs. 
Train supervisors, assistant supervisors, and analysts. 
Evaluate personnel. 
Evaluate supervision. 
Make effective work distribution. 
Analyze methods al¥1 procedures. 
*26, p. 27 
H6, P• 349 
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Control the labor budget.* 
The definition of office work masurement by the same panel 
is also of interest: 
"••• Work measurement is viewed as a tool or technique 
for controlling personnel requirements. '!his, in the 
essence, is what a clerical work measurement program 
should achieve. Since the principal cost of office 
operations is labor, control of that cost is dependent 
to a large extent upon proper staffing and utilization 
ot the labor force. So the objective in stud.yi~ 
clerical measurement is to provide management with a 
tool or technique which can be used for staffing 
control •• •"** 
Studies indicate that time standards can be set for twOoo-thirds_ 
to three-fourths of all clerical work in an office.*** Illustrative 
' 
clerical functions which lend themselves to standardization, and the 
units of work which may be used to measure performance are these: 
Function 
Order handling 
Mail handling 
Billing 
Check writing 
Posting 
Filing 
Punching-tabulating cards 
Typing 
*1.8, p. 32 
**18, p. 33 
*96, p. 357 
Unit of Standard 11easurement 
Number of orders handled 
Number of pieces handled 
Number of invoice lines 
Number of checks written 
Number of postings 
Number of pieces tiled 
Number of cards punched 
Number of lines typed 
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Function Unit of Standard Measurement 
Customer statements Number of statements 
Order writing Number of order lines* 
Table III shows typical exaJ1t)les of time standards for common 
clerical operations. These standards were set by time study; in those 
cases where stop-watch timing is not feasible, standards can be set by 
using records of past experience. 
At the Wisconsin Electrical Power Company, in Milwaukee, 
office work has been measured "••• for so many years that we have 
almost lost track of the savings that did accrue at the time of the 
establishment of the plans ••• "** Actually, the company has used work 
measurement since 1919. 'ID.e highlights of this company's program 
have been described by a vice-president as follows: 
*2, p. 305 
H26, p. 27 
n... Although our work measurement program was 
originally based upon both time study and analysis 
of the reported count of operations and time, we 
now use the time study method almost exclusively 
because our work measurement program is tied in 
with a wage incentive plan... We have three ti~Da 
study men who spend most of their time observing 
and timing the operations performed by the office 
employees, setting up our boms plans, and calculat-
ing monthly production statistics... After time 
allowance for all of the repetitive operations on 
a particular job have been established and approved 
by both the company and union representatives, 
employees are asked to record the number of times 
each operation is performed each day. 
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TABLE III 
Description of Operation 
OPEN SEALED ENVELOPES 
Slit envelopes on opening machine 
(one side only) •••••••••• 
Slit sides of opened envelopes 
by hand • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Open envelopes by hand - single 
operation • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SEALING ENVELOPES 
Seal ordinary envelopes • • • • • • • 
Apply tape postage to envelopes • • • 
Seal bulky envelopes • • • • • • 
FILING 
File item into readily apparent 
positions in small file •••••• 
File item into readily apparent 
positions in large file •••••• 
File small quantity of items into 
banded group • • • • • • • • • • • 
Return single item to marked 110ut" 
position in file - four paces 
walking each way •••••••••• 
File items alphabetically, little 
selection of position, file con-
veniently located, largest items 
5 by 7 inches • • • • • • • • • • • 
File items alphabetically, little 
selection of position, file con-
veniently located, items letter 
size or over • • • • • • • • • • • 
File items numerically by date, 
difficult selection of items 
and positions • • • • • • • • • 
File extremely bulky batch into 
vault files • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 
. . 
Time 
Standards 
in Minutes 
.010 
.063 
.110 
.070 
.090 
.160 
.038 
.073 
.104 
.139 
.147 
.191 
.198 
1.226 
SOURCE: Wylie, Harry L.: Are Office 
Standards the Answer? American 
Business, February, 1955. 
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Units of 
Production 
Per Hour 
6,000 
952 
545 
857 
667 
375 
1,579 
822 
577 
432 
408 
314 
303 
48 
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.At the end of the month, the total munber of times 
that each operation was performed by each clerk is 
extended by the allowance for that operation. The 
accumulation of these extensions, which we call total 
standard time, is coJIPared with the actual hours worked 
on measured operations during the month. If the stand-
ard hours are greater than the actual time worked, 
there is asevi.ng in time and the employee receives a 
bonus in proportion to that saving. 
Obviously 1 our employees have not been able to special-
ize to the point where they perform only one type of 
operation all day long. So, in order to obtain an 
index of performance, we IIDlSt divide the total standard 
time accumulated at the end of the month by the time 
allowance for the operation that is predominant in 
their work. This figure, which is the total number of 
equivalent units of work performed during the month, 
is divided by the number of hours worked on measured 
operations, in order to obtain the number of equi val-
ent units of work per hour •••" 
Production figures, together with a quality performance review, 
for each clerk are reviewed each month by his supervisor 1 both in regard 
to salary increases and to find out which employees need additional 
training or assistance. 
The actual count of the number of operations performed is 
obtained by a number of methods at Wisconsin Electric: 
Actual tally as work is done. 
Completed papers are stacked in equal piles - count one pile 
and mu1 tiply. 
Use a ruler or measuring box with a scale graduated in nuni>er 
of units of work. 
Weigh pieces of work. 
Use key stroke or cycle counters. 
In summary, the vice-president, Mr. Reesman said: 
"••• The setting of production standards requires a 
study of the performance of all employees on a 
particular job and the establishment of performance 
levels that are attainable and defensible•••"* 
D. Standards in Casualty Insurance Processes. 
In the vicinity of 80 percent of all insurance operations 
are clerical in nature. The huge volume of paper-work required, and 
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the repetitive, routine nature of many of the operations lend themselves 
conside~ably to the application of work measurement programs. The 
following tasks are found in every sizeable insurance office, and 
standards can be set on each one: 
Mail opening 
Filing 
Indexing 
Coding 
Typing 
Key Punching 
Calculating 
Transcribing 
Billing 
Sorting 
Machine Posting 
Tabulating 
In determini.ng whether to set a standard on any of the 
above operatioll8, it is generally agreed that each of the following 
cond:i tions should exist: 
The work volwoe should be sufficient to occupy the 
employee at the operation for a signit1cant amount of 
time, perhaps halt an hour or more a day. 
Units of work should have a fair degree of uniformity 
and repetitiveness. 
There should be a fairly even and constant flow of work. 
The operation should require a minimum of intellectual 
reasoning.* 
Below is a list of units of measurement for various opera-
tions in an insurance office. Because quality is a factor in work 
measurement, a quality measurement is also shown. 
Handling Incoming Mail 
Slitting envelopes 
Remove and date 
stamp papers 
Sorting 
Distributing 
Handling Outgoing Mail 
Collections 
Sorting 
Enclosing 
Stamping 
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Quantity Measure 
per envelope 
no. of letters 
or papers 
no. of letters 
or papers 
delivery stations 
no. of collections 
no. of letters or 
papers 
no. of envelopes 
no. of envelopes 
Quality Measure 
mutilated envelopes 
no. not stamped 
no. of errors 
no. of misplaced 
letters 
variations from 
schedule 
no. of errors 
no. returned by 
recipient 
postage due returns 
Function 
Dispatching inter-
departmental mail 
Messages outside the 
office 
!;!ling Function& 
Filing 
Cutting Stencils 
Addressosr!£h 
Making plates 
Printing 
Duplicating 
Coding 
Reconeiling 
Accounting Department 
Posting dr•s. and cr•s. 
Audi ti.ng invoices 
Operating adding or 
calculating mcbe. 
Quantity Measure 
no. handled 
no. of trips 
Quality Measure 
no. of misdirections 
time spent on trip 
no. of papers sorted periodic inspection 
no. of papers filed of files 
no. of papers pulled 
no. of keystrokes inspection for 
no. of square inches errors 
no. of linea 
no. of pages 
no. of cyliM.ers 
no. of letters 
no. of lines or names inspection and 
checking 
no. of plates 
no. of envelopes 
per hour 
set-up tilE plus no. 
of copies per hour 
no. of dailies or 
cards 
no. of items 
no. of items posted 
no. of invoices 
no. of forms or 
folios 
inspection 
inspection 
no. of spoiled or 
illegible copies 
inspection 
inspection 
no. of errors 
no. overlooked 
no. of errors 
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Function 
.Q._uanti ty Measure Q_uali tz ?1easure 
Tabulating no. forms coded no. of errors 
no. cards punched no. of errors 
no. cards verified no. of errors 
no. cards sorted no. of errors 
no. cards tabulated no. overlooked•* 
A majority of insurance clerical tasks fall into the broad 
categories of bookkeeping, typewriting and fUing. Accordingly, atten-
tion is directed to different methods which can be used to set standards 
in these broad areas. In some insurance offices, the examples cited 
below may have no direct application, but the techniques described may 
be of value if' they are adopted to the particular office's conditions. 
Actually, there is no single approach to the problem of setting standards 
for all office operatioDSJ however, by varying the basic methods to the 
specific work situation, a solution may be developed •. 
Bookkeeping standards. Most bookkeeping operations are 
fairly uniform and repetitive, and lend themselves to the 
time study method. Posting agents' accounts is a common 
bookkeeping operation in an insurance office. In setting 
a time-study standard for an operation of this type, the 
first step is a job analysis. This involves a study of 
the detailed steps followed in the posting operation, with 
attention to such matters as the way in which incoming work 
comes to the operator, the arrangement of work, the manner 
,t positioning the carriage of the machine, and the method 
used in inserting cards into the machine. This job analysis 
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should then be studied carefully in an effort to sinplify 
and improve the method. Af'ter the most efficient method 
has been determined, it is taught to an average employee -
one who is neither inferior nor superior in skill and 
experience. The employee is advised of details of the time 
procedure, and is put at ease. The operator is then told 
to begin working, and the actual tinrl.ng is started. Each 
element of the operation is timed, and recorded on the 
observation sheet. If possible, the timing operation 
should be repeated several times, preferably over a period 
of two or three days. Pertinent notations regarding the 
work place, the job emiromoent, unusual delays, etc., should 
be made on the tillle-~tudy observation sheet. When suffi-
cient data have been recorded, the base time for the opera-
tion, consisting of the swa of the element times, is 
computed. This base time is then adjusted by applying a 
rating or leveling factor, based on the time-study man's 
evaluation of the operator's skill and effort. To the 
adjusted base t~ is added an allowance for fatigue and 
personal needs of the operator. In the above example, the 
base time may have been 20 seconds, and the operator is 
judged to have been working at normal spped, skill and 
effort; thus the leveling factor of 100 per cent would 
result in an adjusted base time of 20 seconds. A "fatigue 
and personal" allowance of 10 per cent might then be applied, 
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resulting in a standard ti• of 22 seconds. Expressed. 
in pieces per hour, the standard would be 16.3.6, and 
performance on this particular operation can then be 
measured against this standard. 
Typewriting standards. Typewriting is a basic operation 
in insurance offices, and substantial economies can be 
realized by establishing standards for this operation. 
In many insurance offices, a typist may perform different 
levels of typing; for exaJrt>le, typing policy information 
from an application, copying from longhand drafts, and 
statistical typing of columnar data. In cases such as this, 
a separate standard should be set for each level of work. 
In most cases standards can be set by using the production 
records of competent, conscientious workers. AS in the case 
of the bookkeeping operation, a job analysis should be made 
first, and the best method determined, taking into account 
the arrangement of the paper supply drawer, the manner of 
carbon manifolding, the teclmiqle used in inserting paper 
into the machine, the erasing and copy-holding methods, and 
the types of operational guides used, if any. The approved 
work method is then explained to all typists, who begin 
using it. After they have had an opportunity to beco101 
accustomed to it, a production record is begun, involving 
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the production of each typist on each of the three kinds 
of work noted. The work standards are set on the basis of 
the supervisor's definition of satisfactory quantity and 
quality, and consist of productivity measures such as 
number of keystrokes, number of pages, etc., per hour or 
per day. 
Filing standards. Insurance offices maintain a great number 
of files, and work measurement in this area can lead to sub-
stantial savings. In large offices, where certain types of 
material, such as applications or claim vouchers, constitute 
material of great uniformity as far as filing is concerned, 
a time-study standard may be feasible. One office establish-
ed standards in terms of number of pounds of material filed 
daily, with some success. In other smaller offices, where 
there is a lack of uniformity in the filed material, sub-
jective standards may have to be used. These are set by the 
supervisor, based on his experience and judgment. While 
they lack the objectivity of a standard based on time study 
or on records of past performance, they are often valuable 
guides in measuring productivity and controlling costs.* 
An adaptation of the use of past experience records to es-
tablish norms or standards is illustrated by a procedure outlined by 
Mr. J. McCall Hughes, Vice President and Controller of the Mutual Life 
*6, PP• 368-370 
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Insurance Company of New York. The company ultimately uses the infor-
mation collected by the method outlined below to compile functional 
costs, and in the process prepares data which can be used as standards. 
First, the various functions performed in the office are 
listed, and a number assigned to each. These might include handling 
applications received, accounts receivable, payroll and personnel 
functions, etc. These in turn might be broken down by subfunctions, 
i.e., payroll and personnel could be broken down into hiring new 
employees, payment of salaries, etc. 
Second, a list is made of the jobs performed by each group 
of employees - units, sections, etc. These jobs are of such a nature 
that each one falls into one of the functions decided upon in the 
first step. 
Each employee in each unit is given a list of the jobs per-
formed in his unit, and he allocates the number of hours or fractions 
of hours per day, per week or per month he spends on each job. This 
is reviewed by his supervisor to see that the total time allocated 
agrees with the total hours worked by the employee. 
Summarization of the above data gives to management a picture 
of the number of hours spent on each job and each function, which 
serves as a standard. While this standard has the deficiencies of any 
standard based on past experience, as pointed out by Bennett above, it 
is at least better than no measure. Periodic comparison of these data 
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over several weeks or months will bring to light cases where the 
time spent on a particular job or function is out of line, and 
management will know the area in which to make further investiga-
tion and take corrective action.* 
*35, pp. 15-16 
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VI. WAGE AND SALARY ADMINISTRATION; INCENTIVE PLANS. 
A. Description and Significance. 
During the past twenty years, the subject of wage and 
salary administration has assumed constantly increasing importance, 
until today it is generally recognized as the number one problem in 
the field of labor-management relations. Federal labor legislation 
and directives have increased in number and scope, and have been aug-
mented by even greater and frequently more restrictive state legis-
lation. These, combined with ever-increasing union strength and 
power, resulting from more extensive and more effective organization 
of employees, have made this subject one of outstanding importance. 
In approaching a study of wage and salary administration 
in its relation to cost control, it is necessary to explore first the 
general subject of costs and of p~ent for labor. Manufacturing 
costs may be divided into three kinds: material, direct labor, and 
overhead. The manufacturer has little control over the first except 
in so far as he can take advantage of a favorable market. However, 
direct labor and overhead costs are to some extent within the control 
of the management, which seeks to reduce both to a minimum, without 
losing the good will of employees, and without impairing the quality 
of the product, and risking the loss of customers. The problem is far 
from simple. On the one hand, the force of competition acts to keep 
prices and costs down. On the other hand, employees and customers are 
unwilling to have transferred to them the full effect of these cost 
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reductions.* 
The most important aspect of this problem of costs in most 
companies is the subject of wages - not only their amount but also the 
basis for their determination. Considerable thought and study has been 
given by industrial executives and manage100nt engineers to the developllEnt 
of systems of wage payment designed to reconcile the interests of the 
employer and the employee by securing increased production, thereby 
reducing unit costs, and making it possible at the same time for the 
individual worker, by capitalizing his skill and industry, to earn a 
wage commensurate with his effort. 
'!he rapidly mounting level of wages has directed increasing 
attention to the problem of labor cost and labor productivity. If labor's 
share of the national income is to continue to increase, output per man 
hour must also increase. Otherwise, profits will vanish, and vi tal 
investment funds will no longer be forthcoming in a sufficient amount. 
Contined expansion of industry depends upon finding ways to increase 
labor productivity. While technological improvements will undoubtedly 
continue to contribute to this end, its proponents assert that wage 
incentive is another means, already available, but not yet fully utilized. 
Competent observers claim that the average worker is capable of putting 
forth, without injurious effects to himself, considerably more effort 
than he now exerts. One means of motivating him to make this effort is 
to establish a direct relation between output and compensation, which 
the worker can see and understand. This is the basic philosophy of 
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incentive plans, details and techniques of which are discussed in 
subsequent sections. 
Bitter wage conflicts between management and labor have 
taken place in the past few years. But out of these conflicts certain 
developments appear to be emerging. First, many employers have learn-
ed that high wages do not necessarily result in high costs. Second, 
many workers have discovered that their application of skill and 
effort can be made to pay high dividends. 'Ihe important role of 
systems of wage and salary payment in these developments indicates 
the value of making a careful study of the possibilities and limit-
ations of wage and salary administration programs and techniques.* 
At the outset, it is pertinent to distinguish between the 
tenns "wages or salaries" and "wage or salary rates". 'Ihe employment 
contract of most employees is in terms of a wage or salary rate of 
pay; however, the amount of total compensation received over a period 
of time represents wages or salaries. Quite often this amount is 
greater than the product of a standard hourly rate multiplied qy the 
number of hours in a standard work day or work week. Similarly, 
total salaries are frequently greater than the product of a standard 
rate multiplied ~ a given number of weeks or months. Clearly, then, 
the implication that "wages or salaries" and "wage or salary rates" 
are synonymous is misleading and not true.-H 
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follows: 
Professor Lionel Michael distinguishes between the two as 
"Wages or salaries. Total compensation for services 
rendered, including both direct and indirect payments. 
Direct payments are an agreed-upon wage or salary rate 
for a definite job assignment for a specific period of 
time, plus incentive- or comnd.ssion-plan earnings for 
increased productivity, where applicable. Indirect 
payments are supplementary compensation for which no 
additional productivity is required, which is over 
and above the agreed-upon wage or salary rate. 
Examples are premium pay for overtime, pay for non-
worked holidays, night-shift boms, paid vacations, 
profit sharing, cost of living, etc. 
Wage or salary rate. An agreed-upon rate of compensa-
tion, for a definite period of time, for a specific 
assignment of duties and responsibilities."* 
Alford has defined wages as follows: 
"••• The aggregate earnings of an employee for a given 
period of time such as an hour, day or week, ••• 
equal to the product of the hourly rate times the 
number of hours, or the product of the piece rate 
times the number of pieces, plus any premiums or 
bonuses earned ••• tt** 
Over a period of many years, economists have developed 
four major theories in answer to the question "What determines the 
level of wages?11 These four theories are su.i·nmarized below. 
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The Marginal Productivity Theory. This theory is usually 
explained by an illustration from agriculture. A farmer with a given 
amount of farm equipment and livestock m~ more than double his present 
output by employing an additional worker. As more workers are employed 
*15, pp. 3-4 
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the product per worker begins to decline. To the farmer, the employ-
ment of additional workers is profitable provided the wages paid are 
less than the proceeds derived from the sale of the increased output. 
Ultimately a point is reached where the increased production of the 
most recently-hired employee just suffices to pay his wages. This 
worker is known as the marginal worker, and the amount of increased 
production attributed to him is known as marginal productivity. The 
wages of this marginal worker tend to equal the value of the product 
attributed to him, and these wages tend to determine the wages of all 
other workers on the farm, because they are all doing similar work. 
The marginal worker is considered the least efficient or productive 
worker in the group, and he is paid no more than he is worth, i.e., 
no more than the value of his services as a contribution to the pro-
duct. If all the workers in the group receive the same wages, their 
wages are limited by the earnings of the least efficient, or the margi-
nal, worker. The marginal productivity theory assumes competition 
between workers for jobs, and be~een employers for workers. It assumes 
that, because of this competition, the worker will be paid all he is 
worth to the employer, and that the marginal worker's contribution can 
be measured. 
The Commodity Theory. ibis theory regards labor as an article 
whose price is fixed by the forces of supply and demand, in the same 
way that the price of any article is fixed. An increase in the supply 
of labor results in a decrease in wages; when the supply of labor is 
decreased in relation to demand, wages will increase. Changes in 
demand for labor, upward or downward, have a similar effect on wages. 
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Many employers accept the theory, while labor unions reject it. In 
many respects, labor does differ from a commodity. It is relatively 
immobile, and it is perishable, i.e., services not sold each day are 
lost forever. The personality of the worker, with all its human 
emotions, distinguish it from a commodity. Also, labor constitutes 
both supply and demand: the employed worker sells his services for 
wages; with them, he buys food, clothing and shelter, which creates 
a demand for products of workers in other industries. The commodity 
theory, while supported by some employers, does not have the support 
of labor unions nor of most economists, and does not seem to offer 
an adequate explanation ef the factors which determine wages. 
'lhe Functional Theorz. This theory holds that wages in a 
particular industry depend upon two factors: the efficiency of the 
industry and its methods of production; and the abHi ty of workers 
in the industry to discover how much their employer can afford to 
pay and to secure their share of income in competition with other 
groups. Wages are a "function" of the general level of industrial 
efficiency, and tend to vary directly with it. A constructive ap.. 
proach to the wage problem is possible with this theory, under which 
labor unions should do two things: (1) they should cooperate with 
management in promoting the productivity and efficiency of the indus-
try, by eliminating waste and by using labor-saving devices; and (2) 
they should demand their share of the increased productivity by seek-
ing higher wages. John L. Lewis' United Mine Workers and, to a lesser 
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degree, the United Auto Workers and the United Steel Workers, CIQ-AFL, 
have supported this realistic theory. 
The Theory of Relative Bargaining Strength. This theory 
holds that the level of wages in an industry, a trade, or a geographi-
cal area depends largely upon the relative strength of the employer or 
the labor group, organized or unorganized. One large employer in a 
town or an industrial area can dominate the labor market because he 
is the major source of~loyment, and of wages, and can raise or lower 
the wage level by his unilateral action. Similarly, where labor is 
well organized, and employers are not organized, the wage level may 
be determined, within limits, by labor. Where both employers and 
workers are well organized, each pits his strength against the other 
at the bargaining table•* 
'!here are fundamentally only two bases for paying labor: 
time and output. There may be any number of adaptations of either of 
these basic methods, or combinations or the ~o. But all wage payment 
systems in use today have been built around one or the other or both. 
Among the various ways of paying labor for its services, 
time work is probably the oldest. However, piecework payment for 
agriculture work was not uncommon in the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries. Immediately following the industrial revolution, time work 
predominated. As the factory system grew, the problem of adequately 
supervising large numbers of employees led to the development of 
incentive systems in which the worker had a personal concern in the 
*8, pp. 342-3Lh 
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quantity of his own output. At that time, piecework was the only 
incentive system known. 
16o. 
In the late 1800's and early 19001 s, as a result of Frederick 
W. Taylor 1 s experiments at the Midvale Steel Company, a new principle 
of industrial management was developed. This principle sought to 
determine the quickest, easiest and most efficient method of perfor~ 
ing each operation, by careful study and analysis of all factors 
involved. To persuade the worker to adopt the improved method, and 
to stimulate him to accomplish the task or standard set, inducements 
were offered in the form of higher earnings for increased output. 
'!his "wage incentive" principle, while only one part of the whole 
technique of scientific management, has become probably its best 
known feature. 
A great number and variety of wage payment plans have been 
developed and adopted during the past fifty years. Each plan is to 
some extent based upon earlier ones and seeks to correct some real or 
theoretical shortcomings in its predecessors. Each is designed to 
provide the incentive necessary to secure the ideal combination of 
high production, high wages, and low wrl.t costs. Each is intended 
to promote harmonious industrial relations. The degree of success 
which these plans attained has varied considerably. 
In appraising the results obtained from any given plan in 
a particular plant, careful consideration should be given to all the 
circumstances. To say that a particular system is unworkable because, 
after a fair trial, it proved to be a failure in a particular company, 
is an unfair and unwarranted conclusion. A number of factors 1111st be 
explored and weighed before any such inference may be drawn. Was the 
system adapted to accoJ~i>lish what was expected of it? was it sui ted 
to the type of work and the type of worker? How was the system intro-
duced? What attempt was made to enlist the cooperation of the worker? 
How completely was the system explained? Were standards too 11tight11 
or "loose"? Were rates cut when earnings rose? Was the management 
competent? How far did expediency affect administration? In short, 
was the spirit as well as the letter of the system carried out? 
In analyzing a particular plan in operation, it will seldom 
be found to be in exactly the form in which it was introduced or in 
which it was originally installed. Individual problems of manufactur-
ing process, the type of labor used, or the expense of intalling all 
of the features of a system may have required successive adaptations, 
until the plan in operation may only remotely resemble the original. 
Also, it becomes apparent that the theoretical advantages of a particu-
lar system may fail to materialize in practice; on the other hand, 
the seeming limitations of another plan may prove insignificant in 
light of its over-all benefits.* 
The following section is concerned with a brief description 
of some of the more common types of wage payment plans, their advantages 
and their limitations as experienced in actual practice. The material 
is considered under two broad headings - Time Work and Incentives. 
Time Work is a system of wage or salary payment in which 
a predetermined fixed amount is paid for work performed in a given 
period of time, without special regard for the amount of output. 
The unit of time in which the wage is expressed depends on community 
custom or employer practice, and may be the hour, the day, the week, 
the month, or other agreed-upon period. Regardless of the unit, the 
principle is the same - the wage or salary is expressed in units of 
time. It is implicit in time work that the employee will produce a 
reasonable quantity of work of acceptable quality, and as long as he 
produces this minimum quantity his output is not normally a factor 
in the wage or salary contract.* 
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Time work has a number of advantages, as follows: 
Simplicity of administration. 
FAse with which it can be understood by the worker. 
Security of income for the worker - as long as he works, 
he is assured a fixed rate of income, as compared with 
the nuctu.ating take-home pay he receives under a plan 
in which earnings are tied to individual production. 
Emphasis on quality, as compared with the emphasis on 
quantity present under incentive plans. 
162. 
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Can be used in any type of work - repetitive or on special-
ized products made on short runs, or on a diversity of jobs, 
such as repairs, maintenance and production.* 
The chief limitations of time work are: 
Lack of inducement to increase productivity; when the 
capable and ambitious worker realizes that all workers in 
a given classification receive substantially the same pay, 
regardless of quantity and quality of output, he tends to 
relax his efforts to excel, since his greater production 
offers him no commensurate reward. 
Unit costs are likely to be higher than under an incentive 
plan. Various reliable estimates place the average indus-
trial worker's output at between 55 percent and 75 percent 
of what he could produce given the necessary incentive. 
Low productivity means that a fixed amount of labor cost 
is spread over relatively few units of output; hence each 
unit must bear a relatively larger labor charge.** 
Lower earnings for the workers than under incentives. 
Since the day rate fails to encourage better workers to 
do what is for them a fair amount of work, the result is 
lower productivity. According to the functional theory 
of wages, lower productivity means lower wages.·*** 
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Difficulty in estimating closely on proposed jobs or 
contracts, and in preparing accurate standard costs, 
because of fluctuating labor costs per unit•* 
Measured day work is a modified plan of regular time work, 
in which the worker is paid a guaranteed rate plus a bonus based on 
his individual performance. All workers on the same job receive the 
same base rate, and the plan usually provides an opportunity for a 
capable worker to earn from 25 to 35 percent more by meriting a high 
rating in such factors as productivity, quality of work, versatility, 
or dependability. Performance is measured over a relatively long 
period of time, usually one to three months, and the rating results 
in an immediate increase or decrease in the basic rate.** 
Another adaptation of a time work payment method is the 
guaranteed annual wage. Strictly speaking, this is not a "system" 
of wage payment in the sense used in this paper, and consequently 
it will not be analyzed in detail. The significance of the guaranteed 
annual wage, which gained much attention when the United Auto Workers 
bargained successfully for it in 1955, is that it eliminates one 
major distinction between office workers and factory workers. The 
latter group have moved much closer to a "salary" basis of payment. 
For management, the guaranteed annual wage raises serious questions 
in the area of increased labor costs, largely of a "fixed" nature. 
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Incentive methods of p~ent are those by which the worker 
receives compensation which varies with the amount of his individual 
output. "Incentive" is defined by the Society for the Advancement 
of Management as "••• an inducement, either financial or non-financial, 
for performance above some designated point or level generally called 
standard ••• "* 
Piecework was the first incentive type of wage system to be 
developed and for many years, even centuries, it was the only one. 
Under piecework the worker's earnings are directly and illllOOdiately 
related to his output; the basis of his wage is the unit of output 
rather than the unit of time. Piecework plans are in wide use today. 
In one recent study of 203 industrial companies, 96, or 48 percent 
reported that individual piecework is their major incentive system.** 
Bedaux and group piece rate plans are modifications of the basic plan. 
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Piecework has certain advantages, as follows: 
It rewards the employee according to his accomplishments, 
at the same time securing high production. 'lbe skilled 
and industrious worker is rewarded in direct proportion 
to his increased effort, and the shirker is correspondingly 
penalized. 
It is simple to operate and administer. 
Cost determination is simplified and accurate, and bids 
or contracts can be estimated closely. 
The worker derives the full benefit of bLts extra effort 
since he does not share the results of his increased out-
put with the employer, as in some of the premium and bonus 
systems. 
The worker tends to benefit by numerous minor improve-
~nts in the method of doing the job. The aggregate 
effect of these improvements may result in substantial 
increases in earnings, thus encouraging the worker to 
find ways of doing the job in a shorter ti~.* 
Certain limitations are present in the piecework system. 
'lhe major ones are: 
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There is no allowance for the greater value to the employer 
of an employee because of his all-around ability, his 
versatility, long service or knowledge of the business. 
The piece rate reflects nothing but the worker's ability 
to perform a certain operation in a given time. 
From the union standpoint, it is more difficult to compare 
wage rates in different plants, because jobs are not 
exactly the same in all plants. This limitation is offset 
by the trend toward guaranteeing piece rrorkers an hourly 
rate, which itself becomes the basis of inter-plant compmri-
sons. 
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lvorkers' earnings tend to fluctuate if management finds it 
difficult to stabilize production and maintain a steady 
now of work.* 
Solidarity of worker interest is likely to be less. 
Skilled workers who earn good wages are unwilling to 
strike for more money or make demands upon management which 
could interrupt earnings, primarily for the benefit of the 
less-skilled workers. 
Some authorities prefer to group under the heading "incentive 
systems" orily those plans which pay the efficient worker an increase 
in wages greater, percentagewise, than his increase in production. 
This is a distinction from piecework, wherein the T·torker receives an 
increase in direct proportion to increased productivitY•** Included 
in this group are the following: the Taylor differential wage, the 
Merrick multiple wage, the Gantt task and bonus plan, and the Emerson 
efficiency wage. All these plans are based upon the following pr~ 
ciples: 
The task is large and well defined. The standard time 
allowance is determined by time study, and is set so that 
a worker must possess above-average skill and application 
to complete the task in the standard time or less. 
Management maintains standard conditions of work. The 
worker is provided with standard materials, good tools 
and equipment, and a steady and continuous flow of work. 
The reward for worker success is high. Management can 
afford to be generous with the pay because it is not 
generous with the time allowance. 
The penalty for failure to meet the standard is severe. 
Even though the worker may be guaranteed an hourly rate, 
the difference between this guaranteed base rate and the 
earnings for standard or above-standard work is so great 
that failure to make standard constitutes a significant 
penalty.* 
Two other systems of wage payment deserve mention. The 
first is that system which grants the worker a small bonus for produc-
ing above the designated standard, but the bonus is less than the 
percentage increase in production. The Halsey Gain Sharing plan and 
the Rowan plan are typical examples. These plans are now much less 
common than formerly, probably because of the difficulty of explain-
ing to organized workers why they receive only a part of the savings 
resulting from their above-standard performance. 
The second system deserving mention is the Standard Hour 
plan, which seeks to eliminate the unsatisfactory gain-sharing feature 
*a, PP· 3n-372 
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of the Halsey and Rowan plans. Work tasks are arrived at by time 
study and expressed in standard hours, and the worker participates 
fully in the savings resulting from above-standard performance. 
This accounts for the popular designation of "the 100 percent 
premium plan". 
Table IV presents information showing the type of incen-
tive system used in 259 industrial companies. The findings shown in 
this table are similar to those shown below, taken from a study of 
96 plants, in which 145 plans were used, made in 1948.* 
T,ype of Plan Number Percent of Total 
Straight daywork 67 46 
Piecework 26 18 
Standard hour, 100% premium 23 16 
Bonus, based on total production 
or profits 12 8 
Measured daywork 7 5 
Standard hour, less than 
100% premium 6 4 
Point or unit JL _L 
Total 
"A fair day's pay" for every job well done, from the least 
skilled to the most complex, is a goal and a responsibility of good 
management, and an essential part of sound industrial relations. It 
is a desirable objective not only from the standpoint of business 
*36, PP• 88-90 
TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF PRINCIPAL TYPE OF INCENTIVE 
SYSTEMS IN EACH OF 259 COMPANIES 
*lPe of Incentive 
Individual incentive systems 
Piecework •..•••••.•••••.•••••••••••• 
Taylor differential piece rate •••••• 
Halsey gain sharing plan. ••••••••••• 
Standard hour plan •••••••••••••••••• 
Point incentive wage systems 
Modified Bedaux •••••••••••••••••• 
Original Bedaux •••••••••••••••••• 
Dyer plan ••••••••••••.••••••••••• 
Stevens plan ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Norris unit plan ••••••••••••••••• 
Miscelleanous (1) •••••••••••.••••••• 
Total ••. ..•...••..•••••••••••• 
Group Incentive systems•••••••••••••••• 
(1) Includes plans not identified in 
sufficient detail to allow class-
ification, and plans occurring 
with a frequency of one. 
SOURCE: Studies in 
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ethics but of enlightened self-interest, for the level of productivity 
and morale in any company is directly related to the degree of accuracy 
with which its jobs have been priced. The price of a job is a relative 
matter. Its relationship to the rates paid for other jobs in the 
company and to rates paid for similar jobs in the community or industry 
determines whether it is "high" or 11low11 • Whether the rate is equitable 
depends upon the way the total wage dollar has been divided among ~ 
jobs, and the degree to which differences in skill, effort, responsibi-
lity and other factors have been taken into consideration. These are 
the standards for determining the base dollars and cents of "a fair day's 
pay''.* 
An increasingly important technique used by management for 
determining 11 a fair day's payn is job evaluation. Job evaluation is 
a systematic method for determining the relative value of the various 
jobs in an organization, in order to provide a sound basis for establish-
ing realistic and equitable wages or salaries. An explanation of the 
mechanics of job evaluation is beyond the scope of this paper, yet 
no discussion of wage and salary administration would be complete with-
out reference to it. The significance of job evaluation to cost control 
is in two areas: first, it facilitates the process whereby management 
may make comparison of its own lS:>or costs for particular jobs with 
those of other companies, and second, it provides a sound basis for 
allocating the labor dollar to various jobs in the organization on 
the basis of their relative value and importance. 
*16, p. 5 
B. Wage and Salary .Administration in Manufacturing. 
There are countless examples of applications of basic wage 
payment plans, and incentive systems, in industry. The General Controls 
Company, of Glendale, California, offers an interesting example of how 
to combine an over-all incentive plan with individual incentive allowan-
ces. The company manufactures automatic controls for aircraft, home, 
and industry, and since setting up the basic plan in 1942, has more than 
doubled its sales volume, to well over $13 million. The 4-way incen-
tive plan combines features from several basic systems. 
The plan is unique because of its comprehensiveness. It 
covers the followingt 
Factory workers, and some repetitive office jobs, with 
production bonuses measured against company-set standards. 
Nonproduction employees, whose output cannot be measured 
in units. 
All employees, through a company-wide, hourly bonus 
determined by over-all efficiency. 
Seniority, based largely on individual production records. 
The direct production worker is the backbone of the plan. 
He is paid his base rate only u.."'ltil he reaches two-thirds of the stan-
dard on the job (the standard is figured to be 100 percent). After 
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that, he gets his base pay plus 54 percent of the remaining 33 1/3 
percent required to make up to standard. Thus, if an employee just 
meets the 100 percent standard, he is paid 18 percent over his base 
pay (54 percent of 33 1/3 percent). If he produces 130 percent of 
standard he earns 34 percent over base pay (54 percent of 63 1/3 per-
cent). 
In addition, the production worker shares in a plantWide 
bonus plan. '!his plan is designed: (1) to iron out inequities in job 
rates; (2) to reward indirect labor; (3) to create some of the coopera-
tion a purely individual incentive system loses; and (4) to bridge 
periods of low efficiency when a worker takes on a new job. The plant-
wide bonus starts when the company 1s total production reaches 10.5 per-
cent of standard. Above that, 1 cent per hour is added to the base 
rate of all employees for each 1.2 percent increase in efficiency. 
For example, at one point the plant was running at 128 percent of 
standard; this meant a 19 cent-an-hour bonus for each employee. 
To illustrate the application to a factory worker, assume 
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the following: he is performing at 130 percent, the plant at 128 percent, 
and his base rate is $1 • .50 per hour. Under the p1antwide bonus, he 
gets 19 cents added to his base, for an adjusted base rate of $1.69. 
His individual performance rating is 1.3 (based on the 54 percent 
formula), which, multiplied by $1.69, gives him $2.20 per hour, 70 
cents above the base ra~. 
General Controls has set some standard measurements for 
indirect workers, but mainly it solves the problem by giving them 
half of the average bonuses of the production workers. In addition, 
they share equally in the plantwide bonus. 
Efficiency and lower unit costs are the goals of any incen-
tive system, but some plans fail when cutbacks force layoffs. In most 
plants, length of service is the basis for determining who shall be 
laid off, and it is not always the better worker who keeps the job1 
but the man who has been employed longer. General Controls has devised 
a unique and interesting solution to this problem, by establishing three 
categories of 11 seniorityt1 • Production workers whose output is 100-110 
percent of standard would be the first to be laid off. Those in the 
llQ-125 percent category are a step higher in preference. At the top 
are those producing at 125 percent or higher for eight months or more. 
~~en a layoff reaches this group, they lose or keep their jobs on the 
basis of length of service alone. 
The General C!)ntrols plan was devised by A1 vin W. Ray, one of 
the family who run the company, and was installed before the Internation-
al Association of Machinists (AFL-CIO) organized the company in 1944. 
Mr. Ray believes that proof of the fairness of the plan is the fact 
that the IAM now insists that it be kept aa part of the contract.* 
*31, pp. 88-90 
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c. Wage and Salary Administration in the Office. 
American Enka Corporation has developed a program for 
administering office salaries which has four purposes: 
"a. To provide an equitable basis for allocating to each 
division and department a 1fund 1 for distribution to 
employees as merit increases. 
b. To permit budgeting for merit increases, just as for 
other expenses. 
c. To maintain control over the total amount of merit 
increases given each year throughout the company. 
d. To give department heads flexibility in distributing 
merit increases at their own discretion, thus recogniz-
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ing the fact that the supervisor is the best person to 
determine which of his employees should receive increases."* 
The booklet explaining the plan to department heads and 
supervisors points out that while the job evaluation program estab-
lishes a minimum and maximum salary for each job, the problem of 
recognizing an employee for how well he does his job still exists. 
The merit increase program is designed to solve this problem. 
The company's salary schedule has fourteen job grades, and 
within each grade there are nine steps. The salary schedule is used 
as the basis for determining the size of the "fund" each department 
is allocated each year. The company must meet three objectives in 
allocating this merit increase fund: 
*27, p. 4 
"a. '!he combined amounts allocated to the various 
departments cannot exceed the total company-wide 
amount budgeted for that purpose; 
b. The allocation must recognize the fact that a 
larger sum should be made available for depart-
ments that have a greater number of employees in 
the lower steps of job grades; 
c. The allocation must recognize the fact that a 
larger sum should be made available for depart-
nents that have a greater :rrumber of employees 
in the higher grades.~· 
To reach these objectives, a specitic number of "units" are 
assigned to each step within a particular job grade. This is done by 
a mathematical process which maintains the proper relationship between 
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job grade and salary steps. Table V shows the unit allocation by job 
grades and steps. Each department is then allocated a fund of "units", 
this allocation being based on the position of the department's employees 
in the salary structure. The total number of such units allocated 
throughout the company is determined and is divided into the amount 
of money budgeted by management for merit increases, thus establishing 
a dollar value per unit. The total units allocated to each depart-
ment are then converted to total dollars and become the department• s 
annual merit increase fund. 
After the fund has been established for a department, the 
department head may grant his employees merit increases at his own 
discretion, but he must stay within certain limits, as follm•s: 
GRADE 1 2 
-
A- 100 89 
A ll2 100 
B 125 lll 
c 140 124 
D 157 140 
E 176 156 
F 197 175 
G 221 196 
H 248 229 
I 278 247 
J 311 276 
K 348 309 
L 390 347 
M 437 388 
TABLE V 
UNIT ALLOCATION 
..1..... .JL ..2_ 6 _]_ 8 ...L 
78 67 56 44 33 22 11 
87 15 62 5o 31 25 12 
97 83 69 56 42 28 14 
109 93 78 62 47 31 16 
122 105 87 70 52 35 17 
137 117 98 78 59 39 20 
153 131 109 88 66 44 22 
172 147 123 98 74 49 25 
193 165 138 110 83 55 28 
216 185 154 124 93 62 31 
242 207 173 138 104 69 35 
271 232 193 155 116 77 39 
303 26o 217 173 130 87 43 
340 291 2L3 194 146 97 49 
SOURCE: A Program for Granti~ Merit 
I.ncreases to Salarie Employees. 
American Enka Corp. 
August, 1952, page 24. 
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-
-
-
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Timing. 
No more than 33 1/3 percent of the fund can be given during 
the first four months of the year. If 1es~ than 33 1/3 per-
cent is given during this period, the remaining part of the 
33 1/3 percent can be "carried over" to the next four months. 
An additional 33 1/3 percent of the fund can be given during 
the second four months of the year. Any unexpended balance 
can be •tarried over" • 
The remaining 33 1/3 percent, plus any "carry over11 , can be 
given at any time after September 1st of that year, but it 
is recommended that it be "saved" for year-end adjustments. 
No part of the fund can be "carried over" to the following 
year. 
Increases to Individual Employees. 
In some cases, an increase that is too small is worse than 
no increase at all. Consequently, the minimum weekly increases 
shown below have been established: 
Job Grade 
A-
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
Minimum Increase 
$ 2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.50 4.oo 
4.00 
5.00 
o.oo 
7.00 
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The only exception is where an employee 1 s salary is above the 
ninth step, in which case he can be raised to the maximum salary even 
though the increase is less than the established minimum amount. 
The only "maximwn" to an individual increase is the maximum 
of the job grade. However, where an increase greater than 
one step is recommended, salary committee approval is required. 
Employees who are at or above the job grade maximum cannot be 
increased further. 
Promotional increases are not deducted from the fund, and 
should never influence the timing or amount of merit 
increases. 
To illustrate how the plan operates, assume a department with 
9 employees, located within the salary structure as follows: 
Job Grade 1 2 l k 2 6 1 8 2. 10 Above Grade 
c 1 
-
1 .. 
F 
-
1 2 
G 1 1 
-
1 
H 1 
- -
Th.e number of units assigned to each step in these grades 
(see Table V) is as follows: 
Sal& Ste~s 
Job Grade 1 2 l k 2 6 l 8 2. 10 
-
c 140 124 109 93 78 62 47 31 16 
F 197 175 153 131 109 88 66 44 22 
G 221 196 172 147 123 98 74 49 25 
H 248 220 193 165 138 110 83 55 28 
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Using t.he above information, it is a simple matter to calculate 
the fund for the department, as follows: 
Grade C • 109 + 
Grade F • 175 + 2 
Grade G • 221 + 
Grade H • 110 
62 • 
(153) • 
74 • 
• 
171 units 
481 units 
295 units 
no units 
Total • 1057 units 
Assume also that the total company "unit" fund is 125,000 units, 
and the amount budgeted for merit increases is $100,000. The value per 
unit is $100,000 or $.80. 
125,000 
The amount that the department in the example will receive 
is 1057 units x $.80 per unit or $845.6o for the year. On a weekly 
basis, this amounts to $16.26. This means that the department head 
has $16.26, on a weekly basis, to distribute for merit increases, 
subject to the lind.tations as to tind.ng and individual amounts described 
The plan enables management to control costs by budgeting 
expenditures for merit increases vlell in advance, and yet gives depart-
ment heads substantial leeway in granting increases. That, in the words 
of Mr. J .E. Bassill is " ••• the keynote of the plan ••• for we believe 
that the supervisor's judgment is the fundamental criterion for determin-
ing which of his employees merits a salary increase •• • "** 
'lhe Pi tney-Bowes Company, manufacturers of postage meter 
machines, folding and mail-handling equipment, and located in Stamford, 
*27, PP• 1-23 
**31, p. i 
Connecticut, offers a good example of the application of incentives to 
office operations. The company began its program in 1948, when it 
decided to extend to the office the benefits of the incentives already 
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in use in the plant. In reaching this decision, the company "••• recogniz-
ed that many types of work could not be directJ.y J:OOasured. However, we 
felt that the gains that could be made by setting incentive rates for 
measurable work would benefit all employees through the increased funds 
available for our profit sharing plan. •• "* 
Today, twenty-five percent of all office personnel in the 
company work under a standards and incentive pay plan. Management has 
estimated that employees !!2! working under the plan tend to work at 
about 65 percent of standard efficiency.** 
Preliminary to embarking on the actual program, the industrial 
engineering department was reorganized. A separate unit to handle 
office incentives was established, and realizing that the ultimate 
success or failure of the program would hinge on selling the office 
employees the idea of incentives, the company was careful to select the 
most patient and tactful time-study men they could find. 
The next step was to define the criteria to be used in determin-
ing which office activities would be put on incentives. Mr. Brooks said: 
*28, p. 4 
H6, P• 371 
"First, we decided there should be a homogeneous office 
group of four or more people; second, that the work 
performed should be reasonably repetitive and routine; 
and third, the group should have a supervisor receptive 
to the idea of incentives. Experience has show.n this 
third point to be most important•••"* 
Time standards were set by taking a large number of time 
studies, which were then broken down, leveled, and the standard time 
for each task determined, using the mode method of selection. At the 
same time, the office incentive program was formally defined, as "••• a 
program based on direct measured standards developed from standard data 
wherever practicable, and including, at the same time, method improve-
menta and standardization ••• "** 
Preliminary studies had indicated that two important problems 
of a mechanical nature would have to be solved. One was how to obtain 
correct piece counts, and the other was how to record the proper time 
on the jobs being worked. 
The solution to the piece-count problem was as follows: for 
all typed material an extra copy was made for counting purposes; piece 
counts were taken from material received in standard packages from a 
supplier; hand counting for the first phase of a job requiring the use 
of the same material by one or more clerks; weight counts were taken 
wherever completed work could be weighed; and automatic counting devices 
attached to such office machines as the Multilith, mailing machines, 
typing machines, etc. were used wherever possible. 
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The problem of developing a timekeeping procedure "tras complicat-
ed by the attitude of office employees that time clocks and job-time 
*28, p. 5 
**28, p. 5 
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recorders smacked of restrictions placed on plant workers. The procedure 
finally adopted was on an honor basis, which the company felt played a 
large part in helping to gain employee confidence. A daily performance 
sheet was provided each employee, and he entered a description of each 
job and the starting and stopping times. 
At the end of each day a timekeeper computed the elapsed 
time on each job, and posted it to the appropriate colunm- "rated" 
or "unrated". Rated jobs were extended by mltiplying the piece count 
by the rate and entering the standard minutes earned on the form. Each 
colunm was then added and the total used to check the amount of working 
time against the amount of in-office time. The total elapsed time was 
then divided into the total standard minutes earned to determine the 
percent of efficiency. If the total elapsed time equaled or exceeded 
the total standard minutes earned, the percentage of efficiency was 
100% or less, and no bonus was earned. If the total elapsed time was 
less than the total standard minutes earned, efficiency exceeded 100% 
and a bonus was earned. 
A bonus is only earned for the time worked when efficiency 
exceeds 100%. There is no penalty for performance continuously under 
standard, but it might lead to a transfer to another department where 
the clerk would be better able to perform the work. All work that 
cannot be measured is paid at the individual's base rate. 
The following office activities at Pitney-Bowes are among 
those included in the incentive plan: 
Order and traffic department - all typing work, calculation 
and preparation of order forms, filing and composing of post-
marked ads. 
Duplicating section - all typing of forms to be duplicated, 
all printing of forms on ~-!ul tili th and Xerox machine, all 
collating, stapling, binding and padding operations. 
Addressograph section - the maintenance and running of lists 
for various purposes. 
Hail section - the sorting, distributing and delivering of 
incoming and outgoing mail; also the inserting, folding, 
letter-opening and work on the postage meter machines. 
Payroll department - the computing and preparing of the 
payroll for factory, home office and branch offices; and 
the keeping of all records relating ~o payroll accounts; 
also the computation of bonuses and salesmen's commissions. 
Field consignment section - the maintenance of records, 
indicating location by serial number of all machines and 
meters in the branch offices and in services. 
Distributing section - the work of those who receive, open 
and sort customers' checks for forwarding to accounts 
receivable; also those who receive invoices from the billing 
section; and those who separate, prepare tapes and forward 
various copies. 
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Accounts receivable - those using the Remingto~Rand 
bookless bookkeeping system of accounts receivable and 
those receiving open invoices and setting up new accounts; 
processing application of payments, sending of statements, 
auditing for collection, and even the taking of periodic 
trial balances. 
Billing section - the typing of those invoices not prepared 
by the tabulating section. 
Sales records section - the typing of quota and commission 
statements, as well as the use of bookkeeping machines to 
analyze and tabulate sales. 
Central files - filing of all correspondence regarding 
customers' accounts, sales, etc. 
Branch accounts section - the auditing, checking, summarizing 
and preparing of statements relative to the financial opera-
tions of the branch offices. 
Advertising department - the typing of advertising leads 
and the filling of requests from prospects for sales 
literature. 
Tabulating - all key punch operations.* 
*28, pp. 7 -8 
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How valuable in controlling costs has the office incentive 
plan been to Pitney-Bowes? The transcribing section is an example. 
Originally this section consisted of fifteen employees. Five years 
after the plan was installed, the work-load had increased thirty per-
cent, yet the number of personnel had been reduced to eleven. Indivi-
dual productivity had increased for~-five percent, and average week-
ly earnings had increased thirty-four percent - not including merit 
increases and general increases. The company estimates that in this 
small section alone the net dollar savings accruing as a result of 
the plan amount to $30,000 per year.* For the company as a whole, 
annual savings from all office incentive installations amount to 
$118,000, after deducting the cost of installation, maintenance, 
time-keeping, and extra earnings to employees working above 100% 
efficiency.** 
On the general subject of incentives in office work, Mr. 
Brooks, who is Chief Time Study Engineer at Pitney-Bowes, and who 
developed and installed the plan, makes the following observation: 
11 
••• It is necessary to remember that there are many 
problems in this field which cannot be solved by the 
book. These problems may require some original think-
ing - they are a little different from the ones we 
have already faced in other incentive program install-
ations. However, a tremendous volume and variety of 
office work, of a kind not previously considered 
suitable for incentives, can actually be covered qy 
modern time study and incentives ••• "*-** 
~, PP• 371-372 
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D. Wage and Salary Administration in Casualty Insurance Processes. 
The problem of wage and salary administration in the casualty 
insurance industry, and the techniques used to meet the problem, are 
similar to those of any office-type operation. 'The basic questions 
are the same: the determination of a suitable amount of money to be 
spent for salaries; and the equitable distribution of it to individual 
employees to provide a fair day's pay. 
In attempting to solve the first part of the problem - how 
much money should be spent for salaries - insurance companies rely, as 
do most businesses, on two main factors: the relationship of their 
own salary structure to other companies in the industry and the area; 
and the availability of funds, as indicated by the company's financial 
position. The first factor requires a knowledge of other companies' 
wage and salary structures, and in this respect it is apparent that 
most campanies are far more willing to exchange information now than 
they were ten years ago. Formal and informal wage and salary surveys 
are common in the industry, reflecting, perhaps, some less conserva-
tism on the part of insurance managements generally, coupled with 
their realization that exchange of information is to the mutual ad-
vantage of all the cooperating companies. 
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Solution of the second major problem - determining an equita-
ble wage or salary for the individual employee - lies in the systematic 
approach embodied in a job evaluation program. Industry generally has 
used the job evaluation approach much more widely than has the insurance 
business, but in recent years, an increasing number of insurance compa-
nies have installed job evaluation programs. Spriegel and Lanham reached 
the following conclusions regarding this, in their study "Job Evaluation 
in Insurance Companies": 
II 
••• 
a. Twenty-seven formal job evaluation plans were found 
in a survey of 66 firms. Greater utilization of 
job evaluation is planned in the immediate future, 
for a number of companies are currently installing 
programs or are planning to install them ••• 
b. Over half of those companies that have developed 
formal programs of job evaluation have done so 
largely within the last ten years. The largest 
growth per year in the number of plans has taken 
place within the last five years. 
c. Host of the companies have adopted job evaluation 
programs for several purposes. Among the most 
important are: (1) achieving equity in salary 
admtnistration, (2) improving salary administration, 
(3) standardizing salary administration, and (4) 
controlling salary costs •• •It* 
Control of the total amount of money to be spent for salaries 
in a year is usually exercised by top management's approval of a sum 
for this purpose. In companies with a formal budgetary control system, 
the amount is related to the sales and production forecast; in other 
companies the amount is determined by reference to such factors as the 
amount spent in previous years, current labor conditions, competitive 
position, salarywise, financial condition, and related factors - all 
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of which receive consideration as well by the budgetary-control companies. 
*29, p. 1 
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Once the total amount has been determined, the problem 
becomes one of dividing it so that each employee will receive an 
equitable share, based on his contributions in terms of skill, effort, 
responsibility, etc. It is at this point that job evaluation becomes 
significant, by establishing guides for management to use in giving 
increases. ~pecifically, job evaluation provides the basis for establish-
ing salary ranges for each job, i.e., minimum. and maximum. salaries which 
represent the job's dollar value. In their study, Spriegel and Lanham 
found all companies used ranges rather than single rates•* 
Most companies with job evaluation plans and salary ranges 
apply even further controls over the marmer in uhich salary increases 
can be given. For example, one large insurance company limits the 
amount any individual can receive to 5 percent of the midpoint of his 
salary range. This means that if an employee is in a job with a salary 
range of $54 - $66, his increase could be no more than $3 ( 5 percent of 
the midpoint of the range - $60). Another insurance company limits the 
amount to $3, $4 or $5 per week in the lower job grades, and $6, $7 or 
$8 in the upper job grades. A third insurance company limits the over-
all expenditure to 6% of annual payroll, and limits individual increases 
to 10% of present salary. 
In addition, many companies feel that an e~loyee should 
receive automatic increases until he reaches a control point, which is 
usually the midpoint of his salary range. Beyond that point, control 
is exercised by limiting the number of employees whose salary may 
exceed the midpoint. A modification is to limit increases by stipulating 
*29, p. 3 
that the average salary of all employee in a job grade cannot exceed 
the midpoint. In the example cited above, where the midpoint is $6o, 
the average salary of all employees in the particular job grade could 
not exceed $60. 
With regard to controlling, or limiting, the expenditure for 
salary increases, insurance companies will find helpful the following 
points listed by Hay: 
Have a series of salary grades with definite maxima for 
each beyond which no salary in a given grade can be 
increased. 
Limit the "spread" between the minimum and maximum salary 
in each grade. For salaried positions '"• 33 percent is 
best. 
Divide the range (or "spread") into uniform "steps", 
ordinarily about 5 percent, which will give six or seven 
steps of salary increase in each grade. 
A merit rating plan ldll disclose whether an employee 
deserves a raise or not and will give some idea of his 
merit relative to that of other employees, provided the 
results are dependable. (Often they are not). 
Have an index of the level of salaries. The ideal index 
should make it possible to relate the current level to 
the correct level, or to "standard cost." One such index 
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is the "compa-ratio", developed by Hay, Benge and Burk, 
and similar to the control point referred to above. 
Publish a set of written policies governing the awarding 
of salary increases, so that everyone may know where he 
stands - the employee who expects just treatment and the 
supervisor who must hand it out.* 
It is tempting to try to find a handy fornru.la which will 
solve all the problems of wage and salary administration. Although 
the use of statistical devices and mathematical approaches provides 
a systematic approach to the problem, it is unlikely that one formula, 
or even several, will eliminate the problems involved in dealing with 
salaries, because the salaries are paid to human beings, with all their 
differences, emotions, and inconsistencies. The problem is a dynamic 
one, which requires constant attention to outside economic forces, and 
to the internal problems inherent in the area of employee relations. 
The Employers• Group Insurance Companies have applied an 
incentive plan to their central transcribing operation. Originally 
the plan covered only the home office in Boston; during the past three 
years lt has been installed in New York and Philadelphia. 
Production standards for the plan were set by careful analysis 
of records of past performance. AJl work is divided into two classes, 
as follows: 
*30, p. 4 
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Class 1 (difficult) 
Aviation 
Executive 
Engineering 
Fidelity 
Class 2 (average) 
Legal Claim 
Medical Claim 
Steam Boiler 
Surety 
Accounts General Claim 
Agency Payroll Audit 
Underwriting (all other) 
Production is measured by cyclometer points, with one 
point representing 10 typewriter strokes. Transcribing machine 
operators keep their own daily production records, which are 
checked by the supervisor. 
Minimum point requirements are as follows: 
Class 1: 690 per hour (26,750 per 38 3/4 hour week) 
Class 2: 725 per hour (28,100 per 38 3/4 hour week) 
Premium (incentive) earnings are paid for production in 
excess of the standard. All premium earnings go to the operator; there 
is no gain-sharing. The amount of premium is determined by multiply-
ing the weekly base rate by the percentage of efficiency. The percent-
age of efficiency is determined by dividing the total weekly product-
ion by the minimum point requirement. 
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The following example illustrates the application of the plan -
in this case to a Class 1 operator. 
Total weekly production 
Hinirrru.rn point requirement 
Efficiency 
Base pay (weekly) 
1veekly premium 
Total weekly pay 
30_,000 points 
26,750 points 
112% 
$50 
$6 
~56 
Control of quality is always a factor in incentive plans. 
To provide for maintenance of quality standards, the plan provides 
that: 
All work is to be of acceptable quality, as defined in 
the "Typists• Manual''• 
1-Jork which i1D.l.St be re-typed because of errors on the 
part of the operator is to be deducted from the daily 
production record in the amount of points involved. 
All "waste workn is to be turned in daily to the supervisor 
along with the daily production record.* 
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VII • CONCLUSION 
A. General. 
The abili t7 of toda;yt s American economy to produce more 
and better ~~aterial goods than any S7Stea in history cannot be disput-
ed. One of the major reasons tor the efficiency of modern industr;y 
is aanage•nt' s unending search tor better products, better methods, 
reduced costs, and greater worker producti"fit7. 1he very :nature of 
our competitive economy demands that :tor a business to survive and 
prosper, it mst constantly be aware of the Deed to control costs, 
and must take effective steps to achieve such contrOl. 
The practical value ot the cost control functions described 
above, as applied in the factory, cannot be denied. One might argue 
that the United States' industrial achievellllilnt could have been realized 
without these functions and perb&ps this is true. But practical-minded 
businessra.en will attest to the value or these cost control techniques, 
and will point to their earnings stateEnts and balance sheets as 
tangible evidence ot their effectiveness. Profits do not merely happen. 
Occasionally, earnings .ay arise by reason ot fortuitous circumstances, 
but onr a period ot years, fair profits are primarlly the result ot 
sld.llful planning, coordination and control. These are management' s 
functions.* Tbe increasing complexities or modern business have 
virtually forced managements to adopt and apply cost control techniques. 
The cost control functions described above have bean used, 
with various modifications and in various degrees, in hundreds ot 
industrial operations. Since the days of F .w. Taylor, these techniques 
have been developed and improved, aDd applied over an increasingly 
broad area, largely in the factory or shop. Their use in the office 
is relatively recent, but. vi th the tre•ndous growth in the nUIIber of 
office and clerical workers, and the increasing iliiPortance of office 
operations in overall JUDageMnt probleM, it seems likely that in the 
next decade there will be an acceleration in the trend toward applJing 
scientific management techniques in the office. 
B. Haman Relations AJpects of Cost ContrOl. 
There are two major probleM involved in the use of cost 
control functions in the office. fhe first might be called the 
•mechanical" problea. This is ooDCeraed with the selection of a 
certain technique, the adaptation of a basic plan to tit the needs of 
a particular situation, and the planning of the details of its opera-
tion- the who, what, when and where of the technique itself. 'ibis 
"mechanical" factor often presents maD1' vexing proble•, but in nearly 
all cases a combination of eJq)erienca and good judgment will provide a 
satisfactory solution. 
The second major problea, in many ways 110re ditficul t to 
solve, is concerned with the bwun relations aspect of the overall 
problem. Wyman P. Fiske has su.arized the situation as follovsa 
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"••• Control implies regulation within predetermined 
lillits. It may be defiJlecl as management activity 
directed toward Etching operating performance with 
a planned program... Only action can accomplish.. • 
.Analysis and reporting alone can never accomplish 
the objective of control, which is corrective actioa. •• 
It is never enough to determine and report; a departure 
froa planned peri'orEnce. Neither is it enough to 
point the necessary corrective steps. There is no 
control until action is tat.n. All control activities 
mst, there!' ore, be directed toward action. •• 
It follows, then, that o~!Jiople can control. Soae-
bod.J' IIIWSt do soaeth.ina. JS••, reports, or other 
accoUDtiDI acti vi 1des 1 however important they Ey be 
as elemeats in intelligent managemeut, are not control. 
It is the supervisor, who acts to illprove worker perform-
&Dce or to reduce waste, who controls costs. It is the 
purchasing agent, who retraiDB froa buying or who places 
an order, who controls the size of the im'entory. It 
is the sales manager,vho sets prices and either pend.ts 
or refuses to alleN' price concessions, who controls 
margins over cost of goods sold. •• "* 
This problem of the reactioD&S of employees to controls is of 
great illlportal'Jce. The most carefully designed plan in the world may 
prove to be harmta.l unless e~lo79es are •sold• on the plan through an 
explanation of it - and how it will affect them. There are instances 
in which controls are used in a way that creates extre• tension and 
pressure on employees. The supervisor who is anxious to make a good 
showinc for his superior may do so• 11wh1p..eracld.ng" with dangerou 
results to both 1118D&ge•nt and eiiPlOJ8es. Employees may see no persoDal 
benefit whatsoever in controls, and they often may be critical of the 
fairuess of the stand.ard.s involved in controls. Whether intentional or 
not, the administration of controls more often seems to be atteDdecl b;y 
negative thaa by positive discipliae - by pressure and threats rather 
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than by satisfaction of employee desires.* 
The human problems involved in the installation, development, 
and management use of sta.ndarcU aDd control systems require at least as 
much attention as do the engineering, accounting, statistical, analytical, 
and other technical probleu. I:ndeecl, tbe human misunderstanding and 
resistance which can be aroused UDNittingly through the improper use 
of these management tools can oftea nullit7 the benefits expected to 
be gained from thea. It the hwaan problems involved in the building 
and dally use of controls are bungled, the morale of the organization -
the will of the people to give their best - can be seriously UD<iermined. 
On the ot.ber band, it the human probleJDS are understood and handled with 
SOM sld.ll, standards and control 17B'te11S which may fall short of 
perfection t.roa a strictly technical point of view often lead to satis-
factor,- results•** 
In their study of the human reactions to standards aDi controls, 
Professors Glover and. Roetblisberpr obaerva that an understandiDg of 
the "hUIIIUl snags of administration• begins vi th appreciation of the 
simple and obYious fact that organizatioDS are composed ot people - a 
tact, like so ~ other basic facta, which is often overlooked. Too 
often manageaent is prone to think of human bei.n@l as capable, to a 
greater or lesser degree, of logical thought and understanding, and 
forgets that people also have feelings, emotions and sentime:ats, inter-
twi.Ded in a mest complex, and often inconsistent, fashion. 
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These hwaan beings - 11811'1Ders of an organization - are not 
isolated and unrelated; they are members of a group. Each individual 
is related to others within the group and has a status of more or less 
prestige, authority, responsibility, respect, and so on. To some 
extent this status is a result of "formal organization", i.e., ~~anage-
mnt appointments, directives, organization manuals, title, salary, 
tenure of office, and the like. But this "f'ormal organization" is not 
the sole determinant of the indi'fidual' IS status and relationship to 
others. "••. The regard in which he is held by others, his abUit7 
to secure the understanding of others, and the willingness with which 
he gives his cooperation to others, and the way he goes about his work, 
are largely governed by the "informal organization" of' the group ••• "* 
This is the social code of behavior governing the traditional, custo.a-
ey, and habitual way of doiag things and working together; in part it 
is "logical", and in part - probably in larger part - it is nonlogical. 
As to the relationship between standards, people, and organi-
zations, Glover and Roethlisberger comment as follows: 
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"••• How let us look at standards and controls - variable 
budgets or sales quotas, for instance - in terJDS ot 
people and their relationships, both formal and informal. 
From one point of view, mch a control is a swamary of' 
expected results of bwaan behavior and activity. A 
staud.ard of this sort is a rae asure of the efficiency 
with which 'factors of production' are combined aDd 
utilized or with which a sales program is carried on. 
But it is also a device for aeasuring the efficiency 
of people - workers, salesaen, and managers. Both as 
plan and as device for appraising results, a control of 
this kind has illlplicatioDS for lmman feelings, attitudes, 
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reactions, behavior, and relationships. The more 
1 precise', the more detaUed, is the standard, the 
mre rigid is the definition of acceptable result. 
of human behavior, the less latitude there is for 
variation, and the more definite are the behavior 
and actions which are iaplied. As the standard 
becomes more highly perfected and more detailed in 
terms of specific results expected, the closer it 
comes to indicating not only how efficiently the job is to be done but hcnr it is to be done • and, 
in appearance, the mori'exact and penetrating can 
be the judgments of human performance. 'lhe more 
precise the standard, the more likely it is to be 
in contrast to the variability of buman attitudes 
and behavior•••"* 
'lhe function of controls, in an abstract sense, is to direct 
pressure to the lower-level superTisor to increase the efficiency of 
the organization under him. In a concrete sense, a control compels the 
superYisor to urge, to cajole, to persuade, and to lead his people into 
working harder or working differently. By becoming an advocate of 
change, the supervisor is put in the position where, if he is no\ out-
righ'tly opposed to the "informal orcanization•, he is at least Wying 
to change it. By redirecting tbe activity of his people, and trying to 
get them to wrk harder, he appears to be criticizing the tracli tional, 
or "right• way of doing things. 'lbus he may be brought into con.fiict 
with his people generally. Particularl;r wUl the supervisor' s actions 
arouse the resistance of any person vhose informal status is affected, 
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especially if that status is so•how tied in with the old way of d.oiDa 
things. 'lhe iroDY of the situation often is tnat, at the very tiJIIe the 
supervisor is trying to bring about the changes required by the sta.Diarci 
or the control, hil awn personal preferences incline to the status quo 
rather than to the new ways. He is "in the middle" - caught between the 
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necessitJ of eDf'orcing a control which, out of loyalty t.o his own super-
visors, he feels he should do, and the onus of applying the standard to 
umdlling subordinates, with a resultant upheaval of the existir:e "inform-
al organization.• 
Usually the "informal organization" will accept the new ways, 
and adapt to the new goals, although it may take days, weeks, or months -
in some cases longer. However, the technicians - and the line people, 
in some cases - can think up ch&Dges, iuprovements, and :new masures of 
efficiency faster than the "informal organization" can assimilate them. 
Glover and Roethl.isberger believe this constant pressure and. iq>etws 
for change, leading to friction and resistance, explains "JII.Uch of the 
unrest in a good bit of American industry."* 
Human problems arising from the application of standards and 
controls also i:n:volve the administrators higher up, who use the standards 
and controls. The executive .who is •oversold" on fonaal controls can 
bring about major upsets, and even demoralization, among the people 
below him. By accepting too literalq the accuracy of a standard, and 
neglectine to allow for human frail ties, id.iosyncruies, am the "human 
irrelevancies of lite as it is•, he auto~~atically shifts the burden for 
explanations of deviations of actual from standard onto his subordinates, 
often with an exasperating effect on them.** 
1he third group of persons il'IYol ved. with the human probleu 
of standards and controls is tbe technicians who build them - the staff 
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engineers, statisticians, and. accoUDtants. Very often this group, 
being of a scientific and logical bent of mind, tends to neglect or 
deprecate the hwlan factors, preferences, relationships, and. limita-
tions which make up the "intormal organization". They appear to believe 
that the physical and econold.c variables, with which they are trained. 
to deal, are more "real" than the human data and human variables. 
Because of their uaawaremss that their work may appear to threaten 
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seriously the "informal organization" 1 they are surprised to meet opposi• 
tion, and. often blame it on ignorance, sheer •cussedness", or ulterior 
motives. Another factor about the technical people who establish 
standards and controls, which is a basic source or huaan problems is 
explained as followat 
•... they are able to think up new ways of doiDg things, 
new goals ot pertoraauce, and new 'rules of the game• 
faster than orgaulzations can adapt to change ••• Like 
others, the control people like to be actiTe ••• they 
may also like to tiBker. Besides, • •• pressure from 
the top level or J118D818DEnt for 1resulta1 CaD keep 
them on the move. But, vwhile machines, conveyors, 
and apparatus do not care it they are reshuffled and 
rearranged every day 1 the same is not true of human 
beings. This tough fact of lite can be very irritat-
illgJ tor, it people would. oDly be 'sensible' and 
1 cooperative' in these matters, tbia sort of huED 
problem would not exist. But they are not, and it 
does ••• •* 
The problems 1 pitfalls 1 and dagers arising out ot h\1Jil8D 
reactions to standards and controls, discussed above, are real aut 
significant, but not iuoluble. Three basic points are il'IVolved in 
a realistic approach to the proble• 
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First, the builders and users of standards and controls must 
realize that their devices of efficient management come dangerously 
close to being in conflict with the established "informal organization" 
and social codes of behavior. This is a basic source of the human 
problems raised by the construction, installation, and use of standards, 
budgets, quotas, and the like. The overall effectiveness of these 
tools depend upon their being emotionally accepted by the people whom 
they affect, and upon securing the full cooperation of these people. 
This acceptance and cooperation depend upon successful teamwork and 
high morale. In turn, good teal!IKork and high morale can be expected 
only from groups in which the 11 informal" organization and the social 
code of behavior are well established, secure, and satisfying to the 
individual members. Here is where conflict may come in. One general 
method of approach which will minimize conflict is to get the persons 
affected by projected standards and controls into active participation 
in setting them up originally. This should be more than a matter of 
11 diplomacY'' or "buttering people up"; it should be a sincere effort. 
The benefits are plain: the chance that the results will be 11 impracti-
ce.l11 or "unrealistic" will be lessened, because the standard or con-
trol will take into account factors which these people feel are of 
real importance; the results are much less likely to be repugnant to 
the social code of behavior - the people affected will see to that; 
participation will avoid, in fact as well as in appearance, "ramming 
something down their throats" to ltlich they would object; and a better 
understanding of the basis of measurement will result. Participation 
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cannot be had for the asking; everyone concerned !lllst be assured that 
the intended use of the standard or control will be "fair". This can 
come from two sources; avowals of good faith by management, and re-
liance on management• s integrity and "fairness" based on past experien-
ce. As a practical matter, for any number of reasons, participation 
of employees down the line in setting standards may not be feasible. 
In such a case, the best solution seems to be to put people with line 
experience into the staff section charged with setting the standards, 
so that they can advise as to whether projected measures will be con-
sidered practical and fair from the point of view of the employees 
who will be directly affected by them.* 
Second, the people who set standards of performance and 
those who use them for administrative purposes should constantly 
strive to kPep them in realistic perspective. In some cases, due to 
the oversimplified nature of certain standards, departures from them 
are to be expected; 11 ••• only, as it were, by coincidence will actual 
be exactly equal to standard •• •"** Also, the proposition must not be 
lost sight of that not all deviations from standards are of equal signi-
ficance or importance. While staff people can help preserve a sense 
of balance in the organization by minimizing the unimportant deviations 
from standards when presenting reports to the line administrators, it 
does not mean that it is necessary to be softheaded or softhearted 
so far as concerns exacting efficient performance. "••• It does 
mean that one must be willing to take into account more facts than can 
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be included in making of a for.al standard. In particular, it means 
that the :tmman realities in the situation will be accorded their due 
weight. The end result may be the same. Soneone may get reprimanded 
or fired because be did not perfora satisfactorily. But the decision 
will be based on more complete evidence. The effect on the rest of the 
people in the organization, so tar as their appraisal of the 'fairness• 
or the system is concerDed, will be llll1Ch less upsetting if their own 
experiences have indicated that standard.& are not applied rather auto-
matically•••* 
The third general point concerns preventing standards .troa 
causing "frustration•. This condition is characterized by inabUit;y 
to approach probleJUS cool17 and objectively, by a tendeDCy to be aggres-
si ve, quarrelsome, and unreasonable, or even by loss or zest and enthu-
s:Lua for the job. It is a condit.ion exactly opposite to that which is 
necessary tor intelligent, eager cooperation and the willingness to do 
DeW thiDgs and to try new aethods, aDi it may result from the iaproper 
establishment and use of standards and controls. Frustration as a 
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human reaction can result from a number of causes, two of wbich are 
directly related to the uae or standards and controls. First, a person 
can develop this state or llind. b7 being exposed repeatedl.7 to probleas be 
is UDable tc solve, no •tter what he does or how hard he works. Second, 
it can be brought about by prolonged or repeated exposure to attacks on 
o~'s selt, one's ideas, or one's way of life. n ••• The setti121 and use 
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of standards can induce this 'UDil&nted result if the goals are set at 
completely unattainable levels, and if repeated failure to reach these 
goals recurringl.y briDgs down the heavy hand of the boss and jeopardizes 
one•• status or job•••"* The goals, therefore, should be "reasonable", 
which is not an absolute or abstract concept; it is that which aakes 
senae to the particular people in the particular situation. Also the 
!!l the standard.& or controls are used is related to preventing their 
becolling a source of f'rllstration. If the employees who are required 
to work under standards or controls feel reasonably sure that, within 
broad and generally understood. ard accepted 1ild.ts1 they can take tor 
granted their basic relationships to other people, they will not regard 
these standards or controls as tearso• threats. "... People do not 
have to have absolute and guarateed security of position. But they 
llllSt feel that their position will not be daily open to question and 
put in jeopardy. If the people working under formal standards have 
this feeling, no tenaion or aggressive impulses will keep them troa 
accepting the easures and cooperating tully toward the ends which the 
top manageent has in T.ln 1 tor the 1ihircs that peopl.e hold most i~ort­
ant will not be thought of as being in jeopardy every time a deviation 
trom. standard. occurs. In other word.8, the essential things are secure J 
there is no reason to hold back or to be tild.d or infuriated; they can 
go about doing their best in a natural wq ••• "** In order to get his 
people inte this desirable frame of mind, tbe administrator should.t (1) 
be "reasonable" in his haDdling of people and si tuatiou 1 and in his 
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settinc stanciard8 tor his people; and (2) by de-emphasizing the system. 
of rewards and punishments based on performance versus formal standards, 
enconrage an atmosphere of tea.rork and solidarity tree from. the toe 
frequent and unbalancing stilllll.us of reward or depressant of punishllent.* 
In swnmarizing the problems arisi~ from human reactions to 
standards and controls, Glover and Roethlisberger said1 
"••• Standards and contro1s are here to stay. They 
are one of the m.oat frui t.tul. IIIB&DB for increasing 
efficiency. Even so, they are no substitute for 
the inner compulsion in every man in an organization 
to do his job to the utmost ot his ability. Use 
controls, certainly. Develop them tnrther, by all 
means. But do not let them get in the way ot cooper&• 
tion. Do not let them stifle enthusian and sponta-
neit,", tbe prill! movers ot organized human activit)'. 
Used. in an atmosphere of reasonableness and with due 
regard tor people as well as geals, these modern tools 
ot manage•nt can elicit the contribution of people. 
They can provide the framework for satisfaction troa 
a job well done. They can make for development aDd 
growth and tor zest in the work. They can help the 
people to see better how their own activities fit in 
with the rest of the organization and its purpose •. 
Bll.t their wise and judicious ad.llinistration requires 
more than wishtul. thinking and verbal persuasion .... 
It requires a hwaan relations skill of the highest 
order to secure both the logical understanding and 
the emotional acceptance of management's objectives. 
It requires a real understanding that a person's 
wholehearted acceptance of an organizational objec~ 
Te can be gained oDly it his feelings and point of 
view are· taken into account- not just in words but 
in fact•••"** 
The Pi tney..Bowes Company offers an interesting example of 
the employee relations probleu involved in the application of controls, 
and the solutions to these proble•. The particular "controls" ill this 
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instance were incentives tor office workers. When the coq>aD7 began 
to install these incentives, they found tour psychological problems 
which had to be solved, before the incentive program could be success-
ful. These tour problems, and the solution to each, are discussed 
below. 
Fear of the unknown, due to changes in work methods or 
the alteration or work routines. The solution was to 
take the mystery out of what the company was doing. 
This required hours of talking to employees, showing 
them how the element times were plotted and how elemental 
time values were established from time-study readings. 
The company demolllltrated how method changes and altera-
tion of work routines would make the employees • work 
easier. Once the tear was removed, charlges were made 
more rapidly, without resistance, and more cooperation 
was obtained while taking time studies. 
Resemblance to factory work, wi tb its resultant loss 
ot white collar prestige. Two solutions were toUJld: 
first, employees were permitted to record their oWJl 
&tart ancl stop times, which provided enough stimulation 
to pride to help overcome the prejudice; second, 118Dage-
ment sold the idea that tor the first time it had a true 
gauge tor measuring employee performance, which meant 
that the oustanding eq>loyees could be recognized and 
rewarded. 
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Lack of ~ufficient motivation for earning higher pay. This 
proved to be a real stumbling block, because most of the 
employees were young, single girls, living at home, to whom 
the incentive for extra pay did not prove sufficiently 
stimulating, because they were under no pressure to earn 
money to support a home. (This problem is not encountered 
in the usual factory situation). Before incentives were 
established, performance had been about 65 peDcent of 
standard. Since the standards paid incentive earnings 
only for a performance above 100 percent, they demanded a 
considerable increase in productivity for employees to 
qualify for a bonus. And this came as a great shock to 
most employees - so much so that many of them never even 
tried to improve, feeling that the standard was unattain-
able. The ultimate solution was to establish a "break-in 
allowance". This consisted of adding 25 percent to the 
standard time for a predetermined period and then decreas-
ing this amount by 5 percent each period thereafter until, 
at the end of the fifth period, the employees were working 
without any extra allowance. The length of each period 
depended upon the experience factor as set up in the job 
evaluation write-up. If the experience factor was set at 
one month or less, each period was one week; if it was three 
to six months, then each period was one month.* The company 
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reported one revealing example of the value of personal 
motivation. One girl, before the use ot the "break-in 
allowance", had faced an imediate personal financial 
problem. For a two-week period, the girl turned in perform-
ance over standard, and earned twenty dollars in incentive 
pay. After her fiuncial problem had been met, she dropped 
back to her previous le?el ot sub-standard performance.* 
Objection to being watched. This arose because the COIIP&DY 
made tile studies to establish standard times 1 and the 
office workers were not accustomed to being observed and 
timed. This objection disappeared as time went on and the 
employees adjusted to the presence of a ti.E-t:tu.dy represeD-
tatl.v••** 
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c. Practical Considerationa in Applling Cost Control Functions 
to Casualty !l'lsurance Oftice Operations. 
The tendency or 80111 insurance company managements, whea 
confronted with the cost control problem1 is to turn to mechanization. 
'!heir reason:Lnc is as :follows: it eight clerks, with annual salaries 
ot $2SOO each, can be replaced by one aachiDe costing $201 000, then in 
its first year or operation the machine will •pay for i tselt". This 
over-simplified exanple is illu•trati ve of the feeliDC by some manage-
•at& that mechanization is tDe answer to all labor cost probleu. 
Certainly no one can deny that since the invention or the first practical 
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typewriter in 1873, office machines have made invaluable contributions 
toward providing management with more detalled and more accurate data, 
and to making office and clerical tasks easier, faster, and less expea-
siTe. But it is unrealistic to regard mechanization as a paacea. Care-
ful thought should be given to such considerations as the tollow:l.nga 
Is the machine reall7 needed? The need for a machine should 
never be taken tor grantedJ certain alternatives should be 
considered first. Can the work be eliminated, simplified, 
rescheduled, or altered in such a way as to eliminate the 
necessity for mechaDiziDg it? If the work Clearly is 
necessary, is it possible that it could be done by so• 
staple, no~mechanieal means? Perhaps a prepared table ot 
values, such as ratee, square roots, preduets, etc. would 
be adequate, or perhaps a slide rule, which is ~ id and 
imexpensive, would be sufficiently accurate for ~ 
purposes.* 
What will the actual labor savings be? A machine may 
replace eight $2.500 clerks 1 but it may require two $6ooo 
operators to run it. .Also, the maintenance and repair costs 
ot so• machines are significant elements to be considered 
in estimating any "savings" resulting froa mechanization. 
It mechanization is determined to be feasible, what action 
should be taken regarding certain related factora? There 
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is a very real connection between mechanization and cost 
control functions such as those discussed above. For exam-
ple, mechanization should precede the establisllllent ot 
quality control standards and labor standards. Certainly 
the budgetary control pregru. will be affected by mecbani• 
sation, and there will be a direct relationship between 
layout and mechanization. Recognition of these inter-
relationships, and coordination or the functions involved, 
is consistent with Frederick w. Taylor's principle of first 
.aking improvements in the layout, prescribing the tools, 
and standardizing the method before setting aey standards. 
The insurance company contemplating the installation of one 
or more of the above cost control twactions should weigh both the costs 
and the likely savings, as well a1 seek the answers to the who? where? 
and wben'l question& involved in the progru.. 
1be question of g will iastall a cost control program 
offers a choice of company personnel or an outside consultant. Few 
insurance companies, save perhaps the largest, have persollllel with the 
techD:tcal training or experience to handle the problelllS involved iB 
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auch an installation. A compa.ny can hire qualified persons and esta-
blish its own cost control department, and supplement them, where 
necessary, with present employees whose background or interests indicate 
a potential value alo~ these liDes. 'lhe use of coq:>any personnel has 
certain advantages, such as familiarity with procedures and personnel, 
and the likelihood that acceptance of the program by employees will 
be easier if it is installed by associates. '!he main disadvantages 
or using company personnel are a narrower viewpoint, i.e., depart-
mental rather than industry-wide or even company-wide, lack of d1 ver-
sified experience, and difficulty in appraising people and problems 
objectively. 
The role of the management consultant has become increasing-
ly ilportant in recent years. The early consultants, such as Taylor, 
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Henry Gaatt, and the Gilbreths, worked mainly in the field or production, 
but more recentJ.y the consultant has entered such fields as sales, 
organization planning, budgeting, finance, accounting systems, persounel 
and labor relations, and office management. The use or a consultant 
otters certain advantages, which are well summarized in the brochure 
ot Rogers, Slade and Hill, o:ae or the leading "consultants to manage-
ment, as roll.ws: 
". • • Some of the ablest managements in America •• • have 
turned to us to supplement their own resources or 
executive manpower, experience and judgment -
1. Because we are in a position to give each assigJUDent 
the concentrated and uninterrupted time required -
which very few executives are in a position to do. 
2. Because, as outsiders, we are completely objective 
and free from personnel prejudices or any bias with 
respect to company policies or industry traditions. 
This contributes greatly to our acceptability within 
an organizatio~ and also to the welcome given to 
our findings and recomendations. 
3. Because working on literally hundreds or assigments, 
covering a very wide variety or management probleiiS, 
has given us background knowledge and experience, and 
a breadth of perspective extremely valuable in each 
new situation. 
4. Because retaining an experienced outside firm. to 
make a special study or carry out a definite 
project focuses attention sharply and leads to 
decisions and purposeful action. 
5. Because the experience of working with an outside 
group usually stimulates the client's own organiza-
tion and leaves a residue of fresh ideas, as well 
as a broader perspective on all the problems and 
potentialities of the business ••• "* 
'!he major disadvantages ot using a coneultant are: (1) a lack 
of qualified personnel to carry on after the consultant leaves (unless 
he has trained a successor); (2) a disposition to resent "outsiders" 
by some employees; and (3) the expense. '!be services of a capable 
consultant are relatively expensive, as evidenced by the following 
example or typical tees. 
1 Stat:t Engineer - Interllli ttent 
assignment 
1 Statt Engineer • Assignment 
requiring less than 1 IIIOJ1'th 
1 Starr Engineer - ASsignment 
requiring 1 111.0nth or longer 
2 or more starr Engineers - Assi~ 
ment requiring 1 month or longer 
Per 
&ngineer--Dq 
$125 
125 
110 
100 
The question or where to install the particular cost control 
function should also recei-re lll&llage•nt' s careful attention. It 
possible, the program should be laUDChed in a department or division 
where the supervisor will be cooperative, and where favorable results 
can reasonably be expected. It the supervisor has a close personal 
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relationship with his employees, and it he is convinced of the value 
of the contemplated program, the chances of a successful installation 
are greatly enhanced. Where wage incenti Tes are to be installed, it 
is particularly important to choose carefully the first department to 
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be involved. The results of the first studies are certain to be watched 
with great interest by all employees. It the first few jobs can be 
improved through motion study, it output can be raised, costs lowered, 
and the worker's earnings increased, the program will be off to a good 
start, with its ultimate .success 110re likely. 
Certain insurance operations lend themselves to standards 
and controls, and if possible, the installation should begin with them. 
Routine, repetitive operations, performed by large numbers of eq>loyees, 
such as fUing1 posting, coding, typiDg, key punching, and transcri._ 
iDg usually present good opportunities for a successfUl application 
ot controls. Those persons responsible for the installation should 
anticipate the iDBVitable opposition which will be encountered, even 
under the most favorable conditiona, when present procedures are quest-
ioned and changed. Human nature prefers the established patterns, and · 
resists the changes involved in applying controls. In this connection, 
Charles Kettering once remarked: "'••. It's pretty DlllCh a fact that 
•n are so constituted to see what is wrong with a thing and not what 
is right; and God knows there's no greater endurance contest than the 
introduction of a new system or method ••• "* 
~. p. 290 
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The ~ question of installing a cost control program 
has two aspects: first, the particular time of the month, quarter, 
or year to begin the installation; and second, the length of ti.llle to 
be spent on the prograa. With regard to the first consideration. it 
is advisable to begin the installation when operations are at a normal 
level of activity, i.e., not when a peak workload is being handled, 
such as the preparation of pOlicies in an insurance office at year-eDd, 
or the coJWpUation of figures at ·the end of the accounting period. 
The second consideration concerns the length of time to be 
spent on installing the particular function. An effective means of 
controlling this aspect is to set up each installation on a project 
basi•. For example, in the insurance office, one project might be the 
establiahment of labor standards in the policywriting section; another 
project mi.ght call for the developaent and application of budgetary 
control techniques in all hoE office departments. The objectives of 
each project should be determined, the approach and techniques establish-
ed, the major steps set forth, the necessary specialists assigned, and 
a tiiiiStable established. Definite COIIIPletion dates should be set for 
each of the major steps, in the same fashion as in large building 
c~truction projects or research and development programs. By compar-
ing actual progress with the ti.Jietable, management can determine how 
the project is progressing, and can take corrective action if the 
program. lags behind schedule. 
Follow-up on results of the particular cost control function 
should be an integral part of the procedure. What at first looks liD 
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an excellent idea so.etimea fails miserably later on, perhaps because 
of failure to analyze the situation correctly, or failure to win the 
supervisor's support, or failure to train the individuals adequately 
in the details of the new procedure. The follow-up should include an 
analysis of costs and savings involved in the project. This serves 
the dual purpose of checking the soundness of the particular cost 
control .tunction i:n:rol ved, and of justifying the expense of installing 
it.* 
D. A Look at the Future. 
The role of the scientific manageaent movement, including 
the use of the specific cost contrOl functions described above, in 
increasing the efficiency of factory operations, seems secure. Manage--
ments generally accept its basic principles, and actively support 
programs for their development and application to specit1c problems. 
starr departments which once seemed inseparably attached to any one 
fol"lll of scientific manage~~ent have beea eliminated by some coll{>aniea 
in tiaes of financial stress, but still the scientific management 
method has been used by these col!lpanies in attacking their problems. 
Significant elements of organized labor have supported the scientific 
management movement. The followiDg statement of policy by the American 
Federation of Labor indicates this attitude of cooperation: 
n... Trade unionists 111U8t look to cooperation vi th 
management and increased output per manh.our to 
increase their incomes and assure their progress. 
~~ pp. 312-J]J 
In order to get this output, industries mst provide 
improved equipment, better supplies, and better all-
round working conditions, all of which workers must 
use with increasing effectiveness and greater effi-
ciency and concern tor production cost•••"* 
Jlso, the Steel Workers 1 organizing Committee, c. I. 0., 
stated that: 
"··· a. The union agrees to cooperate with the management 
in order to reduce costs, enlarge sales, improve 
quality and in general to advance the interests 
ot the industry. 
b. The manage~~ent agrees to share equitably with 
the union any beMrits so obtained, in the fol'Rl 
ot increased employment, better working conditions, 
increased wages or decreased hours•••"** 
Other factors combining to insure fUture progress for the 
scientific management movement are: the growth of societies composed 
largely or plant executives whosa interests lie entirely with manage-
ment probleiiiSJ the increasing literature dealing with the subjectJ 
and the attention being devoted by the next generation of factery 
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managers, now in educational institutions, to li&Dagement as a study. 
In 1915, there were not five courses in management given in American 
universities. Today practically every business and engineering school 
in the UDi ted States offers courses in manageEnt. Although thi• 
rapid growt.h or lfiiUlagement instra.ction has been in response to a 
deund from industry, yet in many cases it has led the demand, and 
has, through its graduates, directed the attention of industry to 
the strides that have been made in manageMnt.*** 
*11 Chap. 45, P• 8 
Hl, Chap. 2, p. 11 
***1, Chap. 2, pp. 11-12 
As to the future of the scientific management approach 
in general, and cost control functions specifically, in casualty 
insurance operations, there is little doubt that tremendous potentia-
lities exist. Office work generally has been assigned a larger and 
larger role in business firms. In an effort to manage the various 
functions of an organization more logically, management turns more 
and more to facts - to information needed for logical decisious. 'nle 
resUlt has been a vast expansion in paper work. The basic soundness 
of this emphasis upon more and better office services to sharpen 
management effectiveness can hardly be disputed. As a result, pro-
portions of clerical employees to total employees and proportions of' 
clerical costs to total costs have. climbed rapidly. So large have 
office costs beco• that manage~~ents, more and more, are beginning 
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to look critically toward this area as one offering a big margin for 
possible savings.* As more insurance managements becoll8 aware of' the 
potential savings possible, the cost control functions described above 
will beeome objects of greater interest, they will be subjected to 
more inteD&ive study and develop~~ent, and they will be applied in more 
and broader areas. 
Based on the results obtained in many co~anies throug)l 
such economy prograJIS as work BiliPlif'ication, standards developmeut, 
budgetary controls, and physical facilities improvement, there is 
little doubt of the magni tud.e of' cost-saving and cost-control possibi-
lit4,es in most offices. Indu.strial engineers who specialize in methods 
~~ P• 403 
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improvement analysis frequently express opinions that office actin tiel 
represent one of the greatest, it not the greatest of frontiers for 
econoav in the typical organization. 'fhe only other major division 
of work which might conpete for this dubious distinction is often said 
to be the sales diT.lsio:a.* 
Tne opportunities for cost control in the office, applicable 
to insurance operations, were pointed out by Mr. George w. Troost, 
Vice-President of the Chrysler Corporation, in his keynote address to 
the Eighth Armual Meeting ot the Systems and Procedures Association of 
America, in New York, ia 1955, when he saidt 
it6, p. 11 
H18, P• 23 
"••• I believe it is quite possible that in years 
ahead the most rewarding opportunitiea (particularly 
for syatems engineers) may be found, not in the in-
dustrial production field, but in another, faster-
growing part ot our economy. Your greatest challenge 
may co.e in bringing about increased efficiency in 
all those rapidly expanding activities that have been 
generated by the production achievement of our !arms 
and factories. The spectacular efficiency in the 
manufacturing end ot the automobile business... il 
due, in part, to the progress made in the clerical 
phases of factory production. To the general public, 
the stunning traBSfermatic machines that move an 
engine block auto~~.atically from one station to anether 
on a production line and perform dozens of operations 
without the block being touched by a worker are per-
haps the most impres s1 ve of all types o! equipment in 
a modern autoroobUe factory. But, there are other 
equally impressive processes that must go on to keep 
an assembly line rolling and to keep the products 
moving out to the right destination in the right mix. •• 
Many of these activities are strictly clerical in 
nature •• •"** 
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